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Tribute to Honourable Justice Late Dr. B. P. Saraf
Former Chief Justice, Jammu and Kashmir High Court
23rd August, 1939 - 15th May, 2012
Born, brought up and educated at Guwahati in the State of Assam, Honourable Justice
late Dr. B. P. Saraf had a brilliant academic career. Stealing moments to study in
the midst of helping his father in a business of a small cloth shop, he still excelled
academically and stood first class first in both B.Com. (Hons.) and M.Com Examinations
of the Gauhati University and also secured first position in the LL.B. Examination. For
his academic achievements he was awarded gold medals by the University and other
educational and social organizations. His hunger for knowledge also led him to extensive
research resulting in the award of doctorate for his thesis “Capital Taxation in India”.
Joining the Gauhati High Court Bar in 1963, he had an extensive practice in the High
Court Taxation, Corporate and Commercial Laws. He was designated as Senior Advocate
by the Gauhati High Court and also served as the Senior Standing Counsel for the
Income-tax Department for North East India for four years.
The professional and social commitments never distanced Honourable Justice late Dr. B.
P. Saraf from the academic side and his perpetual zest and hunger for knowledge and
development of law. He served as lecturer in taxation and labour laws in the Gauhati
University & Post-Graduate Commerce Department from, 1963 to 1968. His treatises
and commentaries on diverse subjects of law are well known-the most notable ones
being classic work on the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 and commentary
on the Sales tax laws in Assam and Meghalaya. He also authored Statutes of North
East” in six volumes, the Jail Manual and the Police Manual. He was also associated
with the National Institute of Public Finance and Policy and the Union Public Service
Commission as Adviser. Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf also served as a member
of the Meghalaya Taxation Enquiry Committee, the Nagaland Taxation and Resource
Mobilisation Commission and the Meghalaya Commission on Resource Mobilisation and
as Chairman of Assam Taxation & Resource Mobilization Commission.
Despite such a hectic and busy professional life, Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf
was extremely committed to social causes and was involved with a large number of
charitable and social organisations, He was President of Kamrup Chamber of Commerce
and the North East India Tax Bar Association and also served as Administrator of
Gauhati Municipal Corporation (1983-1985). He was deeply involved with the Red
Cross and Rotary movement till elevation to the Bench. Working with these social
organizations, he made great contributions to social causes. He served as President
of the Rotary Club of Gauhati and also led a Group Study Exchange Team to South
Australia and Victoria. He served as the President of Kamrup Chambers of Commerce,
P. S. Dhanuka Balika Vidyalaya, North East Tax Bar Association, Federation of North East
Chambers of Commerce & Industry, Ajitsaria Chhatranivas, Assam Passengers Association,
Purvattar Pradeshik Marwari Sammilan Shikhsa Kosh, etc.
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He was also the Chairman of Fancy Bazar Pujo Samity Religious Charitable Trust, Trustee
of Rukmanand Ajitsaria Charitable Trust, Sree Gauhati Gosala Trust, Institute’ of Child
Health and Mother Welfare. He was actively associated with the starting of Marwari
Maternity Hospital and establishment of Sadhna Temples. Apart from the above, he also
served as the Member of National Railway Users’ Consultative Council. He was the editor
of the first Hindi weekly published from this region namely “Anatardwand”.
Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf was appointed as Judge of the Gauhati High Court
on 2nd January, 1989 and subsequently joined as a judge of the Bombay High Court on
11th December, 1991. He served as Chief Justice (Acting), of the Bombay High Court
and was finally appointed Chief Justice of the Jammu and Kashmir High Court on
21st February, 2000 from where he retired on 22nd August, 2001.
The law journals bear testimony to Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf’s career as a
judge of the High Court. He rendered landmark judgments on diverse complex issues of
law. As judge he was known for extremely quick grasp of facts and law. The singular
focus of Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf was to reach the truth in all matters
before him within the parameters of law. His humble background made him relate to the
difficulties of the common man which was reflected in his judgments.
As Chief justice, he made radical administrative and judicial reforms to ensure smoother
and quicker administration of justice. He was in Kashmir during extremely troubled
times. But, that never deterred him from travelling to the most interior parts of Kashmir
to be with the judicial officers to keep them motivated. He strove hard to reduce the
number of pending cases. Sensitive to the hardship litigants suffer, he introduced a novel
system of a “grievance box” in all the subordinate courts wherein litigants could drop
their grievances. These boxes were then opened by the representative of the High Court
and the issues addressed. He attempted to bring justice to the doorsteps of the people
by introducing a mobile court which had sittings at interior parts of Kashmir, to save the
public from the inconvenience of travelling often for hearing of their cases.
Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf shall be remembered always by the Bar for his
extraordinary perspicacity, piercing intellect, scintillating brilliance and above all his
overwhelming humanity. He used to study the cases at home with utmost diligence
and care. Though it was difficult to dislodge his conclusions, he was never in want
of courtesy and respect for the members of the Bar. He was most anxious that the Bar
should co-operate with him in the disposal of cases so as to do justice to the common
man. Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf was utterly devoid of provincial, communal
and caste bias or prejudice. He was truly secular at heart and a socialist to the core. His
proverbial sympathy for the underdog and those who were socially and economically
deprived resulted in a liberal and humane interpretation of laws.
On the passing away of Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf, Justice Ranjan Gogoi,
Judge, Supreme Court summed up his significant contribution by saying as under:
“Dr. Saraf also ensured that he worked for the underprivileged and especially for
the backward classes. Justice Saraf’s life was a life of purpose and meaning. His
work and efforts spoke for itself and thus need not express. For such a man of
|v|
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substance and humility, it is right to quote John Ruskin that “The first test of a
truly great man is his humility”.
Justice S. H. Kapadia, the former Chief Justice of India said that Honourable Justice late
Dr. B. P. Saraf was not carried away by unnecessary weight of doctrine of precedents.
He kept the tax jurisprudence vibrant and working.
The Chairman of Bar Council of NE Region Shri G. N. Sahewalla paid his tribute to
Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf in the following words:
“Late Justice Dr. B. P. Saraf was a man of enormous integrity and requisite
knowledge who can serve as the faithful guardian of the Constitution and of
individual liberty. He served that role with utility and dignity until his retirement
from the Bench. Until his passing, he served the role as mentor, leader and
paternal figure to all of us whom he included in his extended law family.”
Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf ’s life was a life of hard work, high ideas,
equanimity, urbanity and dignity. Not only the judiciary respected him, but the Bar
revered and idoled him. He was dauntless champion of the independence of judiciary.
His message was “to work, achieve and rest not, till the goal of high jurisprudence both
legal and ethical stands achieved”. He encouraged the Bar to be knowledge oriented.
After retirement Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf settled at Mumbai and acted as
arbitrator in important commercial arbitrations both domestic and international and as
a consultant. Even in this role he excelled. He was an extremely busy and successful
arbitrator doing arbitrations all over the world including at Geneva, London and
Singapore. He was appointed Chairman of the Committee constituted by the Government
of India on 22nd July 2004 to study in-depth implications of the recommendation of Law
Commission of India contained in its 176th Report and all aspects of the Arbitration
and Conciliation (Amendment) Bill, 2003 and to submit its Report of the Government,
known as ‘Justice Saraf Committee Report on Arbitration”. He was also appointed by the
Government of Maharashtra as the Chairman of the State Backward Class Commission
and continued on the said post till his death.
Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf was a person who lived life to the full. He was
a multi-faceted personality, an academician, on intellectual judge, an able administrator,
orator, committed to social and charitable causes, the list is endless.
Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf was a visionary, who set high targets and then
strove relentlessly and unyieldingly to achieve them. He dared to dream.
Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P. Saraf passed away on 15th May, 2012 at Tanzania while
holidaying with his family. Nothing will describe him better than the beautiful words of
Shakespeare, when he says
“What a piece of work is a man!
How noble in reason !
How infinite in faculty !
In form, in moving, how express and admirable!
In action how like an angel !”
| vi |
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A Tribute …….
Honourable Mr. Justice R. C. Lahoti, Former Chief Justice of India
“I found him to be man of extremely amiable temperament, learning and full of
creativity. He believed in ‘work is worship’. He loved speaking in Marwari with
his family members. He could fluently speak Bangla and Oriya. He had emotional
attachment with traditions and values.”
Honourable Mr. Justice S. H. Kapadia, Former Chief Justice of India
“I sat with Justice Dr. Saraf in the Tax Bench for a very long time. During this
period, I noticed that Justice Dr. Saraf was very sound on first principles. He
had a very good command over the provisions of the Income-Tax Act, 1961.
He was equally good in matters concerning sales tax. Justice Dr. Saraf was not
carried away by unnecessary weight of doctrine of precedents. He kept the
tax jurisprudence vibrant and working. Judgements delivered by him in tax
matters received considerable attention. Justice Dr. Saraf was equally good in
administrative matters. He had solution to all problem of life. I consider myself
very fortunate to have had a good friend who was in several respects my friend,
guide and philosopher.”
Honourable Mr. Justice Ranjan Gogoi, Former Chief Justice of India
“A prominent lawyer, a noted jurist and above all a humanist, Justice B. P. Saraf
may be remembered in diverse ways. Justice Saraf’s life can be looked upon as
an apt manifestation of the famous quote.
“A great man isn’t the one who can show all his greatness, but a great man is the
one who can show his Humility upon his greatness”.
Honourable Mr. Justice A. K. Patnaik, Former Judge of Supreme Court of India
“Besides being a capable lawyer and a Judge of the Gauhati High Court with
expertise in taxation law, Late Dr. Saraf has contributed immensely to the Bar
and the Bench in the North East through the Guwahati Law Reports and all of us
associated with Guwahati High Court will always remember him for his immense
contribution to the legal fraternity.”
Honourable Mr. Justice Amitava Roy, Former Judge of Supreme Court of India
and Former Chief Justice of Rajasthan High Court
“His astounding clarity of thought, conviction and confidence made him stand
apart from the hesitant and vacillating and his rise to the office of the Chief
Justice of Jammu & Kashmir High Court is an ample testimony of the recognition
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of his exemplary qualities of head and heart. His contributions on the Bench,
making new grounds of law and its interpretation have left an indelible
impression in the chronicles of Indian judiciary.”
Honourable Dr. Justice Dhananjaya Y. Chandrachud, Judge, Supreme Court of
India, Former Chief Justice of the Allahabad High Court and Former Judge of
the Bombay High Court.
“Both as a judge and as an arbitrator, Justice Saraf had the rare ability of reaching
to the essence of what separated the parties. It was difficult to dislodge his
commitment to a course of action which he considered just, on a technicality. The
law was for him a facilitative instrument of a path of justice.”
Honourable Mr. Justice Mohit S. Shah, Former Chief Justice, Bombay High Court
“We are grateful to Dr. Saraf that he gave the benefit of his erudition and expertise
on the subject through his book ‘Law of Arbitration and Conciliation’ which
he co-authored with Justice S. M. Jhunjhunwala. Dr. Saraf was a simple and
wonderful man who achieved greater heights by dint of his abilities and moral
values.”
Honourable Mr. Justice Naresh H. Patil, Former Chief Justice, Bombay High Court
“Late Dr. Justice B. P. Saraf former chief Justice of Jammu & Kashmir High Court
and who was former distinguished Judge of the premier High Court of Bombay
from 1991 to 2000 & rendered number of landmark judgements on taxation laws”.
Honourable Mr. Justice Arup Kumar Goswami, Chief Justice, High Court of
Sikkim
“Late Dr. Justice Saraf was an acclaimed authority on the subject. He was not only
a great judge and a jurist, but was also a noted philanthropist”.
Honourable Mrs. Anima Hazarika, Former Judge, Gauhati High Court
“It is rare to find a man who is both knowledgeable and humble. It is rarer still
to find a man who has attained success in life and yet managed to retain his
humility and grace.”
Honourable Mr. Justice D. R. Dhanuka, Former Judge, Bombay High Court
“Justice B. P. Saraf was a great judge who delivered several landmark judgments
on the subject of taxation. He was neither pro-revenue nor pro-assessee. Justice Dr.
B. P. Saraf excelled in Art of writing simple and lucid judgments on the complex
subject of Income-tax Law. I had privilege of sitting with him on the Bench of
Bombay High Court as a junior Judge”
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Honourable Mr. Justice Ujjal Bhuyan, Judge, Bombay High Court
“No doubt late Justice Saraf was an expert on the subject. He was a great judge
and jurist. But above all he was a great human being, full of life and positivity”.
Honourable Mr. Justice Pradeep P. Bhatt, Former Judge, Gujarat High Court,
President, Income Tax Appellate Tribunal
Late Dr. Justice Saraf, was extremely committed to social causes and was involved
with a large number of charitable and social organisations”.
Honourable Mr. Justice M. S. Sanklecha, Former Judge, Bombay High Court
“Late Dr. Justice Saraf, For long, he headed the Tax Bench of this Court and his
out of the ordinary intellect and humility was evident from the way he conducted
the Court. I state the above with personal knowledge as I had the privilege of
appearing before him regularly in Excise and Custom matters. During his long
career, he delivered many land mark judgements in various branches of law. Even
to day, the Bar and Bench alike go back to his judgements for its erudition and
mastery of law”.
Honourable Mr. Justice Achintya Malla Bujor Barua, Judge, Gauhati High Court
“Late Dr. Justice Saraf was a respected Senior Advocate at the relevant time,
authored a publication titled ‘Statutes of North East India’ which comprised of a
compilation of the relevant statutes pertaining to the Seven North Eastern States,
with a detailed note on every such provision, as interpreted by the courts in
its various adjudications. The publication was also immense help to the judges,
lawyers and Litigants in arriving at the relevant provisions of law related issues
before them as well as to understand the interpretation and implication thereof
which in fact had made their task much easier”.
Honourable Mr. Justice Kalyan Rai Surana, Judge, Gauhati High Court
“Late Dr.Justice Saraf had authored on the Assam General Sales Tax Act,
Arbitration & Conciliation Act, 1996 are still a valuable asset in my personal
library. The judgements that he had authored as the Judge of Gauhati High
Court and Bombay High Court and as Chief Justice of the High Court of Jammu
& Kashmir speak volumes of his erudite legal acumen and the judgements are
milestone in legal history in this country”
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Source - Late Justice Dr. B. P. Saraf Commemorative Publication - 2012
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Message
In a constantly evolving society, the role of lawyers is no more limited to the
practice of law. With time, it has evolved tremendously and more often than
not, they are the torchbearers of social change in all areas of law. In a country
of 130+ crore people, it is estimated that approximately only 1.5 crore citizens
pay income tax. One can only wonder the adverse impact of such poor tax
compliance on the constitutional imperatives of good governance, social justice
and development. Keeping this broad vision in mind, I use this opportunity to
convey a message which can only be termed as imminent in the present times.
Tax practitioners act as intermediaries in the taxation system. They act as a
bridge between a tax payer and the revenue department of the government. In
this very crucial role, their duty is not limited to minimizing the tax burden
of clients, rather, it is to promote a culture of compliance alongside fulfilling
their professional duty of protecting the interests of clients. There are multiple
notions associated with tax compliance across the world-economic, ethical, legal
and philosophical. The tax practitioners must carry the weight of both legal and
ethical aspects on their shoulders in their respective areas of practice, thereby
understanding their integral and largely unacknowledged role in the ultimate goal
of good governance.
I am happy to learn that the Federation is coming up with a publication titled
“Reassessment: Law, Procedure and Practice”. I am hopeful that this noble project
of “reassessment” of practice and procedure would play a constructive and
creative role in imparting education and development of profession.
My best wishes to you all for your future endeavours.

(A. M. Khanwilkar)
Date: November 28, 2020;
Place: New Delhi.
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DR JUSTICE D Y CHANDRACHUD
Judge, Supreme Court of India

Message
Benjamin Franklin, in a private correspondence satirically quipped“Our new Constitution is now established, and has an appearance that promises
permanency; but in this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death
and taxes”. His comment, albeit referring to the herculean tax of framing the
Constitution of the United States of America, made a pertinent observation on
the deeply entrenched state power of taxation. Taxation, which preceded modern
democratic systems of government, continues to be critical for their sustenance.
The law on taxation exists in its own universe and to some is an esoteric aspect
of law. Yet, it is a critical element of the social contract that a citizen shares with
the State. Several principles of constitutional and administrative law, such as due
process, rule of law, and the doctrine of arbitrariness, have been shaped by tax
litigation. In this light, a dual purpose is served by demystifying complex taxation
regimes. First, it enlightens the Bar, and equally the Bench, who tum to academic
text as their first port of call, when chartering unfamiliar legal territory. The
second, and higher purpose, is its role in empowering citizens who may otherwise
be daunted by the technicalities of procedure.
I have perused with interest this latest brainchild of the All India Federation of
Tax Practitioners on ‘Reassessment Law, Procedure & Practice (Practical Guide)’.
I have had the greatest appreciation for their previous work and this book lives
up to their reputation. It is a one-stop guide on all potential permutations of
situations that may arise in a reassessment proceeding, right from issuance of a
notice to preferring an appeal. The organization’s greatest strength - its association
between advocates, chartered accountants and tax consultants, reflects in the
richness of their work that seamlessly blends principle with practice.
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I fondly remember Late Dr. Justice B. P. Saraf as the doyen of Taxation law. I have
on many occasions turned to his lucid judgements while considering questions
of taxation. A book that adeptly clarifies the nitty-gritties of the reassessment
procedure for citizens and their lawyers and made available free of cost to ensure
equitable access, is indeed a befitting tribute to his legacy.
Congratulations!
Best Wishes

[Dr Justice Dhananjaya Y Chandrachud]
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Message
I am very happy to know that the All India Federation of Tax Practitioners
(AIFTP) is publishing a book on “Reassessment - Law, Procedure and Practice
(Practical Guide) which will be made available free to cost to all.
Awareness of Tax Laws and Procedure can immensely contribute to reduction
of errors and resultant complications and litigation. AIFTP as a body of Tax
Practitioners has been rendering great service in spreading knowledge on
various aspects of taxation laws by conducting conferences and by publications
which simplify apparently complex laws to act as a guide, not just to the tax
practitioners, but also to the public at large. It is heartening to note that moving
with times, AIFTP is also making available e-editions of books on their website
which ensures a much wider reach.
I have gone through with interest the practical guide on Reassessment which
is now proposed to be published and find that it is a very well complied guide
covering various aspects of the law and procedure of Reassessment. It will surely
prove to be very helpful to advocates, chartered accounts, tax consultants and also
the members of the public.
The book is very aptly dedicated to former Chief Justice Dr. B. P. Saraf. Justice
Saraf has left an indelible mark on the taxation laws in India. Apart from
rendering landmark Judgments in the field, Justice Saraf also authored several
books on Taxation when he was in Assam. Law journals bear testimony to his
immense contribution in the field of Taxation. The book is fitting tribute to him.

[B. R. Gavai]
November 30, 2020
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GAUHATI HIGH COURT

N. KOTISWAR SINGH

(High Court of Assam, Nagaland,
Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh)
GUWAHATI - 781001, ASSAM
0361-2735866/2735877 (O)
2735955 (FAX)
E-mail : justice.kotiswar@gov.in

CHIEF JUSTICE (ACTING)

Message
I am happy to learn that the All India Federation of Tax Practitioners is releasing
a book titled “Reassessment - Law, Procedure and Practice (Practical Guide)”,
dedicated in honour of Justice Dr. B. P. Saraf, former Chief Justice of Jammu &
Kashmir High Court, virtually on 5th and 6th December, 2020 on the occasion
of 23rd National Convocation.
The book will certainly benefit the readers about the intricacies of procedural
aspect of taxation law and will play a pivotal role in shaping and guiding the
tax practitioners in their day to day proceedings. I must congratulate the author
for his excellent work of explaining the law and sometimes knotty procedures
relating to taxation aptly and lucidly. The book in itself reflects the effort,
dedication and skill of the author in the specialised field of law.
I wish the Convocation a grand success and let the book be the leading
guide. I also wish my heartiest congratulations to the AUTHOR and all the
members associated with the Federation, and to the All India Federation of Tax
Practitioners for releasing the book, for the benefit of the lay-persons as well as
the specialists in the field, for a progressive and responsive future ahead.

20th November, 2020

N. Kotiswar Singh
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HIGH COURT OF MADRAS

Dr. JUSTICE VINEET KOTHARI

Message
I am very happy to note that the prestigious publication titled “Reassessment –
Law, Procedure and Practice” is being published by All India Federation of Tax
Practitioners, the largest single Body, of which, Advocates, Chartered Accountants
and Tax Practitioners throughout the country are Members and which Book is
dedicated to Late Hon’ble Justice Dr. B. P. Saraf, a Former Judge of Bombay High
Court, who later on adorned the office of the Chief Justice of Jammu and Kashmir
High Court and was himself a great Academician and Author of a Book on
Arbitration Law. Though I never had an occasion to meet Justice Saraf, who is no
more alive now, the dedication of book to such a great Author and Tax Expert is
indeed a matter of proud privilege for AIFTP to pay its rich Tributes to a legend.
Since Taxation has been a subject which I am also in love with and has been a
source of my bread and butter during my lawyer days, I am particularly happy
that AIFTP has chosen me to write a Message which will form part of this
publication amongst several such important publications of AIFTP.
We, in the tax field, all know that Re-assessment, particularly under Income Tax
Act, is a complex and wide provision which is ‘Lawyer’s Paradise and Assessee’s
Nightmare’. It gives wide powers to the Assessing Authority to record reasons for
escapement of income in the hands of the Assessee and then, throw open the first
round of assessment and bring to tax the income which escaped taxation in the
hands of the Assessee, not only on the reasons so recorded, but on other issues as
well, while the Assessee is deprived of his right to make fresh claims during the
re-assessment proceedings. While this lopsided provision, so many Sub-sections
and Explanations in Sections 147 to 153 have given rise to lot of litigation in
the Constitutional Courts also directly against Notice for re-opening concluded
assessments despite several authoritative pronouncements rendered, the litigation
keeps on generating fresh issues.
The very fact that the volume of this book itself contains 26 Chapters, which
might run into 500-700 pages, of course will give guidance to all stakeholders on
various aspects involved. But, what I feel is that perhaps another Edition of the
Book will be required after five to ten years, because the ingenuity of the lawyers
on the one hand and the rigid attitude of the authorities on the other does not
allow the law to fairly settle.
| xvi |
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While the Department now is on the path of Faceless Assessments under
the Income Tax Act, it is anybody’s guess as to how the litigation about the
re-assessment without personal hearings and arguments will be settled at
Departmental level. The Constitutional Courts being overloaded with their work,
naturally take years before they can take up the controversy, hear the matters
comprehensively and decide the same with finality albeit which is not permanent.
To bring everything relating to this contentious topic under the Income Tax
Act in one Book is a matter of credit and therefore, the Author Mr. Ajay Singh,
Advocate, Bombay High Court and Editor Dr. K. Shivaram, Senior Advocate and
Past President of AIFTP deserve kudos and congratulations for this stupendous
task achieved in a fine manner and dedicated to a Former Chief Justice.
Let me put on record my Best Wishes and Congratulations to AIFTP once again
for this contribution in the legal field and development of law in the shape of
the said Book.
With regards,

Dr. VINEET KOTHARI
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Justice Ujjal Bhuyan

HIG

H COURT

Bombay High Court,
Dr. Kane Road, Fort,
Mumbai - 400 032
Tel.: (O) 2267 0106

Judge

High Court of Bombay

Message

High Court of Jammu & Kashmir
Justice
Rajesh Bindal
I am happy to know that All India Federation of Tax Practitioners is holding its
Jammu / Srinagar

JUDGE
23rd National Convention
on 5th and 6th of December, 2020 though in a virtual
mode because of the pandemic. It is heartening to learn that in connection with
the National Convention, the Federation is proposing to release a publication
called “Reassessment - Law, Procedure and Practice (Practial Guide)” dedicated
to the memory of late Justice Dr. B. P. Saraf, a great jurist and a visionary.

I am sure that the present publication like the previous ones will be found
useful by the tax practitioners, lawyers, academics, students as well as by the
Bench.
I am confident the Convention will be a huge success.
My best wishes to the office bearers and members of the Federation.
Thanking you,

November 24, 2020
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Message
I am pleased to know that the All India Federation of Tax Practitioners is
publishing a Publication titled “Reassessment - Law, Procedure and Practice
(Practical Guide)’ dedicated to Hon’ble Mr. Justice Dr. B.P. Saraf, formerly Chief
Justice of Jammu and Kashmir High Court, which is proposed to be released
on the 23rd National Convention, scheduled to be held virtually on 5th & 6th
December, 2020.
Hon’ble Mr. Justice Dr. B.P. Saraf has contributed immensely to the development
of jurisprudence in the field of Direct Taxes. The instant publication covering
topical issues relating to law and procedures of the reassessments under the
Income Tax Act, 1961 is a befitting tribute to Late Mr. Justice Dr. B.P. Saraf.
The various aspects of the ‘Reassessments’ under the Income Tax Act, 1951 have
been covered in this publication in a very lucid and exhaustive manner.
I am sure that this publication will prove to be a useful guidance to legal
professionals. Advocates, Chartered Accountants, Departmental Representatives
and other stakeholders.
I congratulate the authors for their dedicated efforts in bringing out this
Publication and convey my best wishes for its success.

20th November, 2020

Justice P. P. Bhatt
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Preface
From the Desk of the Editor
Dr. K. Shivaram, Senior Advocate
Reassessment is one of the subjects which has maximum litigation in various
High courts across the country. On the basis of reported cases nearly 80 percent
of writ petitions before various High Courts are in respect of issues relating to
reassessment notices, 5 percent on recovery and only 15 percent on other issues.
This proves beyond doubt that that the subject of reassessment is very important
subject which requires detailed analyses of various provisions and case laws on
the subject. Considering the importance of the subject the All India Federation
of tax Practitioners (AIFTP) requested Mr. Ajay R. Singh Advocate to write a
publication for the benefit of members of the AIFTP and professionals at large.
The Author has been working on this publication for nearly a year. Mr. Ajay R.
Singh is well known for his in-depth knowledge on direct taxation, integrity, and
ethics and known to me for more than 20 years. This publication deals with major
controversial issues relating to reassessment with references to case laws and
precautions to be taken while drafting the reply and under what circumstances
can the asssessee approach the High Court by filing a writ petition. The learned
author has also discussed likely issues may arise in respect if faceless assessment
and appeals.
This publication will be a useful reference guide to tax professionals, assesses as
well as tax administration.
This publication is dedicated to the Hon’ble Justice Dr. B. P. Saraf former Chief
Justice of Jammu and Kashmir High Court.
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This is one of the AIFTP’s well researched publication on the subject of
reassessment.
This publication will be the third publication of the AIFTP for the year 2020
under the able leadership of Mrs. Nikita Badheka, National President of AIFTP
and under the chairman of Mr. Mitesh Kotecha and members of publication
committee who deserves special acknowledgement and appreciation.
One of the objects of the AIFTP to spread the education by publishing various
publications. Special thanks to Dr. Ashok Saraf, Senior Advocate and past
President of AIFTP for his whole hearted support for this very useful publication
to all tax practitioners.
This publication is hosted on the website of the AIFTP and is made available to
all members and others on www.aiftponline.org and can be downloaded.
We hope this publication will serve as a useful guide to busy professionals.
Readers are requested to send their valuable suggestion to the office of the AIFTP
by email aiftpho@gmail.com which will enable us to make improve our next
publication.

Dr. K. Shivaram
Senior Advocate
Editor
3rd December, 2020
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Message
Mrs. Nikita R. Badheka, National President and
Mr. Mitesh Kotecha, Chairman Publication Committee
We have pleasure in presenting to the members of our esteemed Association the
third publication of the year 2020. Despite dark shadows of Covid 19 pandemic,
AIFTP has been able to serve to the members and public at large with record
number of webinars. During complete lockdown we could present our first
e-publication on Vivad se Vishwas of about 500 pages. The next publication is a
permanent reference book having gist of 151 landmark cases of Supreme Court.
The third publication, the present one, is yet another beautiful feather in the cap
of Federation. We are happy to state that this publications like the earlier one ,is
available for free download to our members.
Reassessment Law, Procedure and Practice (Practical Guide) is a one stop book
covering each and every aspect on Reassessment. A true practical guide to a tax
Practitioner. The subject reassessment is not only complex and contentious but
highly litigated before all most all High Courts and Supreme court. Each and
every case laws would bring in to focus a new facet of reassessment law.
The subject is very vast. Herculean task of preparing the practical Guide for this
subject was entrusted to Adv Shri Ajay Singh of Mumbai. An advocate known for
his hard work and dedication. His depth of knowledge and skill are evident in
the shape of a ‘thesis’ on Reassessment. We are describing this book as a thesis
as the Author has covered all the facets of reassessment and analyzed each one of
them threadbare, viz, initiation, reason to believe, limitation, when reassessment
justified etc topped with numerous practical tips and abundance of case laws.
We on our personal behalf, on Behalf of Publication Committee and on behalf of
AIFTP convey our sincere gratitude to Shri Ajay Singh for his painstaking and
flawless publication.
We must not fail to recognize the MAN behind this book, Dr. K. Shivaram. Our
Past President Dr. Shivaram is known for his love to spread the knowledge.
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But for his dedication, determination and guidance this book may not have
materialized. It’s a team work which has culminated in this special book on
special subject.
We are deeply obliged to the Hon’ble Judges of Supreme Court and Various High
Courts for sparing their valuable time to pen down their invaluable message on
the eve of this publication. Their words of wisdom has encouraged us for future
such endeavors. We are sure each and every Tax Consultant would find this book
a must for their library.
At the end, our sincere gratitude to Dr. Ashok Saraf for allowing us to publish
this book in the memory of his father Late Hon’ble Shri Justice Dr. B. P. Saraf.
Lastly, Urge all of you to stay safe by observing the protocols, Stay Healthy.
Happy Reading.

Nikita R. Badheka
National President

Mitesh Kotecha
Chairman, Publication Committee

30th November, 2020
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Chapter I

Introduction

I.

GENERAL SCOPE:

1.1.

The scope and effect of a reopening of assessment is still shrouded in
mystery even after various judgments of the Supreme Court and High
courts. Reassessment is one of the distinguishing weapons in the armoury
of the Department, empowers the Assessing Officer to assess, reassess or
recompute income, turnover etc, which has escaped assessment. A number
of intricate issues crop up during the reassessment proceedings. Courts
have laid down number of guidelines from time to time on the procedure
to be followed by the tax officials [GKN Driveshafts (India) Ltd. v. ITO
(2003) 259 ITR 19 (SC)]. Finality to assessment must be recognized as
matter of principle and reopening should be an exception. The future
reopening will now have to be seen as per the new faceless assessment
procedure. The E-assessment Scheme, 2019 (also called Faceless / team
base assessment), will change the manner in which cases are reopened.
The manner in which notices are issued, reasons are recorded and
sanctions are obtained will have a direct bearing on reopening in the
new regime. New issues would arise in reopening of assessment after
assessments are completed under the new scheme. Various procedural and
technical issues will be settled, the new scheme may face new challenges
on law and procedure.

II.

CONSTITUTIONALITY:

2.1.

The Constitutional validity of sections 147 and 148 has been challenged
and tested in case of Bhagat Estates Pvt. Ltd. v. CIT (1964) 53 ITR 683
(Mad.)(HC) and Vimal Chandra Golecha v. ITO (1982) 134 ITR 119
(Raj.)(HC) wherein the courts have upheld the Constitutional validity. The
courts have observed that sections contain built in safeguard for assessee
and the other checks and control on power of Assessing authorities,
thereby eliminating room for abuse of this power by the Assessing Officer.
Both the sections are machinery section.

III.

CORRESPONDING PROVISION OF THE INDIAN INCOME-TAX ACT, 1922:

3.1.

Section 34 of the 1922 Act dealt with the reopening of assessment before
enactment of the 1961 Act. Since the reopening provision of 1922 Act are
|1|
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similar to the provisions of 1961 Act decisions rendered under old Act
shall still hold good while interpreting the provisions of 1961 Act.
Initially under section 34 of the 1922 Act, if for any reason income, profits
or gains chargeable to income tax had ‘escaped assessment’ in any year or
had been assessed at too low a rate, the Assessing Officer could proceed
to assess or reassess such income by serving the requisite notice at any
time within one year of the end of that year.
The Income tax investigations Commission, 1947 recommended change
in language of section 34 as same was ineffective and caused loss to the
revenue. Following the recommendation section 34 was amended in 1948.
3.2.

The 1961 Act split up old section 34 in to seven sections 147 to 153.
However this splitting over did not indicate any legislative intention to
depart from or materially alter the scheme that was prevailing under the
1922 Act.
The proceedings under this section are for benefit of the revenue and not
the assessee, and objective is to tax the escaped income of an assessee.
The assessment must be based on the provisions of the Act as it stood in
the year in which the income ought to have been assessed.

IV.

PRECONDITIONS FOR REOPENING:

4.1

It is well known that powers of the Assessing Officer to re-open a
completed assessment are not unfertile. Since the reopening of an
assessment is a power of an extraordinary nature, the section should be
strictly construed. All the requirements of the section must be given due
and equal weight. Sections 147 and 148 of the Act contains the perquisite
conditions to be fulfilled for invoking the jurisdiction to reopen the
assessment.

4.2

The general principle is that once an assessment is completed it becomes
final. Section 147 empowers the Assessing Officer to reopen an assessment
if the conditions prescribed therein are satisfied. The conditions are:
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i)

The Assessing Officer has to record the reason for taking action
under section 147. It is on the basis of such reasons recorded in
the file that the validity of the order reopening a assessment has
to be decided. In every case the AO must before issuing a notice
under section 148 (1), record his reasons for doing so.

ii)

The Assessing Officer has reason to believe that any income
chargeable to tax has escaped assessment for any assessment year.
Recorded reasons must have a live link with the formation of the
belief. The powers under the section are wide but they are not
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plenary; the words of the section are ‘reason to believe’ and not
‘reason to suspect’.
iii)

The jurisdictional condition under section 147 is the formation of
belief by the Assessing Officer that income chargeable to tax has
escaped assessment for any assessment year.

iv)

No action can be initiated under section 147 after the expiry of
4 years from the end of the relevant assessment year unless the
income chargeable to tax has escaped assessment by reason for
the failure on the part of the taxpayer to disclose fully and truly
all material facts necessary for his assessment. Requisite sanction
from concerned authorities prescribed in the provision is necessary.

Where any income in relation to any asset (including financial interest
in any entity) located outside India, chargeable to tax, has escaped
assessment the above condition (i.e. first proviso to sec 147) will not
apply.
4.3

4.4

In following cases, it would be deemed that income chargeable to tax has
escaped assessment:
•

Where no return is furnished for the relevant Assessment year

•

Where return has been furnished but assessment is not done
and it is noticed by the Assessing Officer that the assessee has
understated the income or has claimed excessive loss, deduction,
allowance or relief in the return;

•

Where the Assessee has failed to furnish a report in respect of any
international transaction which he was so required under section
92E of the Act.

•

Where an assessment has been made, but—
a)

income chargeable to tax has been under assessed; or

b)

such income has been assessed at too low a rate; or

c)

such income has been made subject of excessive relief
under this Act; or

d)

excessive loss or depreciation allowance or any other
allowance under this Act has been computed.

The reopening of assessment under section 147 is a potent power not to be
lightly exercised. It certainly cannot be invoked casually or mechanically.
The heart of the provision is the formation of belief by the Assessing
Officer that income has escaped assessment. The reasons so recorded
|3|
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have to be based on some tangible material and that should be evident
from reading the reasons. It cannot be supplied subsequently either during
the proceedings when objections to the reopening are considered or even
during the assessment proceedings that follow. This is the bare minimum
mandatory requirement of the first part of section 147(1) of the Act.
Various Court have quashed the notice under section 148 observing
that the reasons recorded by the Assessing Officer for reopening the
assessment under section 147 did not meet the statutory conditions and
there was non-application of mind on the part of the Assessing Officer
[Narayanappa v. CIT (1967) 63 ITR 219 (SC), Pr. CIT v. SNG Developers
Ltd. [2018] 404 ITR 312 (Delhi)(HC)]
4.5

In CIT v. Akbar Ali Jummabhai [1992] 198 ITR 69 (Guj.)(HC) made
the following observations with regard to powers to be exercised by the
Assessing Officer in the following words“...Two distinct conditions precedent are required to be fulfilled before the
Assessing Officer can exercise jurisdiction under clause [a] of section 147,
namely,
(i)

he must have reason to believe that income has escaped
assessment, and

(ii)

he must have reason to believe that such escapement is by reason
of omission or failure on the part of the assessee to make a return
or to disclose fully and truly all the material facts necessary for
his assessment for the relevant years.”

4.6

The courts have consistently held that the precondition are jurisdiction
conferring on the AO to reopen the assessment and their non fulfillment
renders the initiation itself ab-initio void. The High Court in appropriate
cases has power to issue an order prohibiting the Income-tax Officer from
proceeding to reassess the income when the conditions precedent do not
exist. It is well-settled however that though the writ of prohibition or
certiorari will not issue against an executive authority, the High Courts
have power to issue in a fit case an order prohibiting an executive
authority from acting without jurisdiction. Where such action of an
executive authority acting without jurisdiction subjects or is likely to
subject a person to lengthy proceedings and unnecessary harassment, the
High Courts, will issue appropriate orders or directions to prevent such
consequences.

4.7

The Courts have consistently warned the department not to harass
taxpayers by reopening assessments in a mechanical and casual manner.
The Pr CIT were directed to issue instructions to Assessing Officers to
strictly adhere to the law explained in various decisions and make it
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mandatory for them to ensure that an order for reopening of an assessment
clearly records compliance with each of the legal requirements.
4.8

Though section 147 is a part of a taxing statute it impose no charge on
the subject but deals merely with the machinery of assessment and while
interpreting such provision, the rule is that the construction should be
preferred which makes the machinery workable. The reopening of an
assessment is a power of an extraordinary nature and so section 147 must
be strictly construed.
In the subsequent chapters each condition and related issues have been
dealt in detail.

mm

(1962) 46 /TR 169 (SC) RajaJagannath Bakshi Singh v. State of U.P.
P.B. Gajendragadkar, A.K. Sarkar, K.C. Das Gupta, N. Rajagopala
Ayyangar and J.R. Mudholkar JJ.
Gajendragadkar J.—
“An imposition of tax which in the absence of a prescribed machinery
and the prescribed procedure would partake of the character of a purely
administrative affair can, in a proper sence, be challenged as contravening
article 19(I)(f). Therefore, whenever the validity of a taxing statute is
challenged on the ground that it contravenes article 14 or article 19, the
challenge cannot be thrown out on the preliminary ground that a tax
law is beyond such challenge, but its merits must be carefully examined.”
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Chapter II

Procedure to challenge
the reassessment proceedings

I.

GUIDELINES LAID DOWN BY SUPREME COURT:

1.1

The Apex Court in the case of GKN Driveshafts (India) Ltd. v. ITO
(2003) 259 ITR 19 (SC) has laid down the procedure to challenge the
reassessment proceedings.
When a notice under section 148 of the Income-tax Act, 1961, is issued,
the proper course of action
(a)

Assessee to file the return,

(b)

If he so desires, he should seek reasons for issuing the notices.

(c)

The assessing officer is bound to furnish reasons within a
reasonable time.

(d)

On receipt of reasons, the assessee is entitled to file objections to
issuance of notice, and

(e)

the assessing officer is bound to dispose of the same by passing
a speaking order. Assessing officer cannot proceed with the
reassessment without considering the objections filed by assessee.

(f)

the assessee if desires can file a writ challenging the order or can
proceed with the assessment. However the assessee has still a right
to challenge the reopening of assessment after the assessment order
is passed, before appellate authority.

Thus after disposal of objection by Assessing officer an assessee needs to
decide which remedy is most suitable for him, which depends on facts
of each case and one should seek proper advice and consultation before
proceeding further. Most of the cases which has been discussed hereafter
one needs to appreciate before which forum the reopening was challenged.
There is a wide difference between the approach of Hon High court while
exercising its extra ordinary writ jurisdiction under Article 226 of the
Constitution as compared to a Appellate forum who are quasi judicial
authority. Therefore this is a crucial decision which an assesses has to
decide before proceeding in the matter. Assessee needs to keep in mind
the new scheme of faceless e proceeding and faceless appeal proceeding.
|6|
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1.2.

The Assessing Officers are directed to strictly comply with the law laid
down in GKN Driveshafts (supra) as regards disposal of objections to
reopening assessment:
Pr.CIT v. Samcor Glass Ltd. (ITA No. 768 of 2015; dt. 12.10.2015)
(Delhi)(HC) www.itatonline.org
CIT v. Trend Electronics (2015) 379 ITR 456 (Bom.)(HC)
Bayer Material Science Pvt. Ltd. v. DCIT (2016) 382 ITR 333 (Bom.)(HC)

1.3

Strictures passed against the Assessing Officer for making comments
which are highly objectionable and bordering on contempt and for being
oblivious to law. As the very same ACIT had passed series of orders
reopening assessments in ignorance of legal position:
Zuari Foods and Farms Pvt. Ltd v. ACIT (2018) 408 ITR 279 (Bom.)(HC)

II.

WRIT REMEDY : ALTERNATIVE REMEDY NOT A BAR TO ENTERTAIN
A WRIT:

2.1

The Income-tax Act provides a complete machinery for the assessment/
re-assessment of tax, imposition of penalty and for obtaining relief in
respect of any improper orders passed by the Revenue Authorities. The
assessee cannot be permitted to abandon that machinery and to invoke the
jurisdiction of the High Court under Article 226 of the Constitution when
he has adequate remedy open to him by an appeal to the Commissioner
of Income-tax (Appeals). As the said statutory remedy is an effective and
efficacious one, the Writ Court should not entertained the Writ Petition.
Exercise of extraordinary jurisdiction of the High Court under Article 226
of the Constitution is available where the petitioner assails action of the
authorities on the following grounds:
(i)

as being without jurisdiction,

(ii)

as being in violation of principles of natural justice,

(iii)

as being without authority of law, and

(iv)

where the validity or vires of the statutory provision is under
challenge.

Thus principle of alternate remedy ought not to apply to a case where
the Assessing Officer passes a reassessment order without following the
GKN Driveshafts (India) Ltd. v. ITO (2003) 259 ITR 19 (SC) procedure of
passing an order on objections and waiting 4 weeks thereafter as held in
Allana Cold Storage Ltd. v. ITO (2006) 287 ITR 1 (Bom.)(HC), Kamlesh
Sharma (Smt.) v. B.L. Meena, ITO (2006) 287 ITR 337 (Delhi)(HC).
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2.2

In the case of CIT v. Chhabil Das Agarwal (2013) 357 ITR 357 (SC)
the Assessing Officer issued a notice under section 148 reopening the
assessment and pursuant thereto passed a re-assessment order under
section 147. The assessee filed a Writ Petition in the High Court to
challenge the said notice and re-assessment order. The High Court
entertained the Writ Petition and quashed the re-assessment order. On
appeal by the department to the Supreme Court HELD reversing the High
Court:
The assessee cannot be permitted to abandon that machinery and to
invoke the jurisdiction of the High Court under Article 226 of the
Constitution when he has adequate remedy open to him by an appeal to
the Commissioner (Appeals). As the said statutory remedy is an effectual
and efficacious one, the Writ Court ought not to have entertained the Writ
Petition filed by the assessee.
Similarly in the case of Annamalai University v. ITO (2018) 401 ITR 80
(Mad.)(HC) the assessee had applied for exemption under section 10(23C)
(vi) and final orders were awaited. The assessee was issued notices under
section 148 for reopening of the assessments for the assessment years
1999-2000 to 2004-05. On writ petitions, the Court held, that the assessee
was entitled to seek reasons for reopening of the assessment, under section
147 and on receipt of the reasons, the assessee was entitled to file its
objections.

2.3

The Hon Bombay High Court in the case of CIT v. Aroni Commercials
Ltd. [2017] 393 ITR 637 (Bom.)(HC) observed that the argument, based
on JCIT v. Kalanithi Maran, [2014] 366 ITR 453 (Mad.)(HC) that this
Court should not exercise its writ jurisdiction under Article 226 of the
Constitution of India and the petitioner should be left to avail of the
statutory remedies available under the Act is not acceptable. Writ Petition
challenging lack of jurisdiction to issue s. 148 notice on the ground that
it is based on ‘change of opinion’ & preconditions of section 147 are not
satisfied is maintainable.

2.4

A similar view has been taken in yet another case by the Hon Bombay
High court in case of Crompton Greaves Ltd. v. ACIT (2015) 229 Taxman
545 (Bom.)(HC). Thus the facts in the case of Chhabil Das Agarwal
(Supra) were different and distinguishable namely that the reassessment
order was passed and thereafter the notice and the said order was
challenged by way of writ. Similarly in Annamalai University (supra) the
assessee had not followed the procedure to challenge the reopening notice,
therefore distinguishable.
Thus an assessee is entitled to writ remedy under Article 226 of the
Constitution, if the action of the authorities in reopening the assessment
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was beyond their jurisdiction. Cedric De Souza Faria v. DCIT (2018) 400
ITR 30 (Bom.)(HC)
2.5

In T. C. V. Engineering Pvt. Ltd. v. ACIT (2019) 413 ITR 319 (Mad.)(HC)
the Court held that where there was mixed question of facts and law
involved writ is held to be not maintainable.

III.

STATUTORY REMEDY PROVIDED UNDER THE ACT : FACELESS
ASSESSMENT/APPEAL SCHEME:

3.1

If the assessee chooses to go for regular assessment instead of filing an
writ petition challenging the reopening of assessment and thereafter pursue
appeal remedy provided under the Income tax Act, one needs to look
into the new faceless assessment scheme. Also assessment which will be
completed under faceless assessment scheme, may be two years down
the line cases of revision and reassessment should considerably go down.
Some of the aspects of the scheme which are relevant for the reassessment
are discussed hereunder.

3.2.

Honourable Finance Minister in the Budget speech for 2018-2019 (February
1, 2018) (2018) 401 ITR 1 (St) (at pg 29) on E-Assessment stated as under,
para 157.
“We had introduced e-assessment in 2006, extended it to 102 cities with
the objective of reducing the interface between the department and the
tax payers. With the experience gained so far, we are now ready to
roll out the E-assessment across the country, which will transform the
age old assessment procedure of the income-tax department and the
manner in which they interact with taxpayers and other stakeholders.
Accordingly, I propose to amend the Income-tax Act to notify a new
scheme for assessment where the assessment will be done in electronic
mode which will almost eliminate person to person contact leading to
greater efficiency and transparency”

3.3

Instruction No.01/2018 dated 12.02.2018 [2018] 401 ITR 176 (st) issued to
cover all the pending scrutiny assessment under the e-proceeding scheme
with the exception of some cases like search and seizure, re-assessment
etc.

3.4.

Finally, the Government notified a Scheme names as “E-Assessment
Scheme, 2019” u/s. 143(3A) vide Notification No. 61/2019 dated
12.09.2019 (further supplemented by the direction u/s 143(3B) vide
Notification No.62/2019 dated 12.09.2019) to conduct e-Assessments
proceedings w.e.f. 12.09.2019. (2019) 417 ITR(St.) 12
This Notification was amended by Notification No.60 of 2020 dated
13/08/2020 making it “Faceless Assessment”.
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E-assessment scheme is a code by itself with respect to assessment
specified in the scheme, comprising of 24 definitions and 12 clauses.
The said scheme provided the framework to carry out e-assessments
with the intention to bring about a complete change in the way; the tax
assessments are being made hitherto.
The objective of faceless assessment is to completely eliminate physical
contact between the taxpayer and the taxman to make tax administration
objective, transparent and corruption-free. The system will work under
the National E-Assessment Centre (NeAC) headquartered in Delhi and
eight Regional E-Assessment Centers (ReACs) located in Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai, Kolkata, Ahmedabad, Pune, Bengaluru and Hyderabad.
3.5.

3.6
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For the purpose of faceless assessment, the CBDT would set up the below
‘centres’ and ‘units’ and specify their respective jurisdiction:
A.

‘National Faceless Assessment Centre’ To facilitate the conduct of
E-Assessment proceedings in a centralized manner.

B.

‘Regional Faceless Assessment Centres’ To facilitate the conduct
of E-Assessment proceedings in the cadre controlling region of
Principal Commissioner.

C.

‘Assessment units’ for identifying points or issues, material for
the determination of any liability (including refund) , seeking
information or clarifications, analysis of material furnished by the
assessee etc.

D.

‘Verification units’ for enquiry, cross verification, examination of
books of accounts, witness and recording of statements, and such
other functions.

E.

‘Technical units’ for technical assistance including any assistance
or advice on legal, accounting, forensic, information technology,
valuation, transfer pricing, data analytics, management or any other
technical matter.

F.

‘Review units’ for reviewing the draft assessment order to check
whether the facts, relevant evidence and law and judicial decisions
have been considered in the draft order, checking the arithmetical
correctness of modification proposed etc. All the communications
between all the units mentioned above, for the purpose of making
an assessment under this scheme would be through the National
Faceless Assessment Centre.

Notices without Document Identification Number (DIN) will be invalid.
Document Identification Number (DIN) had been introduced via Circular
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No. 19/2019 dt. 14.08.2019 (2019) 416 ITR 140 (St) to curb the practice
of issuing the notice or summons or any other letter of correspondence
manually without maintaining a proper audit trail of such communication.
Hence, it had been decided that no communication would be issued by
the income-tax authorities relating to assessment, appeals, orders, penalty,
prosecution, approval, etc. to the assessee or any other person on or after
1st October 2019 unless a computer generated Document Identification
Number (DIN) has been allotted and is duly quoted in the body of the
communication.
3.7

3.8

The following types of assessments are not included in this Scheme: [Circular no. 27/2019 for exclusions from e-proceedings]
A.

Best Judgment Assessment made u/s 144: However, The Finance
Act, 2020 covered such assessments w.e.f A.Y. 2020-21.

B.

Reopened Assessment of Escaped income under section 147

C.

Search Assessment under sections 153A or 153C of the Act.

D.

Set-aside Assessments

The jurisdiction for re-opening of assessment rests with the Jurisdictional
Assessing Officer and also the reasons for re-opening shall be recorded by
him. Thereafter, the re-assessment shall be framed by NFAC. In such case,
who shall be responsible or disposing the objections raised – Jurisdictional
Assessing Officer or NFAC.
Since, there are several units including a verification unit and a review
unit, working on every assessment. It is expected that revision and
reassessment will be not be done in causal manner. Now department will
not be able to casually record reasons for reopening of escaped income.

3.9

The National e-assessment Centre shall transfer all the electronic records
of the case to the jurisdictional Assessing Officer after the completion of
assessment for the purpose of:
(i)

Imposition of penalty

(ii)

Collection and recover of demand

(iii)

Rectification of mistake

(iv)

Giving effect to appellate orders

(v)

Submission of remand report, or any other report to be furnished,
or any representation to be made, or any record to be produced
before the Commissioner (Appeals), Appellate Tribunal or Courts,
as the case may be
| 11 |
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(vi)

Proposal seeking sanction for launch of prosecution and filing of
complaint before the Court.

Consequent to the E-Assessment Scheme, changes have been made under
section 274 to provide for a scheme, by notification, for imposing penalty
so as to impart greater efficiency, transparency and accountability on the
lines of e-assessment scheme and faceless appeals.
3.10

The “Faceless Appeal Scheme, 2020” is notified vide Notification
No.76/2020 dated 25/09/2020 (2020) 428 ITR 1 (st)
All Commissioner (Appeals) right from allocation of appeal, communication
of notice / questionnaire, verification/enquiry to hearing and final
communication of the order will be done online. The system will run on
similar lines of Faceless Assessment.
This will introduce an appellate system with dynamic jurisdiction in
which appeal shall be disposed of by one or more Commissioner of
Income Tax (Appeals).
The same shall be applicable from AY 2020-21 consequential amendment
is carried out in Section 250 of the Act, new Sections (6B), (6C) and
(6D) have been inserted to provide for a scheme, by notification, for the
disposal of appeal under section 250 so as to impart greater efficiency,
transparency and accountability.
Thus an assessee needs to take in to account the above aspect and process
while deciding its remedy against reopening of assessment.

mm

(1958) 34 ITR 601 (SC) ITO v. K. N. Guruswamy
S. K. Das J.—
“In its normal sense, ‘to assess’ means ‘to fix the amount of tax or to
determine such amount’. The process of re-assessment is to the same
purpose and is included in the connotation of the term ‘assessment’.”
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Chapter III

Reasons Recorded

I.

REASONS TO BE RECORDED PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF NOTICE COMMUNICATION OF REASONS – MANDATORY:

1.1

It is settled law that reasons have to be recorded prior to issuance of
notice under section 148 of the Act : Recording of reasons is a condition
precedent to invoke jurisdiction under sections 147 and 148 of the Act.
The sub section (2) to section 148 reads as under :
[(2) The Assessing Officer shall, before issuing any notice under this
section, record his reasons for doing so.]

1.2

Recording of reasons before issue of notice is mandatory hence
Reassessment was held to be bad in law
CIT v. Blue Star Ltd. (2018) 301 CTR 38 (Bom.)(HC)
Pr. CIT v. Tata Sons Ltd. (2019) 267 Taxmann 13 (Bom.)(HC)
CIT v. Rajindra Rosin & Turpentine Industries (2008) 305 ITR 161 (P&H)
(HC)

1.3

Language of section 148(2) does not permit recording of reasons between
date of issuance of notice and service of notice, words used by provisions
in no uncertain terms require recording of reasons before issuing any
notice.
Rajoo Engineers v. Dy. CIT (2008) 218 CTR 53 (Guj.)(HC)

1.4

It is now a settled position of law that for passing an order under section
147 recording of reasons under section 148 and communication thereof to
party concern is mandatory. In absence of recorded reasons for reopening
the assessment, the notice issued under section 148(2) of the Act would
be bad-in-law.
Prashanth Projects Ltd v. CIT [2011] 333 ITR 368 (Bom.)(HC)
Gujarat Fluoro Chemicals Ltd. v. DCIT (2008) 15 DTR 1 (Guj.)(HC)
Nandlal Tejmal Kothari v. Inspecting ACIT (1998) 230 ITR 943 (SC)
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1.5

The Supreme Court in the case of GKN DRIVESHAFTS (INDIA) LTD
(Supra) had clarified that the Assessing Officer is bound to furnish reasons
within a reasonable time. The term ‘reasonable time’ is interpreted by the
HIGH COURT OF DELHI, in the case of Haryana Acrylic Manufacturing
Co. v. CIT (2009) 308 ITR 38 (Delhi)(HC) in following manner:
A notice under section 148 without the communication of the reasons
therefore is meaningless inasmuch as the Assessing Officer is bound to
furnish the reasons within a reasonable time. In a case where the notice
has been issued within the said period of six years but the reasons have
not been furnished within that period, any proceedings pursuant thereto
would be hit by the bar of limitation inasmuch as the issuance of the notice
and the communication and furnishing of reasons go HAND-IN-HAND. The
expression ‘within a reasonable period of time’ as used by the Supreme
Court in the case of GKN Driveshafts (India) Ltd. (supra)cannot be stretched
to such an extent that it extends even beyond the six years stipulated in
section 149. Then, the validity of the notice under section 148 and any
proceedings pursuant there to could not be upheld.
The above decision of Delhi High Court is further followed by ITAT Delhi
bench in the case of Shri Balwant Rai Wadhwa v. ITO Ward 18 (2), in
ITA No. ITA No. 4806/Del/10. Dt. 14/1/2011. The Tribunal held that if
reasons are not supplied to the assessee within the period of 6 years then
it would be construed that assessment has not been validly reopened.

1.6

Income-tax law does not mandate the Assessing Officer to suo motu
supply the copy of those “reasons to believe” to the assessee and so in
the absence of such a request from the assessee, the Tribunal has no
authority to restore the matter back to the file of the Assessing Officer to
give another opportunity to him to raise objections to “reasons to believe”
recorded by the Assessing Officer. Thus if assessee does not ask for
section 147 reasons and object to reopening Appellate Tribunal cannot
remand to Assessing Officer and give assessee another opportunity:
CIT v. Safetag International India Pvt Ltd [2012] 332 ITR 622 (Delhi)
(HC)

1.7
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In the case of CIT v. Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd. (2012) 340 ITR 66
(Bom.)(HC) the court observed that the Tribunal following the judgment
of Bombay High Court in CIT v. Fomento Resorts and Hotels Ltd. ITA no
71 of 2006 dt. 27th November, 2006, has held that though the reopening
of assessment was within three years from the end of relevant assessment
year, since the reasons recorded for reopening of the assessment were
not furnished to the assessee till date the completion of assessment, the
reassessment order cannot be upheld, moreover, Special Leave Petition
filed by revenue against the decision of Bombay High court in the case
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of CIT v. Fomento Resorts and Hotels Ltd., has been dismissed by Apex
Court, vide order dated July 16, 2007. The court dismissed the appeal of
the revenue.
Similarly in case of PCIT v. Merck (India) Ltd. ITXA/1069/2016
dt.09.01.2019, wherein the Tribunal recorded the fact that the Assessing
Officer did not provide reasons recorded to the assessee despite the
procedure set up by the Supreme Court in case of GKN Drive shafts
(India) Ltd v. ITO (supra). On this background,the Tribunal, held that
there assessment carried out by the Assessing Officer was in valid. The
Hon. Bombay High Court followed the above judgement and dismissed the
Revenue’s appeal.
1.8

The Hon Appellate Tribunal followed the above decisions and quashed
the reassessment proceedings in the following cases :
•

Tata International Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2012) 52 SOT 465 (Mum.)
(Trib.)

•

DCIT v. Telco Dadajee Dhakjee Ltd. [2012] 49 SOT 549 (Mum.)
(TM)

•

Muller & Philpps (India) Ltd. v. ITO (2016) 47 ITR 69 (Mum.)
(Trib.)

•

Jeevanlal Jain ITA No. 910/M/2014 dt 13/01/2016, Bench J; (Mum.)
(Trib.)

•

Inderjeet Singh Sachdeva v. DCIT [2017] 49 ITR(T) 1 (Delhi)
(Trib.)

•

Ujagar Holding Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO [2017] 51 ITR(T) 343 (Delhi)
(Trib.)

•

Synopsys International Ltd (Bang) ITA no. 549/Bang/2011 dt:
10/12/2012

II.

ACTUAL REASONS RECORDED WERE NOT COMMUNICATED - MATTER
WAS REMANDED:

2.1

The actual reasons recorded were not communicated to the assessee for
filing its objections Hence, in the interest of justice and fair-play, matter
was remanded to the file of ld. AO for de novo adjudication in respect of
issues contested. The. AO is directed to supply the actual reasons recorded
for reopening of the assessment to the assessee. The assessee, if it so
desires, may file objections to the same.
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Tata Motors Limited (Formerly Known as Tata Engineering &
Locomotive Company Ltd.) v. ACIT, Cir-2(1), ITA No.3334/Mum/2011, dt.
03/05/2019
[Also refer Muller & Philpps (India) Ltd. v. ITO (Mum.)(Trib.); (2016) 47
ITR 69 (Mum.)(Trib.)]
III.

NOT GIVING COPY OF RECORDED REASONS – ASSESSMENT RECORDS
NOT TRACEABLE:

3.1

Before the Tribunal the question of supply of reasons recorded by the
AO was raised by the assessee and it went to the root of the matter, the
Bench directed the Departmental Representative to produce the records to
verify as to whether the reasons were recorded by the AO and whether
same were supplied to the assessee. The AO appeared with the assessment
records but the relevant records were not traceable or were not available.
It was found that even after completion of the assessment/appellate
proceedings the assessee was requesting the AO to supply him the copy of
the reasons. But, till the date of hearing i.e. on 19.09.2014 i.e. even after
18 years of the issuance of notice u/s. 148 of the Act, the AO is not been
able to prove that the assessee was supplied copy of the reasons recorded.
Hence, the assessment was quashed.
Vinoda B. Jain v. JCIT, ITA No. 676/M/2014 dt. 24/9/2014 (AY 1991-92)
(Mum.)(Trib.) (www.ctconline.org)

IV.

RECORDED REASONS NOT COMMUNICATED – PRODUCED BEFORE
THE TRIBUNAL:

4.1

Dismissing the appeal of the revenue the Court held that, Tribunal is
justified in quashing the reassessment order on ground that reasons
recorded by assessing authority for reopening were never communicated
to assessee though same were produced before Tribunal.
PCIT v. Ramaiah [2018] 409 ITR 580 (Karn.)(HC)
(SLP of revenue is dismissed. PCIT v. Ramaiah (2019) 262 Taxman 16
(SC))

4.2

On the day of furnishing the recorded reasons – Reassessment order is
passed-Order passed in hasty manner – Order is set a side :
AO issued notice to initiate reassessment. On day of furnishing reasons,
re-assessment order was passed. Assessee filed preliminary objections on
27-12-2018. On writ the Court held that since assessee was not provided
breathing time to furnish objections, and AO proceeded to conclude re-
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assessment in hasty manner, re-assessment set aside and matter remanded.
(AY. 2013-14) Kanchan Agarwal (Mrs.) v. ITO (2019) 263 Taxman 682
(Karn.)(HC)
V.

MANIPULATION OF THE RECORD:

5.1

The revenue played a subterfuge in trying to cover up its omission and in
ante dating the record. The court hereby directs the Chief Commissioner
to cause an inquiry to be conducted as to the involvement of the officials
or employee in the manipulation of the record, and take strict disciplinary
action, according to the concerned rules and regulations. This inquiry
should be in regard to the conduct of the concerned AO posted at the
time, who issued the notice under section 147/148 as well as the officers
who filed the affidavits in these proceedings.
Prabhat Agarwal v. DCIT (2018) 169 DTR 282 (Delhi)(HC)

VI.

NEW REASONS CANNOT BE ALLOWED TO BE INTRODUCED OR
SUPPLIED:

6.1

It is settled position in law that a new reasons cannot be allowed to be
introduced or supplied by way of affidavit. Validity of an order must be
judged by the reasons so mentioned therein. It is needless to mention that
the reasons are required to be read as they were recorded by the Assessing
Officer. No substitution or deletion is permissible. Reasons recorded cannot
be supplemented by filing affidavit or making oral submission. Dept
cannot amend or change the notice or reasons, noticee or the assessee
should not be prejudiced or be taken by surprise. If the reopening is
based on some information or material, the same should have a reference
in the reasons recorded which will have to be the basis for reopening.
The Assessing Officer is expected to deal with the assessee’s objection vis
a vis the reasons recorded and not to any external material.
New Delhi Television Ltd. v. DCIT (2020) 424 ITR 607 (SC)
Mohinder Singh Gill v. Chief Election AIR 1978 SC 851
Hindustan Lever Ltd. v. R.B. Wadkar [2004] 268 ITR 332 (Bom.)(HC)
Godrej Industries Ltd. v. B.S. Singh, Dy. CIT (2015) 377 ITR 1 (Bom.)
(HC)
Aroni Commercial Ltd. v. DCIT (2014) 362 ITR 403 (Bom.)(HC)
Northem Exim Pvt. Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2013) 362 ITR 586 (Del.)(HC)
Mrs. Usha A Kalwani v. S.N. Soni [2004] 272 ITR 67 (Bom.)(HC)
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Best Cybercity (India) Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 414 ITR 385 (Delhi)(HC) Deficiency in reasons recorded cannot be rectified in affidavit.
Capri Global Advisory Services Pvt. Ltd. v. DCIT-1(1)(1), ITA No. 170/
Mum/2017, dt. 10/04/2019 (Mum.)(Trib.)
6.2

Reason must be based on the relevant material on record at the time of
recording reasons. 3i Infotech Ltd v. ACIT (2010) 329 ITR 257 (Bom.)(HC)

6.3

If the recorded reasons show contradiction and inconsistency it means
necessary satisfaction in terms of the statutory provision has not been
recorded at all. The Court cannot be called upon to indulge in guess work
or speculate as to which reason has enabled the AO to act. On said issue
reassessment was quashed:
Plus Paper food Pac Ltd. v. ITO (2015) 374 ITR 485 (Bom.)(HC)

6.4

Proper Reasons to believe is must, even if there is no assessment u/s.
143(3) – Only reasons recorded by Assessing officer must be considered.
Prashant S. Joshi v. ITO [2010] 324 ITR 154 (Bom.)(HC)

6.5

It is well settled that the reasons recorded for reopening the assessment
have to speak for themselves. The reasons must provide a live link to the
formation of the belief that income had escaped assessment. These reasons
cannot be supplied subsequent to the recording of such reasons either in
the form of an order rejecting the objections or an affidavit filed by the
Revenue.
Sabharwal Properties Industries Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (2016) 382 ITR 547
(Delhi)(HC)

6.6

It is not open to the AO to improve upon the reasons recorded at the
time of issuing the notice either by adding and/or substituting the
reasons by affidavit or otherwise-Once a query has been raised during the
assessment proceedings and the assessee has responded to the query to
the satisfaction of AO, it must apply that there is due application of mind
by the AO to the issue raised - Reassessment was quashed.
GKN Sinter Metals Ltd. v. Ramapriya Raghavan (Ms.), ACIT (2015) 371
ITR 225 (Bom.)(HC)

VII.

COURT WILL CONSIDER THE ORIGINAL REASONS ONLY WHICH IS
BASED ON MATERIAL BEFORE ASSESSING OFFICER:

7.1

In Pransukhlal Bros. v. ITO (2015) 229 Taxman 444 (Bom.)(HC) where in
assessment of the assessee was reopened. The recorded reasons stated that
the assessee had taken accommodation entries from a Surat based diamond
concern and this information (according to the recorded reasons) was
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obtained by the Department from search and survey action on the said
diamond concern. The assessee objected to the recorded reasons which
were disposed off the by AO referring to investigation carried out by Sales
Tax authorities, display of names of parties on the website of Sales Tax
department. Held, since these facts were even remotely adverted to in
the recorded reasons, and hence, the order disposing off objections was
held unsustainable in law with fresh opportunity to AO to dispose off the
objections keeping in mind the recorded reasons.
7.2

Similarly in the case Varshaben Sanatbhai Patel v. ITO (2016) 281
CTR 75 (Guj.)(HC) it was observed that since the belief of the AO was
not based upon the material on record, but on some other material from
an external source which did not find reference in the reasons recorded
by him, it was held that the basic requirement of section 147 was not
satisfied.

7.3

In PCIT v. SNG Developers Ltd. [2018] 404 ITR 312 (Delhi)(HC)
The reasons so recorded have to be based on some tangible material and
that should be evident from reading the reasons. It cannot be supplied
subsequently either during the proceedings when objections to the
reopening are considered or even during the assessment proceedings that
follow. This is the bare minimum mandatory requirement of the first
part of section 147(1) of the Act. Hon’ble High Court thus dismissed the
appeal observing that the reasons recorded by the AO for reopening the
assessment under section 147 did not meet the statutory conditions and
there was non-application of mind on the part of the Assessing Officer.

7.4

In Amarjeet Thapar v. ITO (2019) 411 ITR 626 (Bom.)(HC) it was held
that Court cannot allow the Assessing Officer to improve upon the reasons
in order to support the notice of reassessment.

VIII.

SUCCEEDING ASSESSING OFFICER CANNOT IMPROVE UPON THE
REASONS WHICH WERE ORIGINALLY COMMUNICATED TO THE
ASSESSEE:

8.1

In the case of Indivest PTE Ltd v. ADDIT (2012) 206 Taxman 351 (Bom.)
(HC) the assessee company filed its return of income for the A.Y. 200607 on 31st Oct. 2006 declaring nil income. The assessee claimed that
profits earned from the transactions in Indian securities are not liable to
tax in India in view of art 7 of the India-Singapore treaty because the
assessee company did not have PE in India. The assessment was reopened
on the ground that no foreign companies are allowed to invest through
stock exchange in India unless it is approved as FII by the regulatory
authorities Viz- RBI, SEBI. etc. According to the Assessing Officer the gain
earned on investment as FII is liable to be taxed under section 115AD.
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The reassessment notice was challenged before the Court, the Court held
that the attention was drawn to the notice of Assessing Officer that the
assessee is not an FII and that provisions of section 115AD would not be
attracted. The Assessing Officer attempted to improve upon the reasons
which were originally communicated to the assessee. Those reasons
constitute the foundation of action initiated by the Assessing Officer
for reopening of assessment. Those reasons cannot be supplemented or
improved upon subsequently. The court held that in the absence of any
tangible material assessment could not be reopened under section 147,
further succeeding Assessing Officer has clearly attempted to improve
upon the reasons which were originally communicated to the assessee
which was not permissible.
IX.

THUS THE PRINCIPLE CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS DECISIONS ON
THIS ISSUE ARE:
a.

Reasons have to be recorded prior to issuance of notice under
section 148 of the Act.

b.

Recording of reasons before issue of notice is mandatory.

c.

It is for the Assessing Officer to disclose and open his mind
through reasons recorded by him. He has to speak through his
reasons.

d.

Reasons recorded under section 148 should be communicated
thereof to party concern is mandatory, within a reasonable time.

e.

Actual reasons recorded should be communicated.

f.

The reasons recorded should be self explanatory and should not
keep the assessee guessing for the reasons. Reasons provide link
between conclusion and evidence.

g.

The reasons recorded must be based on evidence. He must disclose
in the reasons as to which fact or material was not disclosed
by the assessee fully and truly necessary for assessment of that
assessment year, so as to establish vital link between the reasons
and evidence. That vital link is the safeguard against arbitrary
reopening of the concluded assessment.

h.

The reasons recorded by the Assessing Officer cannot be
supplemented by filing affidavit or making oral submission,
otherwise, the reasons which were lacking in the material particulars
would get supplemented, by the time the matter reaches to the
Court, on the strength of affidavit or oral submissions advanced.

mm
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Chapter IV

Reason to believe - To be formed by the
Assessing Officer

I.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:

1.1

A number of representation were made against omission of the words
“reason to believe” from section 147 and their substitution by the word
“opinion” of the Assessing officer. The Amending Act 1989 reintroduce the
expression “has reason to believe” in section 147. [para 7 of the Circular
no 549 dt. 31/10/1989; (1990) 182 ITR st 28]
As per the provision of the Act the Assessing Officer has to form reason
to believe that income has escaped assessment on basis of the material
before him. The power to reopen the assessment is confined only to
the Assessing Officer under the Act, so he is the Supreme Authority for
deciding and forming belief as to escapement of income. While forming
such belief, Assessing Officer has no authority to surrender or abdicate
his function to his superiors, nor superiors can arrogate to themselves
such authority. This aspect of reopening has been a subject matter of
litigation time and again before various courts and Tribunal.
CBDT has issued standard operating procedure [SOP] for recording
satisfaction / reasons under section 147 of the Act vide its internal
directive dt. 10.01.18. The directive seeks to standardize the procedure
before issue of notice under section 148 of the Act.

1.2

The Apex Court in the case of Calcutta Discount Co. Ltd. v. ITO (1961)
41 ITR 191 (SC) analysed the Phrase “reason to believe” and observed
that “It is for him to decide what inferences of facts can be reasonably
drawn and what legal inferences have ultimately to be drawn.”
It is not for somebody else to tell the assessing authority what inferences,
whether of facts or law, should be drawn.

1.3

In the case of Calcutta Discount Co. Ltd. v. ITO [1961] 41 ITR 191 (SC)
the Supreme Court also observed that the “material facts” which are
required to be disclosed by the assessee at the time of his assessment
are “primary facts’’ mainly necessary for the purpose of his assessment.
The duty of the assessee is to disclose only primary facts and it is for the
Assessing Officer to decide what inferences of facts can reasonably be
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drawn from the primary facts, and what legal inferences must ultimately
be drawn from the primary facts and other facts inferred from them. The
assessee is not bound to tell the assessing authority what inferences,
whether of fact or law, should be drawn and his failure to communicate
to the assessing authority the proper and correct inferences to be drawn
from the primary facts cannot be regarded as failure to disclose “material
facts’’.
II.

REQUISITE CONDITION:

2.1

The Supreme Court in the case of Ganga Saran & Sons (P.) Ltd. v. ITO
[1981] 130 ITR 1 (SC) reiterated that before an Assessing Officer can
assume jurisdiction to issue notice under section 147(a) of the Act, two
distinct conditions are to be fulfilled, namely ;
(i)

that he must have reason to believe that the income of the assessee
had escaped assessment; and

(ii)

that he must have reason to believe that such escapement was by
reason of omission or failure on the part of the assessee to disclose
truly and fully all material facts, necessary for the assessment.

The Supreme Court also pointed out that the belief entertained by the
Assessing Officer must not be arbitrary or irrational, but must be based
upon reasons which are relevant and material.
2.2

It is a settled position in law that the Assessing Officer acquires
jurisdiction to issue a reopening notice only when he has reason to
believe that income chargeable to tax has escaped Assessment. This basic
condition precedent is applicable whether the return of income was
processed under section 143(1) of the Act by intimation or assessed by
scrutiny under section 143(3) of the Act.

III.

REOPENING IS NOT PERMISSIBLE ON BORROWED SATISFACTION OF
ANOTHER ASSESSING OFFICER:

3.1.

Assessing officer recording reasons for assessment and assessing officer
issuing notice under section 148 must be the same person. Reasons are the
manifestation of mind of the Assessing Officer. Successor assessing officer
cannot issue notice under section 148 on the basis of reasons recorded
by predecessor assessing officer. Notice issued invalid and deserves to be
quashed.
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–

CIT v. Aslam Ulla khan (2010) 321 ITR 150 (Karn.)(HC)

Notice under section 148 invalid as it was issued on direction of
Commissioner of Income-tax
IV.

REASONS TO BE FORMED ONLY BY JURISDICTIONAL ASSESSING
OFFICER AND NOT ANY OTHER ASSESSING OFFICER AND ISSUANCE
OF NOTICE IS MANDATORY:

4.1

The basic requirement of section 147 is that the assessing officer must
have a reason to believe that any income chargeable to tax has escaped
assessment and such belief must be belief of jurisdictional assessing officer
and not any other assessing officer or authority or department. Therefore
the jurisdiction of Assessing Officer to reopen an assessment under
section 147 depends upon issuance of a valid notice and in absence of
the same entire proceedings taken by him would become void for want of
jurisdiction.
ACIT v. Resham Petrotech Ltd. (2012) 136 ITD 185 (Ahd.)(Trib.)

4.2

Assessment in Kolkata – Reassessment notice in Delhi, such reassessment
is held to be without jurisdiction
Assessment having been made by assessing officer in Kolkata, in the
absence of any order under section 127 transferring the case, reassessment
notice issued by Assessing Officer at Delhi and all subsequent proceedings
based on said notice are without jurisdiction.
Smriti Kedia (Smt.) v. UOI [2011] 339 ITR 37 (Cal.)(HC)

4.3

Similarly in the case of ITO v. Rajender Prasad Gupta (2010) 48 DTR
489/135 TTJ 9 (Jodhpur)(Trib.)
Assessee was assessed at Suratgarh, Notice issued by ITO at Delhi, matter
later transferred to ITO Suratgraph, however Assessing officer did not
issued fresh notice or recorded reasons. Tribunal held that the ITO did
not have jurisdiction notice invalid.

4.4

The assessment framed by assessing officer who had not issued notice
under section 148 of the Act is void-ab-initio – Notice was issued by the
assessing officer who had no jurisdiction- Reassessment is held to be bad
in law.
The ITO-1 (5), Ludhiana reopened the assessment and issued notice dt.
30.03.2017 u/s 148 of the Act on the basis of reasons so recorded. In
response to such notice, assessee filed return of income declaring income
of ` 49,320/-. Thereafter, the assessment was framed by ITO-1(5), Jalandhar
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assessing the income at ` 6,71,915. The Tribunal observed that ITO-1 (5),
Ludhiana issued the notice under section 148 r.w.s. 147 and thereafter
the jurisdiction was transferred to ITO-1(5), Jalandhar who never issued
the notice under section 148 of the Act but framed the assessment under
section 143 of the Act. The Tribunal further relying on the decision of the
ITAT Agra Bench in case of Jawahar Lal Agarwal v. ITO where the issue
was similar held that the Assessing Officer may assess or reassess any
income escaping assessment, if he has reason to believe such escapement
of income. The section starts with the words ‘If the Assessing Officer
has reason to believe’. As per section 2(7A) of the Act, ‘Assessing Officer
means an Officer, as named therein, who is vested with the relevant
jurisdiction. Thus, it was only the Officer having jurisdiction of the
matter who under section 147 of the Act, could have formed any reason
to believe escaping assessment and none other. In view of the above,
Tribunal held that since the reasons were recorded by the Assessing officer
who did not exercise the relevant jurisdiction, such reasons were non-est,
being in-flagrant violation of the express provision of section 147 r.w.s
2(7A) of the Act. Thus the reassessment order was quashed.
Gaurav Joshi v. ITO (2019) 174 DTR 353 / 197 TTJ 946 (Asr.)(Trib.)
V.

DIRECTION OF THE HIGHER AUTHORITIES:

5.1

Reasons are the manifestation of mind of the Assessing Officer. As per the
provision reasons are to be recorded by assessing officer himself and not
on the dictates of the higher authority. Assessing Officer cannot reopen the
assessment merely on the basis of information received without applying
his mind to the information and forming an independent opinion.

5.2

In case of N. Seetharaman v. ACIT (2008) 298 ITR 210 (Mad.)(HC) the
Revisional authority having directed the AO to adjudicate specific issues
which were addressed and examined by him, asst made by the Assessing
Officer on a higher total income by assuming more powers than that of
the revisional authority is patently illegal and without jurisdiction.

5.3

In the case of CIT v. Greenworld Corporation (2009) 314 ITR 81 (SC)
the assessing officer for the AY: 2000-01 recorded a specific note in
the assessment order which indicated that the assessment order was
passed under the dictates of the commissioner. The Supreme court in
the challenge to the reopening for the same AY held that the assessment
order passed on the dictates of the higher authority being wholly without
jurisdiction, was a nullity. Therefore with a view to complete the justice to
the parties. The Supreme Court directed that the assessment proceedings
should be gone through again.
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5.4

Similarly in case of CIT v. Narcissus Investments P. Ltd. (2019) 417 ITR
512 (Bom.)(HC) where there is no new material for forming reason to
believe for reopening the assessment. Notice issued under direction of
Commissioner. Reassessment is held to be invalid.

5.5

Similarly in case of United Shippers Ltd. v. ACIT (2015) 371 ITR
441 (Bom.)(HC) Reopening of assessment was on basis of letter of
Commissioner (Appeals) containing identical facts stated by assessee, was
held not valid.

5.6

In case of Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2016) 381 ITR
387 (Delhi)(HC) the notice under section 148 was issued as a result of
Instruction No. 9 of 2006 dated November 7, 2006 issued by the Central
Board of Direct Taxes. These audit objections were not accepted by the
Assessing Officer. CBDT instruction directing remedial action in case of
audit objections - Notice based solely on such instruction not valid.

5.7

In the case of Adani Exports v. DCIT (1999) 240 ITR 224 (Guj.)(HC)
it was observed that if in the independent opinion of AO, there is
no escapement but the notice under section 148 is issued by him as
instructed by any superior authority, then the impugned notice has to be
quashed.

5.8

In another case of CIT v. Sfil Stock Broking Ltd. (2010) 325 ITR 285
(Delhi)(HC) the Court held that the Assessing Officer cannot reopen the
assessment merely on the basis of information received without applying
his mind to the information and forming an opinion. The reasons must
show due application of mind to the information. He also cannot reopen
merely because he has been directed to do so by a superior officer.

VI.

REASONS TO BELIEVE – SURVEY:

6.1

In case of CIT v. Gupta Abhushan (P) Ltd. (2009) 312 ITR 166
(Delhi)(HC) wherein it was observed that detection of excess stock or
unaccounted expenditure on renovation of business premises at the time
of survey u/s. 133A in a subsequent year, could not constitute reason to
believe that such discrepancies existed in earlier years also and, therefore,
reopening of assessments for those years on the basis of aforesaid reason
to believe was not valid.

6.2

In case of Hemant Traders v. ITO (2015) 375 ITR 167 (Bom.)(HC) it was
held that reasons recorded prior and subsequent to survey not satisfying
requirement of law. Nothing before Assessing Officer to record belief that
escapement has taken place. Notice was not valid.

6.3

In Alfa Radiological Centre Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (2015) 44 ITR 184 (Chd.)
(Trib.) it was observed that AO can assume jurisdiction under this
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provision only if he has sufficient material before him; he cannot form
belief on the basis of his whim and fancy and the existence of material
must be real. Further, there must be nexus between the material and
escapement of income. Statement recorded at the time of survey does
not have evidentiary value, therefore, cannot be the basis for reopening.
Reassessment proceedings initiated under section 148 by Assessing Officer
based on survey statement was held to be invalid and thereby were
quashed.
6.4

Reassessment not resulting in assessment of higher income –
Reassessment notice not valid.
Held that; having regard to the fact that even if the entire amount which
was proposed to be added by the Assessing Officer were sustained, there
would be no addition to the tax liability of the assessee and the assessee
would still be governed by the provisions of section 115JB of the Act
and assessed on the same book profits, it could not be said that there
was sufficient material before the Asseessing Officer to form the belief
that income chargeable to tax has escaped assessment. The notice issued
under section 148 of the Act, therefore, could not be sustained by virtue
of section 152(2)).
Motto Tiles P. Ltd. v. ACIT (2016) 386 ITR 280 (Guj.)(HC)

VII.

FINDING IN CASE OF ANOTHER ASSESSEE:

7.1

Finding in case of another assessee – No failure to disclose material facts
– Reassessment is not valid.
Dismissing the appeal of the revenue the Court held that, reassessment
on the basis of finding in case of another assessee is held to be bad in
law. Even in recorded reason the AO has not linked any material and
the assessment order in Abode Builders was set aside by CIT(A). As there
was no failure to disclose material facts. Reassessment is held to be bad
in law. PCIT v. Vaman Estate (2020) 113 taxmann.com 405 (Bom.)(HC)
(ITA No. 678 of 2016 dt. 27-11-2018) SLP filed by the Dept is dismissed
PCIT v. Vaman Estate dt: 29.11.2019 in SLP(C) No. 028223 / 2019 due
to low tax effect. (2021) 269 Taxman 196 (SC)

VIII.

LIVE LINK OF INFORMATION AND TANGIBLE MATERIAL WITH
ESCAPEMENT OF INCOME:

8.1

A tangible material would mean that it is sufficient, bona fide, definite,
relevant and reliable. Live link would mean direct and close nexus, a
proximate and immediate connection between material and formation
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of belief about escapement of income. The material used in the reasons
recorded should have a rational connection with, or a relevant bearing
on the formation of the belief and not extraneous or irrelevant [ITO v.
Lakhmani Mewal Das [1976] 103 ITR 437 (SC)]. There should be no gaps
or holes between material and formation of belief which is filled up by
Assessing Officer on the basis of presumption, suspicion or surmises.
8.2

In case of S. Narayanappa v. CIT [1967] 63 ITR 219 (SC) - It is open to
the court to examine the question whether the reasons for the belief have
a rational connection or a relevant bearing to the formation of the belief
and are not extraneous or irrelevant to the purpose of the section.

8.3

In case of A. N. Lakshman Shenoy v. ITO [1958] 34 ITR 275 (SC) - An
assessment cannot be reopened on the basis of a mere guess, gossip or
rumor.

8.4

In case of Sheo Nath Singh v. AAC of IT. [1971] 82 ITR 147 (SC) - The
Income-tax Officer would be acting without jurisdiction if the reason
for his belief that the conditions are satisfied does not exist or is not
material or relevant to the belief required by the section. The court can
always examine this aspect though the declaration or sufficiency of the
reasons for the belief cannot be investigated by the Court. The reasons
themselves cannot be stated to be beliefs, which would be an obvious
self-contradiction.

IX.

INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM ANOTHER ASSESSING OFFICER:

9.1

Where Notice is issued in a mechanical manner, based on information
received from another Assessing officer and sanction is accorded by the
CIT in a mechanical, reopening is bad in law. [Banke Bihar Properties
Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (Delhi)(Trib.)(supra) www.itatonline.org] Also see [Sunil
Agarwal v. ITO (ITA NO. 988/Del/2018, AY 2008-09 dt: 24/05/2018)
(Delhi)(Trib.), www.itatonline.org]

9.2

In case of Kalpana Chimanlal Shah v. ITO [2018] 94 taxmann.com 252
(Guj.)(HC) where A.O. accepted loss declared by the assessee on sale
of immovable property in which she was one of co-owners, he could
not reopen assessment subsequently on ground that in case of another
co-sharer of same property, Assessing Officer had disputed value and
referred question to DVO and on basis of valuation so presented, he had
computed certain capital gain and, on basis of valuation so presented, he
had computed certain capital gain.

9.3

The emphasize is that the reasons to believe “should have a link with
an objective fact in the form of information or materials on record…” It
is further emphasized that “mere allegation” in reasons cannot be treated
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equivalent to material in eyes of law. Mere receipt of information from any
source would not by itself tantamount to reason to believe that income
chargeable to tax has escaped assessments.
X.

THE PRINCIPLE CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS DECISIONS ON THIS
ISSUE/TOPIC ARE:
a.

It is not for somebody else to tell the assessing authority what
inferences, whether of facts or law, should be drawn.

b.

Reasons are to be recorded by Assessing Officer himself and not on
the dictates of the higher authority, it is for the Assessing Officer
to reach to the conclusion as to whether there was failure on the
part of the assessee to disclose fully and truly all material facts
necessary for his assessment for the concerned assessment year.

c.

An assessment cannot be reopened on the basis of a mere guess,
gossip or rumor.

d.

Assessing Officer is the Supreme Authority for deciding and
forming belief as to escapement of income. The reasons recorded
must disclose his mind. Reasons are the manifestation of mind of
the Assessing Officer.

e.

The reasons recorded should be self explanatory and should not
keep the assessee guessing for the reasons. Reasons provide link
between conclusion and evidence.

f.

Notice issued by the Assessing officer who had no jurisdiction,
reassessment is bad in law.

g.

A tangible material would mean that it is sufficient, bona fide,
definite, relevant and reliable

h.

Successor assessing officer cannot issue notice under section 148
on the basis of reasons recorded by predecessor assessing officer.

i.

Recording of reasons must be before issue of notice under section
148 of the Act.

mm
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Chapter V

Irrelevant and Non Existing Reasons

I.

VAGUE AND GENERAL REASONS NOT PERMISSIBLE:

1.1

If the Assessing Officer reopens the assessment on the incorrect premise or
the notice based on suspicion and surmise. Such a notice is not valid. The
requirement of law is “reason to believe” and not reason to “suspect”.
One should note that it is open to the court to examine the question
whether the reasons for the belief have a rational connection or a relevant
bearing to the formation of the belief and are not extraneous or irrelevant
to the purpose of the section.

1.2

In Balakrishna H. Wani v. ITO 321 ITR 519 (Bom.)(HC) it was observed
that though in the present case, notice under section 148 has been issued
within a period of four years of the expiry of the relevant assessment year
and there is no order of assessment under section 143(3), nonetheless, in
view of the well settled position of law, the Assessing Officer must have
tangible material on the basis of which he can have a reason to believe
that income has escaped assessment. In the present case there was a total
absence of any tangible material to form a belief. The existence of belief
must be tested on the basis of the reasons recorded.
Also Refer few other case laws :
S. Narayanappa v. CIT [1967] 63 ITR 219 (SC)
A. N. Lakshman Shenoy v. ITO [1958] 34 ITR 275 (SC)
Krown Agro Foods P. Ltd. v. ACIT (2015) 375 ITR 460 (Delhi)(HC)
DCIT v. Dr. M. J. Naidu (2017) 59 ITR 13 (SN) (Vishakha)(Trib.)
Suresh M. Bajaj v. ITO (ITA NO. 7/Del/2013, AY 2005-06, dt. 19/02/2016)
(Delhi)(Trib.) www.itatonline.org

1.3

In the case of PCIT v. Rajesh D. Nandu (HUF) (2019) 261 Taxman 110
(Bom.)(HC) it was observed that since reasons as recorded in support
of impugned notice to doubt genuineness of gift was not based on
any material so as to form belief that assessee’s income had escaped
assessment on account of gift not being genuine and it was only a
suspicion subject to enquiry, impugned reopening notice issued by
Assessing Officer was unjustified.
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II.

REASONS RECORDED FOR REOPENING OF THE ASSESSMENT BASED
ON FACTUAL ERROR:

2.1

Sagar Enterprises v. ACIT (2002) 257 ITR 335 (Guj.)(HC). Notice under
section 148 issued on the ground of incorrect fact that the assessee had
not filed its return could not be sustained even on the basis of alternative
reason since it could not be said with certainty as to which factor weighed
with the concerned officer when he issued the impugned notice and when
the respondent authority was himself unsure as to the year of taxability of
the income which is stated to be undisclosed income.

2.2

In PCIT v. Shodiman Investments Pvt. Ltd. [2020] 422 ITR 337 (Bom.)
(HC): The reopening of an Assessment is an exercise of extra ordinary
power on the part of the Assessing Officer, as it leads to unsettling the
settled issue/assessments. Therefore, the reasons to believe have to be
necessarily recorded in terms of section 148 of the Act, before reopening
notice, is issued. These reasons, must indicate the material (whatever
reasons) which form the basis of reopening Assessment and its reasons
which would evidence the linkage/ nexus to the conclusion that income
chargeable to tax has escaped Assessment. In this case, the reasons as
made available to the Assesseeas produced before the Tribunal merely
indicates information received from the DIT (Investigation) about a
particular entity, entering into suspicious transactions. However, that
material is not further linked by any reason to come to the conclusion that
the Assessee has indulged in any activity which could give rise to reason
to believe on the part of the Assessing Officer that income chargeable to
tax has escaped Assessment. It is for this reason that the recorded reasons
even does not indicate the amount which according to the Assessing
Officer, has escaped Assessment. This is an evidence of a fishing enquiry
and not a reasonable belief that income chargeable to tax has escaped
assessment.
Also Refer:
Ankita A. Choksey v. ITO (2019) 411 ITR 207 (Bom.)(HC)
Shri Harakchand K. Gada (HUF) v. ITO; ITA No.2800/Mum/2014, dt.
09/12/2015 (Mum.)(Trib.)
KMV Collegiate Sr. Sec. School v. ITO (2017) 163 ITD 653 (Asr.)(Trib.)
Baba Kartar Singh Dukki Educational Trust v. ITO (2016) 158 ITD 965
(Chd.)(Trib.)
Van Oord Dredging and Marine Contractors BV v. ADIT (ITA No. 495,
496/Mum/2016 dt.28-2-2018. [117 Taxmann.com 194 (Mum.)(Trib.)]
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Reasons recorded mentioned incorrect amount : Ambey Construction
Co. v. ACIT (2019) 98 TTJ 969 (Asr.)(Trib.)
2.3

PCIT v. Inarco Ltd. (ITA No.102 of 2016, dt: 23/07/2018 (Bom.)(HC) www.
itatonline.org
The assessment cannot be reopened (within 4 years) on the ground that
the Assessing Officer lost sight of a statutory provision like section 50C
of the Act. This amounts to a review. A.L.A. Firm v. CIT (1991) 189
ITR 285 (SC) distinguished on the basis that the reopening in that case
was because the Assessing officer was unaware of a binding High Court
judgement. Here it is not the case of the Revenue that the Assessing
Officer was not aware of section 50C at the time of passing the section
143(3) assessment order.
The basis of reopening the assessment in A.L.A. Firm (Supra) was the
decision in the case of G.R. Ramachari & Co v. ITO (1961) 41 ITR 142
(Mad.)(HC) coming to the knowledge of the Assessing Officer subsequent
to the completion of assessment proceedings. In this case it is not the case
of the Revenue that the Assessing Officer was not aware of Section 50C of
the Act at the time of passing the Assessment Order dt. 26.12.2007 under
section 143 of the Act. In this case the trigger to reopen assessment
proceedings as recorded in the reasons is non furnishing of copy of
the sale deed by the Respondent. This has been found factually to be
incorrect. Therefore, once the sale deed was before Assessing Officer and
enquiries were made during the assessment proceedings regarding the
quantum of capital gains, it must follow that the Assessing Officer had
while passing the order dated 26.12.2007 under section 143(3) of the Act
had taken view on facts and in law as in force at the relevant time. Thus,
this is a case of change of opinion.

2.4

Similar in Mumtaz Haji Mohmad Memon v. ITO (2018) 408 ITR 268
(Guj)(HC)
It was observed that if the AO reopens the assessment on the incorrect
premise that the assessee has not filed a return, the reopening is invalid.
The fact that the AO may be justified in the view that income has escaped
assessment owing to the capital gains not being computed u/s 50C cannot
save the reopening as the reasons do not refer to section 50C of the Act.
Reasons recorded, in fact, ignored the fact that the sale consideration as
per the sale deed was ` 50 lakhs and that the assessee had by filing the
return offered his share of such proceeds by way of capital gain. In the
result, impugned notice is quashed.
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III.

THUS THE PRINCIPLE CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS DECISIONS ON
THIS ISSUE/TOPIC ARE:
a.

The requirement of law is “reason to believe” and not reason to
“suspect”.

b.

Notice under section 148 issued on the ground of factually
incorrect basis, reopening is bad.

c.

If the Assessing Officer reopens the assessment on the incorrect
premise, the reopening is invalid.

d.

the Assessing officer must have tangible material on the basis of
which he can have a reason to believe that income has escaped
assessment. Vague and general reasons not permissible.

mm

(1981) 131 ITR 597 (SC) K. P. Varghese v. ITO
P. N. Bhagwati and E. S. Venkataramiah JJ.
P. N. Bhagwati J.—
“It is a well-known fact borne out by practical experience that the
determination of fair market value of a capital asset is generally a matter
of estimate based to some extent on guess work and despite the utmost
bona fides, the estimate of the fair market value is bound to vary from
individual to individual. The burden of establishing that there is an
understatement of the consideration in respect of the transfer always rests
on the revenue.”
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Chapter VI

No reassessment just to make
an enquiry or verification

I.

NO REASSESSMENT JUST TO MAKE AN FISHING ENQUIRY:

1.1

Though Explanation 2 of s. 147 authorizes the Assessing officer to reopen
an assessment wherever there is an “under statement of income”, the
AO is not entitled to assume that there is “under statement of income”
merely because the assessee’s income is “shockingly low” and others in
the same line of business are returning a higher income. The invocation
of the jurisdiction under section 147 on the basis of suspicions and
presumptions cannot be sustained. Similarly assessment cannot be
reopened merely to verify discrepancy.

1.2

In CIT v. Maniben Velji Shah (2006) 283 ITR 453 (Bom.)(HC). It was
observed that Assessing Officer wanted to inquire about source of funds of
an immovable property purchased by assessee. No reason to issue notice
for reassessment.

1.3

In Banke Bihar Properties Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (ITA NO. 5128/M/2015 dt.
22/04/2016) (Delhi)(Trib.); The Assessing Officer has mechanically issued
notice under section 148 of the Act, on the basis of information allegedly
received by him from the Directorate of Income Tax (Investigation), New
Delhi. AO has not applied his mind so as to come to an independent
conclusion that he has reason to believe that income has escaped during
the year.

1.4

Fishing enquiry-Information from intelligence wing :
Giriraj Enterprises v. ACIT (2019) 174 DTR 409 (Bom.)(HC)

1.5

No reopening to make fishing inquiries.
(a)

PCIT v. G & G Pharma India Ltd. [2017] 383 ITR 147 (Delhi)(HC)

(b)

Bhogwati Sahakari Sakhar Karkhana Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2004) 269
ITR 186 (Bom.)(HC)

(c)

Hindutan Lever Ltd. v. R. B. Wadkar, ACIT (2004) 268 ITR 332
(Bom.)(HC)
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(d)

Bhor Industries Ltd. v. ACIT (2004) 267 ITR 161 (Bom.)(HC)

(e)

Ajanta Pharma Ltd. v. ACIT (2004) 267 ITR 200 (Bom.)(HC)

II.

REASON TO BELIEVE AND NOT REASON TO SUSPECT:

2.1

The reasons for formation of the belief must have a rational connection
with or relevant bearing on the formation of the belief. Rational
connection postulates that there must be a direct nexus or live link
between the material coming to the notice of the Income Tax Officer
and the formation of his belief that there has been escapement of the
income of the assessee from assessment in the particular year because
of his failure to disclose fully and truly all material facts. But it has to
be borne in mind that it is not any and every material howsoever vague
and indefinite or distant, remote and far-fetched which would warrant
formation of the belief relating to escapement of income. Moreover, powers
of the Income Tax Officer to reopen assessment, though wide are not
plenary. The words of the statute are “reason to believe” and not “reason
to suspect”. Reopening of assessment after the lapse of many years is a
serious matter. Therefore wherever reasons recorded for reopening contains
such sentences or phrase, this show the real intent behind reopening of
assessment.

2.2

In Universal Power Systems (P) Ltd. v. ACIT [2017] 48 ITR 191
(Chennai) (Trib). The Assessment was reopened merely to verify
discrepancy- i.e. variation between Income declared by assessee and
Income shown in TDS Certificate i.e. case reopened on reasons to suspect,
held is not valid. The Tribunal explained the distinction between reason
to believe and reason to suspect.

III.

GENERAL ALLEGATION : INCOME SHOCKINGLY LOW:

3.1

In Rajendra Goud Chepur v. ITO (AP&T)(HC); www.itatonline.org;
Merely because the assessee’s income is “shockingly low” and others in
the same line of business are returning a higher income. The invocation
of the jurisdiction on the basis of suspicions and presumptions cannot be
sustained.

3.2

Reassessment within four years - General allegation - No violation of
provisions of S.11(3)(d)-Reassessment is bad in law :
Areez Khambatta Benevolent Trust v. DCIT (2019) 415 ITR 70 (Guj.)(HC)
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IV

POWER IS NOT AKIN TO REVIEW:

4.1

In Aventis Pharma Ltd. v. ACIT (2010) 323 ITR 570 (Bom.)(HC). The
court observed that the power to reopen an assessment is conditional on
the formation of a reason to believe that income chargeable to tax has
escaped assessment. The power is not akin to a review. The existence
of tangible material is necessary to ensure against an arbitrary exercise of
power.

mm

(1959) 35 /TR 190 (SC) Basheshar Nath v. CIT
S.R. Das, CJ., Bhagwati, S.K. Das, Kapur & Subbarao JJ.
S.R. Das J.“I do not think that the maxim “ignorance of law is no excuse” can be
carried to the extent of saying that every person must be presumed to
know that a piece of legislation enacted by a Legislature of competent
jurisdiction must be held to be invalid, in case it prescribes a differential
treatment, and he must, therefore, refuse to submit to it or incur the peril
of the bar of waiver being raised against him. I do not think that such
prescience is a necessary corollary of the maxim.”.
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Chapter VII

Filing and Disposal of objection
against the Reasons Recorded

I.

ASSESSEE CAN FILE OBJECTIONS/REPLY TO THE REASONS RECORDED
FOR REOPENING OF ASSESSMENT
ASSESSING OFFICER HAS TO DISPOSE OFF THE ASSESSEE’S
OBJECTION AND
SERVE THE ORDER ON ASSESSEE IN RESPECT OF REJECTION OF
OBJECTIONS.

1.1

In accordance with the guidelines framed by Supreme court in GKN
Driveshaft (India) Ltd. v. ITO (2003) 259 ITR 19 (SC) once the reasons
are provided to the assessee, the assessee may choose to file objections
against the reasons recorded for reopening the assessment. It is mandatory
for the Assessing officer to dispose off the assessee objection and serve the
order on assessee.
Assessing officer should not proceed with assessment for 4 weeks
thereafter so as to provide time for an assessee to challenge the same
before High court. Refer Asian Paint Ltd. v. Dy. CIT [2009] 296 ITR 90
(Bom.)(HC)
However if the assessee delays filing objections to the reasons and leaves
the Assessing Officer with little time to dispose of the objections and pass
the assessment order before it gets time barred, it destroys the formula
provided in Asian Paints (Supra) that the Assessing Officer should not
pass the assessment order for 4 weeks. A writ petition to challenge the
reopening will not be entertained. Refer Cenveo Publisher Services India
Ltd v. UOI (2019) 180 DTR 244 (Bom.)(HC)

1.2
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Reassessment framed by the assessing officer without disposing of the
primary objection raised by the assessee to the issue of reassessment
notice issued by him is bad in law. In IOT Infrastructure and Eng.
Services Ltd. v. ACIT (2010) 329 ITR 547 (Bom.)(HC) the Hon. Bombay
High Court set-aside the assessment for fresh hearing.
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1.3

Similar view was taken in the case of Allana cold storage v. ITO (2006)
287 ITR 1 (Bom.)(HC) wherein following the order passed by Supreme
Court in the case of GKN Driveshaft (India) Ltd (Supra) matter was set-aside to pass fresh order holding that the Reasons for notice must be given
and objections of assessee must be considered.

1.4

Where the Order passed within four weeks from date of rejection of
assessee’s objections - Reassessment was held to be bad in law. Refer
Bharat Jayantilal Patel v. UOI (2015) 378 ITR 596 (Bom.)(HC)

1.5

In Bayer Material Science Pvt. Ltd. v. DCIT (2016) 382 ITR 333 (Bom.)
(HC) observed that providing the assessee with the recorded reasons
towards the end of the limitation period and passing a reassessment order
without dealing with the objections results in gross harassment to the
assessee which the PCIT should note.

1.6

Similarly the Madras High court in Jayanthi Natarajan (Ms.) v. ACIT
(2018) 401 ITR 215 (Mad.)(HC) observed that the order passed without
disposing of objections raised by assessee for reopening was improper and
null and void. The law laid down by the Supreme Court is of binding
nature and is a source of law unto itself, which would bind on all the
authorities. GKN Drive shafts (India) Ltd. (supra) lays down a law and
failure to comply would render the assessment order without jurisdiction

1.7

It is mandatory for the Assessing Officer to follow the procedure laid
down in GKN Drive shafts (India) Ltd (Supra) and to pass a separate
order to deal with the objections. The disposal of the objections in the
assessment order is not sufficient compliance with the procedure. The
failure to follow the procedure renders the assumption of jurisdiction by
the Assessing Officer ultra vires (refer Bayer Material Science (2010)
382 ITR 333 (Bom); KSS Petron Ltd. v. ACIT (ITXA No. 224 of 2014 dt
20-03-2017 (Bom.)(HC)); CIT v. Fomento Resorts & Hotels Ltd v. ACIT
(Bom.)(HC) (Goa Bench)(ITA No 71 of 2006 dt 27-11-2006 SLP dismissed
dt. 16-7-2007) & Fomento Resorts & Hotels Ltd. v. ACIT (Bom.)(HC)(Goa
Bench) [dt 30.08.2019 ITA no. 63/2007] www.itatonline.org)

1.8

However the Apex court in the case of Home Finders Housing Ltd. v. ITO
(2018) 256 Taxman 59 (SC) held that Reassessment Order passed without
following the procedure, said Order passed before disposal of objections
raised by assessee on reasons recorded for reopening is curable irregularity
does not vitiate the proceedings. Matter can be remitted for compliance
with procedure.

1.9

In a subsequent judgement the Hon. Bombay High Court in an Tax Appeal
held that ; an Order passed without disposing of objections raised by
assessee to the report of DVO - reopening was improper and null and
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void. (Refer Pr CIT-17 v. Urmila Construction Company [ITA No. 1726
of 2016 dt. 18/03/2019 (Bom.)(HC)]
In my view remitting the matter for compliance with procedure will lead
only to harassment and delay. The direction laid down by Supreme Court
in GKN Driveshafts (India) Ltd (Supra) is law of the land under Article
141 of the Constitution and the same must be followed in letter and
spirit. The Courts have consistently warned the department directing the
AOs to strictly comply with the law laid down in GKN Driveshafts (supra)
as regards disposal of objections to reopening assessment.
II.

DISPOSAL OF OBJECTIONS – TO BE LINKED WITH RECORDED
REASONS:

2.1

In Pransukhlal Bros. v. ITO (2015) 229 Taxman 444 (Bom.)(HC) where
in Assessment of the assessee was reopened. The recorded reasons stated
that the assessee had taken accommodation entries from a Surat based
diamond concern and this information (according to the recorded reasons)
was obtained by the Department from search and survey action on the
said diamond concern. The assessee objected to the recorded reasons
which were disposed off the by Assessing Officer referring to investigation
carried out by Sales Tax authorities, display of names of parties on the
website of Sales Tax department. Held, since these of these facts were
even remotely adverted to in the recorded reasons, and hence, the
order disposing off objections was held unsustainable in law with fresh
opportunity to Assessing Officer to dispose off the objections keeping in
mind the recorded reasons.

2.2

Assessing Officer can make a reference to the Transfer pricing Officer
only after rejecting the assessee’s objections filed against the reopening by
passing a speaking order.
It held that the Assessing Officer had missed out the very important
aspect with regard to powers exercisable by the Assessing Officer and the
powers exercisable by the Transfer pricing Officer. The Assessing Officer
could refer the matter to the Transfer pricing Officer only after disposing
off the objections filed by the assessee by passing a speaking order in
accordance with the decision in the case of GKN Driveshafts (India) Ltd.
v. ITO (Supra). Thus, the Court disposed of the Writ Petition directing
the Transfer pricing Officer to keep the impugned notice in abeyance
and further directing the Assessing Officer to dispose off the assessee’s
objection by passing a speaking order and proceed in accordance with law.
Alden Prepress Services Pvt Ltd v. DCIT [WP No.13815 of 2011 and WP.
Nos.7943 and 7944 of 2017 (Mad.)(HC)]
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III.

REJECTION OF OBJECTION WITHOUT ASSIGNING REASONS/WITHOUT
ELUCIDATING AND DEALING WITH THE CONTENTIONS RAISED IN
OBJECTION:

3.3

In Scan Holding P. Ltd. v. ACIT (2018) 402 ITR 290 (Delhi)(HC) held
allowing the appeal that; the Assessing Officer had merely observed and
recorded that the objections raised by the assessee were untenable and
wrong, without elucidating and dealing with the contentions and issues
raised in the objection. The Assessing Officer had not applied his mind to
the assertions and contentions raised by the assessee and the core issue
to be examined and considered. The reassessment proceedings were not
valid.

3.4

In Karti P. Chidambaram v. ACIT (2018) 402 ITR 488 (Mad.)(HC)
the court observed that, since reassessment order was passed without
disposing of assessee’s objections to reopening of assessment and without
passing a speaking order, same was unjustified. Court also held that where
claim of assessee of exemption of income under section 10(1) on proceeds
from sale of coffee subjected to only pulping and drying was accepted for
several years and there were hundreds of coffee growers whose income
were also exempted, reopening notice issued only against assessee during
relevant assessment year was unjustified.

3.5

In Ankita A. Choksey v. ITO (2019) 411 ITR 207 (Bom.)(HC) observed
that, Order on disposal of objections must deal with the objection. The
mere fact that the return is processed u/s 143(1) does not give the AO a
carte blanche to issue a reopening notice. Reassessment notice is quashed.

3.6

Not considered the objections raised by the Assessee – Proceedings stayed
– Matter remanded to the Assessing Officer to pass speaking order :
Swastik Safe Deposit and Investments Ltd. (2019) 263 Taxman 303
(Bom.)(HC) Allowing the petition the Court held that the Assessing Officer
did not consider objections raised by assessee that shares which were
sold were held for a period in excess of one year before sale entitling
exemption under section 10(38), reassessment was stayed and directed the
Assessing Officer to pass speaking order considering all objections of the
assessee. [SLP of revenue is dismissed ACIT v. Swastik Safe Deposit and
Investments Ltd. (2020) 270 Taxman 8 (SC)]

3.7

Failure to file return – Huge loss – National and multi commodity
exchange – Objections stating that no income was earned and suffered
heavy loss not considered – the assessee did communicate to Assessing
Officer that he had no taxable income and, therefore, there was no
requirement to file return however the Asseessing Officer did not carry
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out any further inquiry before issuing impugned reopening notice.
Reassessment is held to be bad in law.
Mohanlal Champalal Jain v. CIT (2019) 102 taxmann.com 293 (Bom.)
(HC)
(SLP of revenue is dismissed ITO v. Mohanlal Champalal Jain (2019)
267 Taxman 391 (SC) / 417 ITR 61 (St.)(SC)
IV.

NO OBJECTION RAISED - DEEMED TO HAVE ACQUIESCED TO
REOPENING ASSESSMENT:

4.1

In Venkatesan Raghuram Prasad v. ITO (2018) 94 taxmann.com 249
(Mad.)(HC), Where Assessing Officer reopened assessment of assessee
and assessee participated in assessment proceeding without raising
any objection before Assessing Officer to effect that there was no valid
issuance or service of reassessment notice upon assessee, such an
objection could not be raised before first Appellant Authority.

4.2

No objection raised – Deemed to have acquiesced to reopening
assessment – Existence of alternative statutory remedy – Writ is held to
be not maintainable. (Refer Hanon Automotive Systems India Pvt. Ltd.
v. DCIT (2019) 413 ITR 431 (Mad.)(HC))

4.3

Thus filing objection by an assessee to the reasons recorded by assessing
officer is the most important stage of reopening of assessment. Here the
assessee gets an opportunity to built up its case and state why reopening
is bad in law. An assessee should raise all its contention and ground
against reopening of assessment. An assessee needs to follow the time
line specified through judicial pronouncement and should support its
contention with proper documents/evidence. It should be noted that
Assessing officer has to deal with this objection raised by an assessee and
pass a speaking order which will be tested before higher courts.

V.

THUS THE PRINCIPLE CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS DECISIONS ON
THIS ISSUE/TOPIC ARE:
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a.

On receipt of the reasons record the assessee has a right to file his
objections/reply to the reasons recorded for reopening.

b.

The Assessee should file detailed explanation on all the issues
referred in the recorded reasons alongwith supporting documents.

c.

If sanction is not obtained as per the law the same should be
brought out in the objection.
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d.

If notice is issued and sanction is obtained on same day the same
must be referred in the objection and copy of the same must be
demanded from the Assessee Officer

e.

If the recoded reasons refers to any statement of third parties, the
Assessing Officer may be requested to provide the copy of the
same.

f.

If the recorded reasons referred any proposed disallowance in view
of certain decision, the Assessee may also refer case laws which
was referred in the original assessment or whether the proposed
disallowance is contrary to jurisdictional Appellate Tribunal, High
Court or Apex Court etc.

g.

It is mandatory for the Assessing officer to dispose off the
assessee’s objection and serve the order on assessee.

h.

Assessing officer should not proceed with assessment for 4 weeks
after disposable of objection.

i.

It is mandatory for the Assessing officer to follow the procedure
laid down in GKN Driveshaft (India) Ltd. v. ITO (2003) 259 ITR
19 (SC) and to pass a separate order dealing with the objections.

j.

Order on disposal of objections must deal with the assessee’s
objection. Assessing officer has to pass speaking order considering
all objections of the assessee.

k.

Where no objection is raised at all by an assessee, it is deemed to
have acquiesced to reopening assessment.

mm

(1973) 89 ITR 251 (SC) Controller of Estate Duty v. R. Kanakasabai
K. S. Hegde J.—
“If a taxing provision is ambiguous and is reasonably capable of more
than one interpretation, that interpretation which is beneficial to the
subject must be adopted. This is a well-accepted rule of construction. It
is impermissible for the court to read into a taxing provision any words
which are not there exclude words which are there. The words found in
the provision must be given their natural meaning.”
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Chapter VIII

Reassessment notice merely on the basis of
Report from Investigation Wing

I.

GENERAL SCOPE:

1.1

Due to free follow of information amongst various govt departments, the
investigation wing of Tax department gets the information from various
government and semi government agencies. It may be a case of Goods
and Service Tax evasion, bogus purchases, penny stock, client code
modification or relating to undisclosed foreign asset abroad, everything is
on radar of various investigation wing. Income tax department has set up
control room with toll free number for black money information.
The facility will also host a toll-free number where people can inform the
department about any activity of use of money power, illegal distribution
of cash among other such election-related crimes. The control room has
been established in the investigation wing of the department.

1.2

One of the important wings of the Income Tax Department is the
Investigation Wing. It may also be called the enforcement machinery
or the deterrence machinery of the department. The machinery works
towards the broad objective of combating tax evasion. The mandate for
the investigation wing is to gather intelligence and thereafter carry out
enquiries, surveys and searches for detecting tax evasion and unearthing
concealment of income and wealth. The government has also set up
of a specialized agency named as Directorate of Income Tax (Criminal
Investigation) under the Central Board of Direct Taxes. The directorate
(DCI) will investigate cases involving tax evasion arising out of criminal
activities, such as terror funding, money laundering, narcotics related
fund flows, etc. The DCI is a nodal agency of Income Tax Department for
strengthening tax data base.

1.3

It is settled law that the Assessing Officer is required to form prima
facie opinion based on tangible material which provides the nexus or the
link having reason to believe that income has escaped assessment. The
assessing officer merely acting mechanically on the information supplied
by the Investigation wing and issuing notice under section 148 would be
invalid.
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II.

AMENDMENTS MADE BY FINANCE ACT 2016:


The Finance Act 2016 inserted clause (ca) to Explanation 2 to
section 147, w.e.f. 1/6/2016 in order to enable and expand the
scope of electronic processing of information and documents so
received. [Circular No. 3 of 2017, dt 20/1/2017 (2017) 391 ITR (st)
253]



Pr. DGIT / DGIT has power to collect information as per section
133C of the Act. Now provided that Pr. DGIT / DGIT may process
such information or document and make available the outcome to
the Assessing Officer for necessary action, if any.



Explanation 2 to 147 : Additional clause (ca) inserted to provide
for reopening of cases by the AO on basis of the information so
received.

III.		ASSESSING OFFICER ACTING MECHANICALLY ON THE INFORMATION:
3.1

Notice issued after the expiry of four years from the end of the relevant
assessment year by the assessing officer merely acting mechanically on the
information supplied by the Investigation wing about the accommodation
entries provided by the assessee to certain entities without applying his
own mind was led to be not justified.
PCIT v. Shodiman Investments Pvt. Ltd. (2020) 422 ITR 337 (Bom.)(HC)
PCIT v. SNG Developers Ltd. [2018] 404 ITR 312 (Delhi)(HC)
PCIT v. Meenakshi Oversea’s Pvt. Ltd. (2017) 395 ITR 677(Delhi)(HC)
PCIT v. G & G Pharma India Ltd. [2017] 384 ITR 147 (Delhi)(HC)
CIT v. Multiplex Trading & Industrial Co. Ltd. (2016) 378 ITR 351
(Delhi)(HC)
CIT v. Insecticides (India) Ltd. (2013) 357 ITR 300 (Delhi)(HC)
CIT v. Fair Invest Ltd. (2013) 357 ITR 146 (Delhi)(HC)
CIT v. Kamdhenu Steel & Alloys Ltd. (2014) 361 ITR 220 (Delhi)(HC)
Sarthak Securities Co. (P.) Ltd. v. ITO (2010) 329 ITR 110 (Delhi)(HC)

3.2

In ACIT v. Dhariya Construction Co (2010) 328 ITR 515 (SC) wherein
it was held that the opinion of DVO per se is not an information for the
purpose of reopening assessment under section 147 of the Act.

3.3

Similarly in the case of CIT v. Indo Arab Air Services (2016) 130 DTR
78/ 283 CTR 92 (Delhi)(HC) it was held that mere information that
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huge cash deposits were made in the bank accounts could not give the
Assessing Officer prima facie belief that income has escaped assessment.
The Assessing Officer is required to form prima facie opinion based on
tangible material which provides the nexus or the link having reason to
believe that income has escaped assessment. The Assessing Officer was
also required to examine whether the cash deposits were disclosed in the
return of income to form an opinion that income has escaped assessment.
3.4

In case of Sesa Sterlite Ltd. v. ACIT (2019) 417 ITR 334 / 267 Taxman
275 (Bom.)(HC) Reassessment after the expiry of four years on basis of
Shah Commission’s report on issue of Under invoicing. It was observed
that merely on basis of Shah Commission’s Report opining that there
was under-invoicing of export price by iron-ore miners and exporters,
reassessment could not be initiated when there was nothing to indicate
that any particular income had accrued to anyone as a result of price
difference. Notice based on report of commission was held to be not valid.

3.5

Reassessment-After the expiry of four years – Share capital – Mauritius
based company – Supplied certificate of foreign inward remittance
of funds, tax residence certificate of foreign company, copy of ledger
account showing share application money being credited in bank account
and source – Merely on the basis of information from investigation Wing,
reassessment is bad in law.
On facts, assessee had disclosed all material facts in course of assessment.
Accordingly the initiation of reassessment proceedings after the expiry
of four years, merely on basis of information received from Investigation
Wing was not permissible.
NuPower Renewables (P.) Ltd. v. ACIT (2019) 264 Taxman 27 (Mag.)
(Bom.)(HC)/[2019] 104 taxmann.com 307. [SLP of revenue is dismissed
ACIT v. Nupower Renewables (P.) Ltd. [2019] 267 Taxman 393 (SC)]

3.6

In PCIT v. Shodiman Investments Pvt. Ltd. (2020) 422 ITR 337 (Bom.)
(HC)
Where reasons as made available to assessee for reopening assessment
merely indicated information received from Director (Investigation) about
a particular entity, entering into suspicious transactions and, that material
was not further linked by any reason to come to conclusion that assessee
had indulged in any activity which could give rise to reason to believe
on part of Assessing Officer that income chargeable to tax had escaped
assessment, reassessment was an evidence of a fishing enquiry and not a
reasonable belief that income chargeable to tax had escaped assessment.
This is clearly in breach of settled position in law that reopening notice
has to be issued by Assessing Officer on his own satisfaction and not on
borrowed satisfaction.
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3.7

In Gateway Leasing Pvt. Ltd v. ACIT (2020) 426 ITR 228 (Bom.)
(HC) Assessment was reopened beyond period of 4 years on basis of
Information from Investigation wing. The Court observed that it would
be evident from the materials on record that Petitioner had disclosed
the above information to the Assessing Officer in the course of the
assessment proceedings. All related details and information sought for by
the Assessing Officer were furnished by the petitioner. Several hearings
took place in this regard where-after the Assessing Officer had concluded
the assessment proceedings by passing assessment order u/s. 143(3) of the
Act. Thus it would appear that Petitioner had disclosed the primary facts
at its disposal to the Assessing Officer for the purpose of assessment. He
had also explained whatever queries were put by the Assessing Officer
with regard to the primary facts during the hearings.
In such circumstances, it cannot be said that Petitioner did not
disclose fully and truly all material facts necessary for the assessment.
Consequently, the Assessing Officer could not have arrived at the
satisfaction that he had reasons to believe that income chargeable to tax
had escaped assessment. In the absence of the same, Assessing Officer
could not have assumed jurisdiction and issued the impugned notice
under section 148 of the Act.

IV.

INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM INVESTIGATION WING : BOGUS
PURCHASES : ACCOMMODATION ENTRIES: PENNY STOCK:

4.1

In the years 2014 to 2017 one saw the trend of reopening of the
assessment by the Income Tax Officer on the basis of the information
given by the Sales Tax Department. In the case of PCIT v. Manzil
Dineshkumar Shah [2018] 406 ITR 326 (Guj.)(HC), the Court held that;
even the assessment which is completed u/s 143(1) cannot be reopened
without proper ‘reason to believe’. If the reasons state that the information
received from the VAT Dept that the assessee entered into bogus purchases
“needed deep verification”, it means the AO is reopening for doing a
‘fishing or roving inquiry’ without proper reason to believe, which is not
permissible. The Court also observed that, before closing, we can only
lament at the possible revenue loss. The law and the principles noted
above are far too well settled to have escaped the notice of the Assessing
Officer despite which if the reasons recorded fail the test of validity on
account of a sentence contained, it would be for the Revenue to examine
reasons behind it. [SLP of revenue dismissed (2018) 261 Taxman 1 (SC)]

4.2

In Precilion Holdings Ltd v. DCIT (2019) 412 ITR 43 (Bom.)(HC)(SLP of
revenue is dismissed, DCIT v. Precilion Holdings Ltd. (2019) 418 ITR 15
(St)), it was observed that if the Assessing Officer is of the opinion that
the issue requires verification, it tantamount to fishing or roving inquiry.
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He is not permitted to reopen merely because in the later year, he took
a different view on the basis of similar material. Even if the question of
taxing interest income under the DTAA (DTAA-India-Cyprus) was not in
the mind of the Assessing Officer when he passed the assessment, he
cannot reopen if there is no failure to disclose truly and fully all material
facts, reassessment is held to be not valid.
4.3

One may now consider the latest decision of Supreme Court in case of
New Delhi Television Ltd. v. Dy.CIT [(2020) 424 ITR 607 (SC)] where
in the court held that subsequent facts which come to the knowledge
of the assessing officer can be taken into account to decide whether
the assessment proceedings should be reo pened or not. Information
which comes to the notice of the assessing officer during proceedings
for subsequent assessment years can definitely form tangible material to
invoke powers vested with the assessing officer under section 147 of the
Act.

4.4

Even in a case where return is accepted without scrutiny, the AO cannot
proceed mechanically and on erroneous information supplied to him by
investigation wing. If AO acts merely upon information submitted by
investigation wing and on total lack of application of mind, the reopening
is invalid. In this regard reference can be made to decision in case of
Akshar Builders and Developers v. ACIT (2019) 411 ITR 602 (Bom.)(HC)

4.5

In Amar Jewellers Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2018) 405 ITR 561 (Guj.)(HC) the
Court held that; on verifying the record it was found that, there was
no nexus with reasons recorded for initiating reassessment proceedings
and the information received by the AO from the investigation wing,
accordingly, reassessment was held to be bad in law.

4.6

In Deepraj Hospital (P) Ltd. v. ITO, (2018) 65 ITR 663 (Agra)(Trib.), the
Tribunal held that; If the reopening is based on information received from
the investigation dept, the reasons must show that the AO independently
applied his mind to the information and formed his own opinion. If the
reopening is done mechanically, it is void. Also, if the reasons refer to
any document, a copy should be provided to the assessee. Failure to do
so results in breach of natural justice and renders the reopening void.

4.7

In ITO v. Reliance Corporation (2017) 55 ITR 69 (SN) (Mum.)(Trib.)
- Reassessment solely made on the basis of information received from
investigation wing as assessee was beneficiaries of accommodation entries
was held to be not valid when no cross examination allowed to the
assessee.

4.8

In Laxmiraj Distributors Pvt. Ltd. v. ACIT (2017) 53 ITR 376 (Ahd.)
(Trib.); DCIT v. VSB Investment Pvt. Ltd. (2018) 61 ITR 16 (Delhi)
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(Trib); Appellate Tribunal in context of share application money, held
that reopening of assessment to make roving inquiry is impermissible
and negative burden that purchasers are not relatives cannot be put
to assessee. Reasons of reopening recorded by Assessing Officer not
sustainable.
4.9

In ACIT v. Kad Housing P. Ltd. (2019) 69 ITR 550 (Delhi)(Trib.)
the Tribunal observed that during the course of original assessment
proceedings u/s. 143(3), the Assessee was specifically asked by the
Assessing Officer to discharge its onus under section 68 of the Act for
the share application money received by it and after satisfying himself,
he had accepted the transaction as genuine. Therefore, in the light of the
proviso to under section 147 of the Act, there was no failure on part of
the Assessee to disclose fully and truly, all material facts relating to the
information regarding accommodation entries which was considered as
new tangible material by the Assessing Officer to validate the reopening
of the assessment. Further, there was no such allegation in the reasons
recorded by the Assessing Officer for reopening that the Assessee
had failed to disclose fully and truly the material facts necessary for
assessment. In view of the above, the Tribunal held that the notice issued
under section 148 was bad in law and the assessment framed under
section 147 was rightly quashed by the first appellate authority.

4.10

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Penny stock Shares
In South Yarra Holdings v. ITO (2019) 263 Taxman 594 (Bom.)(HC)
The Court held that, there was no failure on the part of the assessee to
disclose material facts. It was found that at relevant time, there was no
company by name of Nivyarh Infrastructure & Telecom Services Ltd in
existence and merely on basis of information received from Investigation
wing without conducting any independent enquiries issue of notice for
initiating reassessment proceedings is held to be bad in law.

4.11

Reopening for bogus purchases & accommodation entries
Usha Exports v. ACIT (2020) 312 CTR 237/ 185 DTR 87 (Bom.)(HC)
The omission of the AO to make an assertion in the reasons that there
was a failure to disclose fully and truly all material facts necessary for the
assessment is sufficient to set aside the reassessment notice. Also, a notice
issued on change of opinion is bad.

4.12

Reopening – Share premium amount
Alliance Space P. Ltd. v. ITO (2015) 375 ITR 473 (Bom.)(HC)
No lack of disclosure or suppression of any material facts, no tangible
reasons in notice, notice not valid.
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4.13

In Devansh Exports v. ACIT (ITA No. 2178/Kol/2017, dt: 15/10/2018)
[(2018) 100 Taxmann.com 151 (Kol.)(Trib.)]
The information given by DIT (Inv) can only be a basis to ignite/ trigger
“reason to suspect”. The Assessing Officer has to carry out further
examination to convert the “reason to suspect” into “reason to believe”.
If the Assessing Officer acts on borrowed satisfaction and without
application of mind, the reopening is void.

Assessment under section 143(1): Reopening for taxing bogus share capital
4.14
In Balaji Health Care Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 199 TTJ 966 (Jaipur)(Trib.)
The Assessing Officer cannot reopen without establishing prima facie
that assessee’s own money has been routed back in form of share capital.
While he can rely on the report of the Investigation Wing, he has to
carry out further examination and analysis in order to establish the nexus
between the material and formation of belief that income has escaped
assessment. In absence thereof, the assumption of jurisdiction under
section 147 has no legal basis and resultant reassessment proceedings
deserve to be set-aside.
4.15

DCIT v. Kargwal Products P. Ltd, (2019) 69 ITR 77 (SN) (Mum.)(Trib.)
Even in assessment under section 143(1) intimation, the Assessing Officer
is not entitled to reopen on the ground that the assessee has received
“huge share premium” which was not “examined” by the Assessing Officer.
The Assessing Officer cannot reopen in the absence of tangible material
that shows income has escaped assessment.

V.

DECISIONS IN FAVOUR OF REVENUE:

5.1

In the case of Jayant Security & Finance Ltd. v. ACIT (2018) 254 Taxman
81 (Guj.)(HC) the court held that; Information from investigation Wing
stating that loan from company working as an entry operator and earning
bogus funds to provide advances to various persons. Reassessment was
held to be valid.

5.2

Similarly in the case of Ankit Agrochem (P.) Ltd. v. JCIT (2018) 253
Taxman 141 (Raj.)(HC) the Court held that; reassessment on the basis
of information for DIT stating that the assessee had received share
application money from several entities which were only engaged in
business of providing bogus accommodation entries to beneficiary
concerns, reassessment on basis of said information was justified.

5.3

Similarly in case of reopening for bogus share application money Bombay
High Court in case of Kalsha Builders Pvt. Ltd. v. ACIT, (WPNO. 3656
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OF 2018 8-2-2019 (Bom.)(HC) www.itatonline.org ; Held : Merely
because Assessing Officer examined the transactions does not preclude
him from subsequent inquiry if additional material prime facie shows
that disclosures made by assessee were not true. Requirement of true and
full disclosure runs through the entire assessment and does not end on
filing of return. Reasons have to read as a whole. Mere non recitation of
allegation regarding failure of full & true disclosure does not invalidate
the reasons or the fact that the reasons are based on allegations of
lack of true and full particulars.
5.4

Similar where Unsecured loans on subsequent information discovered as
bogus - Reassessment was held to be justified. Virbhadra Singh v. Dy.CIT
(2017) 291 CTR 439 / 146 DTR 65 (HP)(HC)

5.5

Law on whether reopening to assess alleged Bogus Capital gains from
penny stocks is permissible explained in the context of ACIT v. Rajesh
Jhaveri Stock Brokers (P) Ltd. (2007) 291 ITR 500 (SC) & DCIT v. Zuari
Estate Development and Investment Co Ltd. (2015) 373 ITR 661 (SC)
In the present case the Assessing Officer has heard the material on record
which would prima facie suggest that the assessee had sold number of
shares of a company which was found to be indulging in providing bogus
claim of long term and short term capital gain. The company was prima
facie found to be a shell company. The assessee had claimed exempt of
long term capital gain of ` 1.33 crores by way of sale of share of such
company.
Purviben Snehalbhai Panchhigar v. ACIT [(2018) 409 ITR 124 (Guj.)(HC)]

5.6

Also refer other cases where reopening has been held to be justified :
PCIT v. Paramount Communication P. Ltd. (2017) 392 ITR 444 (Delhi)
(HC)
Aravali Infrapower Ltd. v. DCIT (2017) 390 ITR 456 (Delhi)(HC)
Max Ventures Investments Holdings (P.) Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 415 ITR 395
(Delhi)(HC)
Aradhna Estate Pvt. Ltd. v. DCIT (2018) 404 ITR 105 (Guj.)(HC)
Rajnish Jain. v. CIT (2018) 402 ITR 12 (All.)(HC)
Etiam Emedia Limited v. ITO, (2019) 412 ITR 87 (MP)(HC)
Meghavi Minerals (P.) Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 267 Taxman 1 (Guj.)(HC)
Avirat Star Homes Venture (P) Ltd v. ITO (2019) 411 ITR 321 (Bom.)
(HC)
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5.7

In RDS Project Limited v. ACIT (2020) 421 ITR 624 (Delhi)(HC) Reassessment is held to be valid. Cost of 2 lakh was imposed on assessee
for wasting Court’s time.
Thus while invoking High court jurisdiction under Article 226 of the
Constitution of India one has to be careful and should approach court
with clean hands.

VI.

REOPENING - CLIENT CODE MODIFICATION:

6.1

On the basis of information from investigation wing, in order to verify the
genuineness of transaction in modification of clients code, reassessment
was held to be bad in law.
Sunita Jain (Smt) v. ITO (ITA NO. 502/Ahd/2016, AY 2008-09 dt.
09/03/2017) (Ahd.)(Trib.); www.itatonline.org
Rachna Sachin Jain (Smt.) v. ITO (Ahd.)(Trib.); www.itatonline.org

6.2

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Client code modifications
(CCM) – Recorded reasons being vague merely on the basis of
information received from the office of DIT (Intell CR Inv.) reassessment
is held to be bad in law.
Followed Chhigamal Rajpal v. S.P Chaliha (1971) 79 ITR 603 (SC), Sheo
Nath Singh v. ACIT (1971) 82 ITR 147 (SC). (Refer Coronation Agro
Industries Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2017) 390 ITR 464 (Bom.)(HC)
Dy.CIT v. Setu Securities Pvt Ltd. (ITA No. 5705/M/2017 dt. 25/03/2019)
(Mum.)(Trib.)

6.3

Attention is also invited to the decision of the Punjab & Haryana High
Court in the case of Rakesh Gupta v. CIT [2018] 405 ITR 213 (P&H)
wherein it was held that where the Assessing Officer received information
from Principle Director of Income Tax (Investigation) that the assessee
had received bogus loss from his broker by client code modification,
reassessment on basis of the said information was justified.

VII.

THUS THE PRINCIPLE CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS DECISIONS ON
THIS ISSUE/TOPIC ARE :
a.		
The assessing officer merely acting mechanically on the
information supplied by the Investigation wing and issuing notice
under section 148 would be invalid.
b.		The Assessing Officer is required to form prima facie opinion
based on tangible material which provides the nexus or the link
having reason to believe that income has escaped assessment.
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c.		
If the reopening is based on information received from
the investigation dept, the reasons must show that the AO
independently applied his mind to the information and formed his
own opinion
d. 		Merely on the basis of vague information from investigation wing,
reassessment is bad in law.
e. 		Reopening notice has to be issued by Assessing Officer on his own
satisfaction and not on borrowed satisfaction.
f.		Even in a case where return is accepted without scrutiny, the
AO cannot proceed mechanically and on erroneous information
supplied to him by investigation wing.
g.		Merely because Assessing Officer examined the transactions does
not preclude him from subsequent inquiry if additional material
prime facie shows that disclosures made by assessee were not true.
h.		Mere non recitation of allegation regarding failure of full & true
disclosure does not invalidate the reasons.

mm

(1988) AIR 1208 (SC) P. N. Duda v. P. Shiv Shanker
Sabyasachi Mukharji and S. Ranganathan JJ.
Sabyasachi Mukharji J.—
“Judgments can be criticised; the motives of the Judges need not be
attributed, it brings the administration of justice into deep disrepute.
Faith in the administration of justice is one of the pillars through which
democratic institution functions and sustains. In the free market place of
ideas criticism about the judicial system or Judges should be welcomed,
so long as such criticisms do not impair or hamper the administration of
justice.”
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Chapter IX

Reopening based on Statement of third /
unconnected person

I.

STATEMENT OF THIRD PARTY IS ONLY AN INFORMATION:

1.1

The statement of third party is only an information and does not constitute
reason to believe until and unless the third party information is subject to
investigation and on the basis thereof independent reasons are recorded
by the Assessing officer before issuance of reopening notice.

1.2

In AMSA India P. Ltd. v. CIT (2017) 393 ITR 157 (Delhi)(HC) the
Court held that; the statement of third person not having live link with
assessee’s suspected income, the reassessment was held to be bad in law.
The material should have a live link with the assessee’s suspected
income or non-disclosure of a material fact. That kind of live link was
absent. Therefore the notice under section 148 read with section 147 of
the Act was to be quashed.

1.3

In Kamla Devi S. Doshi v. ITO (2017) 57 ITR 1 (Mum.)(Trib.) the Tribunal
observed that the statement of third party cannot be the sole basis for
disallowing the claim of the assessee in respect of capital gains. The
statement under section 131 implicating the assessee is not sufficient to
draw an adverse inference against the assessee when the documentary
evidence in the form of contract notes, bank statements, STT payments
etc prove genuine purchase and sale of the penny stock. Failure to provide
cross-examination is a fatal error. Additions made by the Assessing officer
was deleted. Reassessment was held to be invalid.

1.4

Kothari Metals v. ITO (2015) 377 ITR 581 (Karn.)(HC)
Reassessment based on statement of third party assessee not given
opportunity to be heard, reassessment is held to be not valid.

1.5
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In the absence of any material before the Assessing officer a statement
by an unconnected person did not constitute reason to believe that
assessee income had escaped assessment especially when the assessee had
produced all the material and relevant facts and therefore the reassessment
proceedings could not be sustained.
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Praful Chunilal Patel v. M.J. Makwana, ACIT (1999) 236 ITR 832 (Guj.)
(HC)
JCIT & Ors v. George Williamson (Assam) Ltd. (2002) 258 ITR 126 (Guj.)
(HC)
II.

STATEMENT OF PARTNER:

2.1

Reassessment – Survey – Merely on the basis of statement of partner
addition cannot be made in respect of difference between stamp
valuation and sale price of property on basis of such offering made by
partner. Reassessment was quashed.
Zain Constructions v. ITO (2019) 265 Taxman 82 (Mag) (Bom.)(HC) [SLP
of Revenue dismissed (2020) 269 Taxman 274]
Section 43CA was inserted with effect from 1-4-2014 and therefore, had
no applicability to the assessment year in question. The attempt on the
part of the Assessing Officer to make the addition with the aid of the
statement of the partner of the assessee and reference to the correct stamp
valuation, is simply invalid. What the Assessing Officer wishes to do is
to adopt a stamp valuation for the properties in question, superimpose
the statement of the partner of the assessee of the declaration of certain
additional income and extrapolate such statement to fit within the scheme
of section 43CA of the Act.

III.

STATEMENT RECORDED BY POLICE OFFICER:

3.1

Subhash Chander Goel v. ITO (2016) 156 ITD 808 (Chd.)(Trib.) it was
observed that Statement recorded by Police Officer under section 161
of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, is neither given ‘on oath’ nor it is
tested by cross examination. Therefore, such a statement cannot be treated
as substantive evidence to reopen assessment proceedings.

IV.

INCRIMINATING MATERIAL FOUND IN SEARCH OF THIRD PARTY :
SECTION 153C VIS A VIS SECTION 148 OF THE ACT:
Section 153C provides that persons relating to whom some material
is found in search of some other person, he should be assessed under
section 53C of the Act. The provisions of section 153C are non-obstantive
provisions and specially exclude the operation of sec. 147 of the Act. If
action under sec. 147 is permitted on the basis of material found in the
course of search, then the provisions of sec. 153 would be redundant.
Section 153C were applicable in terms of search and documents found
at the premises of searched person, which excludes the application of
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sections 147 and 148 of the Act. However this view is not conclusive as
there are contrary views.
4.1

In Rajat Saurabh Chatterji v. ACIT [ITA NO. 2430/Del/2015, AY 2007-08
dtd: 20/05/2016(Delhi)(Trib.)] www.itatonline.org the Tribunal observed
that where the AO detects incriminating material in search, he has to be
processed only under section 153C and not under section 147. A notice
under section 148 to assess such undisclosed income is void ab initio.

4.2

However we have a contrary view. Search operations in premises of third
person. Documents found belonging to third person and not to assessee.
Reassessment was held to be justified Yamuna Estate P. Ltd. v. ITO (2016)
45 ITR 517 (Mum.)(Trib.)

4.3

In Rayoman Carriers Pvt. Ltd. v. ACIT (Mum.)(Trib.) (ITA No. 3275/
Mum/2015 & 3276/Mum/2015 dt 9/4/2017)
The Tribunal held that when the Assessing Officer had issued a notice
under section 153C to which the assessee had complied with. Thereafter
the AO did not continue with the proceedings under section 153C.
Subsequently the Assessing Officer issued a notice under section 148,
which was held to be bad in law.

4.4

The Tribunal in the case of ACIT v. Arun Kapur (2011) 140 TTJ 249
(Amritsar) held that provisions of sec. 153C of the Act were applicable in
the case for framing the assessment in search of some other person, where
some documents are found belonging to such person, which excludes the
application of sec. 147 of the Act, hence, notice issued under section 148
of the Act and assessment framed in furtherance thereto under section 147
read with section 143(3) of the Act are void ab initio.

4.5

In Adarsh Agrawal v. ITO [dt : 14.01.2020; AY 2010-11 ; ITA : 777 / DEL/
2019]
Held Considering the facts of the case, it is clear that loan agreement was
found during the course of search in the case of Shri Naresh Sabharwal
which is handed over to the Assessing Officer of the assessee and addition
is made only on that basis. Therefore, there was no justification for the
Assessing officer to have been initiated proceedings under section 147/148
of the Act. The correct course of action would have been to proceed
against the assessee under section 153C of the Act. Therefore, initiation
of re-assessment proceedings under section 147/148 of the Act is wholly
invalid, void and bad in law.
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4.6

In Saurashtra Color Tones Pvt Ltd v. ITO [dt 22.01.2020; ITA 6276 /
DEL/ 2018]
Held that when incriminating documents were found during the course of
search, and the same have been used in the case of the assessee-company.
The proper course the Assessing officer should have adopted is to proceed
against the assessee company under section 153C of the Act instead of
recording reasons for reopening of the assessment under section 147/148
of the Act. In view of the above the Assessing officer was not justified in
initiating the re-assessment proceedings under section 147 of the Act. The
A.O. should have proceeded against the assessee under section 153C of the
Act. In the result, additional grounds of appeal of assessee challenging the
reopening of the assessment are allowed.

V.

THE IMPORTANT LEGAL PRINCIPLES CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS
DECISIONS:
a.

The Statement should have a live link with the assessee’s
suspected income or non-disclosure of a material fact.

b

If Reassessment is based on statement of third party, assessee
should be given opportunity to cross examine.

c.

Where the AO detects incriminating material in search, he has to
be processed only u/s 153C and not u/s 147.

mm

(1968) 68 ITR 503 (SC) Sevantilal Maneklal Sheth v. CIT
V. Ramaswami J.—
“The object of the enactment of the section is to prevent avoidance of tax
or reducing the incidence of tax on the part of the assessee by transfer of
his assets to his wife or minor child. It is a sound rule of interpretation
that a statute should be so construed as to prevent the mischief and to
advance the remedy according to the true intention of the makers of the
statute.”
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Chapter X

Jurisdictional Defect in Notice

I.

NOTICE SHOULD BE ISSUED AND SERVED ON THE ASSESSEE:

1.1

The relevant section 148 and section 149 of the Act reads as under :
“Issue of notice where income has escaped assessment.
148. (1) Before making the assessment, reassessment or recomputation
under section 147, the Assessing Officer shall serve on the assessee a
notice requiring him to furnish within such period, as may be specified in
the notice….”
“Time limit for notice.
149. (1) No notice under section 148 shall be issued for the relevant
assessment year,—….”

1.2

On a plain reading of section 149, it is apparent that under the said
provision, the maximum time limit for issuance of notice under section
148 is six years from the end of the relevant assessment year. Thus, the
expression to issue in the context of issuance of notices, writs and process,
has been attributed the meaning, to send out; to place in the hands of
the proper officer for service. The expression “shall be issued” as used
in section 149 would therefore have to be read in the aforesaid context.
There is a difference between “issue” and “service”. To obtain jurisdiction
to assess/reassess the escaped income, the section 148 notice has to be
“issued” but need not be “served”. Service is not a condition precedent
to conferment of jurisdiction on the Assessing Officer but a condition
precedent only to the making of the order of assessment. The word
“issue” means that the notice must leave the custody of the Assessing
Officer and as the Post Office is not the department’s agent, sending it by
post completes “issue”. One must note that in the new regime of faceless
assessment notice shall be issued digitally, service will be complete once
same are uploaded on portal or other digital mode of communication as
provided in section 282 of the Act read with Rule 127 of Income Tax
Rules 1962.

1.3

Since the notice under section 148 of the Act is a jurisdictional notice,
any inherent defect therein cannot be cured under section 292B of the
Act. A notice under s. 148 (1) of the Act would be a valid notice if the
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jurisdictional AO records the reasons for reopening the assessment as
contemplated under sub-section (2) of section 148 and thereafter the same
officer namely the jurisdictional assessing Officer issues the notice under
section 148(1) of the Act.
1.4

The officer recording the reasons under section 148(2) for reopening the
assessment & the officer issuing notice under section 148(1) has to be the
same person
Pankajbhai Jaysukhlal Shah v. ACIT (2020) 425 ITR 70 (Guj.)(HC)
If the reasons are recorded by the DCIT but the notice is issued by
the ITO, the reassessment proceedings are invalid. The s. 148 notice
is a jurisdictional notice. Any inherent defect therein cannot be cured
u/s 292B. The fact that the assessee participated in the proceedings is
irrelevant.

II.

NOTICE ISSUED WITHIN PERIOD OF LIMITATION BUT SEND AFTER
THAT PERIOD:

2.1

Notice issued within period of limitation but send after that period –
Direction to ascertain when the notice had been dispatched by reg. post.
CIT v. Major Tikka Khushwat Singh (1995) 212 ITR 650 (SC)
R.K. Upadhaya v. Shanabhai P. Patel (1987) 166 ITR 163 (SC)

2.2

Kanubhai M. Patel (HUF) v. Hiren Bhatt (2011) 334 ITR 25 (Guj.)(HC) In
the said case the core issue that arose for consideration was as to when
can the notice under section 148 of the Act be said to have been issued.
Held : The date of issue would be the date on which the same were
handed over for service to the proper officer, which in the facts of the
present case would be the date on which the said notices were actually
handed over to the post office for the purpose of booking for the purpose
of effecting service on the petitioners. Till the point of time the envelopes
are properly stamped with adequate value of postal stamps, it cannot be
stated that the process of issue is complete. In the facts of the present
case, the impugned notices having been sent for booking to the Speed Post
Centre only on 07.04.2010, the date of issue of the said notices would be
07.04.2010 and not 31.03.2010, as contended on behalf of the revenue.
In the circumstances, impugned the notices under section 148 in relation
to assessment year 2003-04, having been issued on 07.04.2010 which
is clearly beyond the period of six years from the end of the relevant
assessment year, are clearly barred by limitation and as such, cannot be
sustained.
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2.3

Date of issue would be date on which notice is handed over to Postal
Department-Notice handed over to Postal Department before expiry of
time hence notice was not barred by limitation.
Rajesh Sunderdas Vaswani v. C.P. Meena, Dy.CIT (2017) 392 ITR 571
(Guj.)(HC) [SLP of the assessee was dismissed, Rajesh Sunderdas
Vaswanin v. C.P. Meena, Dy.CIT (2016) 389 ITR 7(St.)]
The Court held that; the date of issue of notice under section 149 of the
Income-tax Act, 1961 would be the date on which it was handed over for
service to the proper officer, i.e., the Postal Department. The approval was
granted by the Principal Commissioner of the Income-tax also on March
30, 2015. The notice was valid.

III.

NOTICE ISSUED TO INDIVIDUAL HIS HUF CANNOT BE ASSESSED:

3.1

Suraj Mal HUF v. ITO (2007) 109 ITD 327 (TM) (Delhi)(Trib.) Notice
issued to individual. His HUF cannot be assessed on the ground that
notice was issued to individual who was Karta of HUF. Defect of
jurisdiction.

IV.

SERVICE OF NOTICE ON ACCOUNTANT/ SECURITY GUARD:

4.1

CIT v. Kanpur Plastipack Ltd. (2017) 390 ITR 381 (All)(HC)
Service of notice on accountant of assessee-company - Power of attorney
given to accountant to conduct assessment proceedings not including
authority to accept any fresh notice - Reassessment was not valid.

4.2
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Section 282, read with sections 147 and 292B, of the Income-tax Act, 1961
– Service of notice (Validity of service) – Plea raised first time before
Appellate Tribunal
A notice under section 148 read with section 147 was issued - Service
of said notice was done by registered post and through Inspector of
Department - Thereupon, best judgment assessment was completed
wherein additions were made to assessee’s income. Commissioner
(Appeals) confirmed said additions - In appellate proceedings, assessee
raised a plea that service of notice by Inspector at factory premises on
security guard was not proper service under provisions of section 282(2).
Tribunal having accepted assessee’s plea, set aside impugned assessment
order. High Court by impugned order held that in view of fact that
assessee raised plea of improper service of notice for first time before
Tribunal and, moreover, in response to notice issued under section 148,
one director of assessee-company had appeared before Assessing Officer,
it could be concluded that provisions of section 292B would apply to
assessee’s case and, thus, assessment proceedings could not be regarded as
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invalid for want of proper service of notice. Special Leave Petition against
impugned order was to be dismissed.
Sudev Industries Ltd. v. CIT (2018) 259 Taxman 221 (SC)
V.

SERVICE BY AFFIXTURE:

5.1.

Where notice was not sent by registered post nor served upon assessee in
any other manner whatsoever, proceedings for assessment were void.
CIT v. Harish J. Punjabi (2008) 297 ITR 424 (Delhi)(HC)

5.2

Invalid Service of notice not a procedural defect. No material to prove
efforts made by Depart to serve notice in normal course. Arunlal v. ACIT
(2010) 1 ITR 1 (TM)(Agra)(Trib.)

5.3

Notice affixed on the door of the place of business after the assessee
refusing to accept the Notice is a valid service of Notice. As per Order V,
Rule 17 & 18 of CPC, 1908 SheoMurti Singh (Dr.) v. CIT (2016) 383 ITR
174 (All.)(HC)

5.4

Similarly in case of ITO v. Om PrakshKukreja (2016) 134 DTR 208 (Chd.)
(Trib.) it was held that where Assessing Officer having served the notice
under Section 148 by affixture at a wrong address where the assessee was
not residing it cannot be said that the notice under section 148 was served
upon the assessee and therefore the resultant reassessment proceedings
were invalid and bad in law.

5.5

A strict procedure has to be followed for service by affixture. If done
improperly, the notice and the resultant assessment order are null and
void
(i) As per sub-section (1) of section 282, the notice is to be served on the
person named therein either by post or as if it was a summons issued by
Court under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (V of 1908). The relevant
provision for effecting of service by different modes are contained in rules
17, 19 and 20 of Order V of CPC. Rules 17, 19 and 20 of Order V of CPC
lay down the procedure for service of summons/notice and, therefore, the
procedure laid down therein cannot be surpassed because the intention
of the legislature behind these provisions is that strict compliance of the
procedure laid down therein has to be made. The expression after using
all due and reasonable diligence’ appearing in rule 17 has been considered
in many cases and it has been held that unless a real and substantial
effort has been made to find the defendant after proper enquiries, the
Serving Officer cannot be deemed to have exercised ‘due and reasonable
diligence’. Before taking advantage of rule 17, he must make diligent
search for the person to be served. He therefore, must take pain to find
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him and also to make mention of his efforts in the report. Another
requirement of rule 17 is that the Serving Officer should state that he has
affixed the copy of summons as per this rule. The circumstances under
which he did so and the name and address of the person by whom the
house or premises were identified and in whose premises the copy of the
summon was affixed. These facts should also be verified by an affidavit
of the Serving Officer.
(ii) The reason for taking all these precautions is that service by affixture
is substituted service and since it is not direct or personal service upon
the defendant, to bind him by such mode of service the mere formality of
affixture is not sufficient. Since the service has to be done after making
the necessary efforts, in order to establish the genuineness of such service,
the Serving Officer is required to state his full action in the report and
reliance can be placed on such report only when it sets out all the
circumstances which are also duly verified by the witnesses in whose
presence the affixture was done and thus the affidavit of the Serving
Officer deposing such procedure adopted by him would also be essential.
In the instant case, the whole thing had been done in one stroke. It was
not known as to why and under which circumstances another entry for
service of notice by affixture was made on 27-7-2012 when sufficient time
was available through normal service till 30-9-2012. Nor there is any entry
in the note-sheet by the AO directing the Inspector for service by affixture
and had only recorded the fact that the notice was served by the affixture.
It appears that the report of the Inspector was obtained without issuing
any prior direction for such process or mode. In view of the above, it is
clear that there was no valid service of notice under section 143(2) by way
of affixation and the assessment made on the basis of such invalid notice
could not be treated to be valid assessment and, hence, such assessment
order deserves to be treated as null and void and liable to be quashed and
annulled.
Sanjay Badani v. DCIT [2014] 35 ITR (T) 536 (Mum.)(Trib.)
5.6

No valid notice served upon assessee either through registered post or
through affixture, reassessment was held to be not valid. Auram Jewellery
Exports P. Ltd. v. ACIT (2017) 54 ITR 1 (Delhi)(Trib.)

5.7

Mere issue of notice under section 148 notice is not sufficient. Service
is essential. If the postal authorities return the notice unserved, the Dept
has to serve under Rule 127(2) using one of the four sources of address
(such as PAN address, Bank address etc). The failure to do so renders the
reassessment proceedings invalid.
Harjeet Surajprakash Girotra v. UOI (2019) 266 Taxman 29 / 311 CTR
260 (Bom.)(HC)
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VI.

INVALID SERVICE OF NOTICE NOT A PROCEDURAL DEFECT:

6.1

Thus where no notice under section 148 having been served on the
assessee prior to re-opening of assessment, assessment made under section
147 was held to be bad in law; argument based on section 292BB was not
sustainable on the facts of the case. CIT v. Mani Kakkar (2009) 18 DTR
145 (Delhi)(Trib.)

6.2

The notice prescribed by section 148 cannot be regarded as a mere
procedural requirement. It is only if the said notice is served on the
assessee that the ITO would be justified in taking proceedings against
the assessee. If no notice is issued or if the notice issued is shown to be
invalid, then the proceedings taken by the ITO would be illegal and void.
Y. Narayan Chetty v. ITO (1959) 35 ITR 388 (SC)
CIT v. Thayaballi Mulla Jeevaji Kapasi (1967) 66 ITR 147 (SC)
CIT v. Kurban Hussain Ibrahimji Mithiborwala (1971) 82 ITR 821 (SC)

VII.

NOTICE ISSUED NON-EXISTED COMPANY:

7.1

It is well settled proposition of law that upon its amalgamation the
transferor company ceases to exist and becomes extinct, and it would no
longer be amenable to the assessment proceedings considering the fact that
the extinct entity would not be covered within the ambit of the provisions
of the Act.

7.2

Reassessment – Merged with another company – Notice issued in name
of assessee became invalid and quashed.
Dharmnath Shares & Services (P.) Ltd. v. ACIT (2019) 410 ITR 431 (Guj.)
(HC) [SLP of revenue is dismissed, ACIT v. Dharmnath Shares & Services
(P.) Ltd. (2019) 260 Taxman 174/ 409 ITR 4 (St) (SC)]
Allowing the petition the Court held that by time of issuance of said
reassessment notice, assessee had already merged with another company
and thereby lost its legal existence, notice issued in name of assessee
became invalid and, therefore, impugned reassessment proceedings
deserved to be quashed.

7.3

Khurana Engineering Ltd. v. DCIT [2014] 364 ITR 600 (Guj.)(HC)
Where Scheme of amalgamation is sanctioned by the High Court. No
proceedings can be initiated against the transferor company.

7.4

However the decision of Supreme Court in case of Skylight Hospitality
LLP v. ACIT (2018) 254 Taxman 390 (SC) held that; notice issued in the
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name of a company which does not exist upon its conversion into a LLP
is valid if there is material to show that the issue in the name of the
company was a clerical mistake. The object and purpose behind S. 292B is
to ensure that technical pleas on the ground of mistake, defect or omission
should not invalidate the assessment proceedings, when no confusion or
prejudice is caused due to non - observance of technical formalities. The
Court also observed that, in the peculiar facts of this case, we are
convinced that wrong name given in the notice was merely a clerical
error which could be corrected under S. 292B of the Income-tax Act.
(SLP No. 7409/2018, dt. 02.02.2018) [Order in Skylight Hospitality LLP v.
ACIT (2018) 405 ITR 296/ 254 Taxman 109 (Delhi) (HC) is affirmed]
7.5

However a subsequent decision in case of PCIT v. Maruti Suzuki
India Ltd. [2019] 416 ITR 613 (SC) held that the Assessing Officer was
informed of the amalgamating company having ceased to exist as a result
of the approved scheme of amalgamation, the jurisdictional notice was
issued only in its name. The basis on which jurisdiction was invoked
was fundamentally at odds with the legal principle that the amalgamating
entity ceases to exist upon the approved scheme of amalgamation.
Participation in the proceedings by the appellant in the circumstances
cannot operate as an estoppels against law. This position now holds the
field in view of the judgment of a co-ordinate Bench of two judges which
dismissed the appeal of the revenue in CIT v. Spice Enfotainment [CA
No. 285 of 2014, dt. 2-11-2017].

7.6

Similarly in the case of Techpac Holdings Ltd v. Dy CIT [(2016) 135 DTR
322 (Bom.)(HC) it was held that service of notice u/s 148 on the assessee
company’s subsidiary was not valid service of notice.

7.8

Reassessment – Amalgamation – Notice issued against transferor –
Amalgamating entity ceases to have existence – Notice and subsequent
proceedings unsustainable Gayatri Microns Ltd. v. ACIT [(2020) 424 ITR
288 (Guj.)(HC)]
In the present case the notice under section 148 of the Act has been
issued to Gayatri Integrated Services Private Limited which had long
back got amalgamated with the petitioner vide order dated18th June,
2015 passed by the High court and thus, it had ceased to have its own
existence so as to render it amenable for the reassessment proceedings
under the provisions of section 147 of the Act. Moreover, the respondent
and the department were duly informed by the petitioner about the
amalgamation and despite the said factum having been brought to the
notice of the respondent, statutory notice under section 148 came to be
issued to Gayatri Integrated Services Limited for reopening the assessment
on the ground that the respondent has reason to believe that income
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chargeable to tax for the assessment year 2012-13 has escaped the
assessment within the meaning of section 147 of the Act.
VIII.

NOTICE ISSUED IN NAME OF DECEASED ASSESSEE:

8.1

Notice issued in name of deceased assessee
Jaydeep kumar Dhirajlal Thakkar v. ITO (2018) 401 ITR 302 (Guj.)(HC)
Objection raised by legal heir of deceased assessee before completion of
reassessment – Notice was held to be null and void.

8.2

Bhaskar Sharma L/H Late Smt. Tara Bhardwaj v. CIT [W.P. No.17529 of
2017 (Raj.)(HC)
The Assessing Officer issued notice under section 148 on one Smt. Tara
Bhardwaj on 29-3-2017. However, she had already expired on 11-10-2010
and this fact was also informed to the Department vide letter dt. 3-9-2013.
The Legal Heir of Smt. Tara Bhardwaj challenged the reassessment notice
under section 148 and subsequent notices issued on her as being null and
void. The Hon’ble High Court while allowing the Writ Petition held that
the petitioner vide letter dated 3-9-2013 had informed the Income Tax
Department of Ms. Tara Bhardwaj’s death on 11-10-2010. That information
was mechanically receipted and overlooked.. It is thus apparent that the
notices impugned have been issued to a dead person and cannot sustain.
[Affirmed by Division Bench CIT v. Dr Bhaskar Sharma D.B. Special
Appeal Writ No. 407/2018 dt : 03/07/2018]

8.3

Reassessment notice issued in name of deceased assessee. Department
attempting to correct error by changing name of entity in reasons to
believe”. Not curable defects notice is invalid. Failure to issue notice
under section 143(2) with in prescribed time. Reassessment is in valid
Rajender Kumar Sehgal v. ITO (2019) 414 ITR 286 (Delhi)(HC)
The notice was issued in the name of deceased assessee and an attempt
was made by the revenue to correct error by changing name of entity in
reason to believe. On writ allowing the petition the Court held that in the
absence of any provision in the Act, to fasten the liability upon a deceased
individual assessee and in the absence of any pending or previously
instituted proceedings, the Department could not impose the tax burden
upon the legal representative. Court also held that the omission to issue
the mandatory notice under section 143(2) rendered the reassessment
void. The reassessment notice, the consequential proceedings and the
reassessment order passed were to be quashed.
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8.4

Reassessment – Notice to dead person - Assessment order is held to be
invalid.
Rupa Shyamsundar Dhumatkar v. ACIT (2020) 420 ITR 256 (Bom.)(HC)
Allowing the petition the Court held that as per settled law, notice for
reopening of assessment against a dead person is invalid. The fact that
the AO was not informed of the death before issue of notice is irrelevant.
Consequently, the S. 148 notice is set aside and order of assessment stands
annulled. Followed Alamelu Veerappan v. ITO (2018) 257 Taxman 72
(Mad.)(HC) followed)

8.5

Reassessment notice in the name of deceased assessee – For acquiring
jurisdiction to reopen an assessment, notice should be issued in name of
living person, i.e., legal heir of deceased assessee. Section 292B could not
be invoked to correct a fundamental/substantial error – Notice is held to
be bad in law
Sumit Balkrishna Gupta v. ACIT (2019) 414 ITR 292 (Bom.)(HC)
A notice which has been issued in the name of the dead person is also not
protected either by provisions of section 292B or section 292BB. Therefore,
both the impugned notice dated 29-3-2018 and the order dated 13-11-2018
was quashed and set aside.

8.6

Notice against dead person
Chandreshbhai Jayantibhai Patel v. ITO (2019) 413 ITR 276 (Guj.)(HC)
Merely because in response to notice issued against Jayantilal Harilal
Patel petitioner had informed Assessing Officer about death of assessee
and asked him to drop proceedings - it could not, by any stretch of
imagination, be construed as petitioner having participated in proceedings
and, therefore, provisions of section 292B would not be attracted – Notice
is held to be invalid.

8.7

Reassessment – Notice – Dead person – Notice issued on dead person is
invalid.
Aemala Venkateswara Rao v. ITO (2019) 176 ITD 431 (Vishakha)(Trib.)
Tribunal held that notice issued on dead person is invalid. Followed,
Alamelu Veerappan v. ITO (2018) 257 Taxman 72 (Mad.)(HC), Sumit
Balkrishna Gupta v. Asstt. CIT (2019) 262 Taxman 61 (Bom.)(HC)

8.8
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In Savita Kapila v. ACIT (2020) 426 ITR 502/273 Taxman 148 (Delhi)(HC)
In absence of statutory provision, a duty cannot be cast upon legal
representatives to intimate factum of death of assessee to department.
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Whether PAN record was updated or not or whether department was made
aware by legal representatives or not is irrelevant. Thus notice issued to
assessee after his death could not have been served upon the assessee,
same is bad in law.
8.9

In ITO v. Dharam Narain (2018) 253 CTR 479 (SC) held that non
availability of the assessee to receive the notice sent by registered
post as many as on two occasions and service of notice on authorized
representative of the assessee whom the assessee disowned, is sufficient to
draw an inference of deemed service of notice on the respondent assessee
and sufficient compliance of the requirement of section 143(2) of the Act.

8.10

In Durlabhai Kanubhai Rajpara v. ITO (2020) 424 ITR 428 (Guj.)(HC)
Reassessment – Notice issued in name of dead person – Notice and
proceedings invalid
Allowing the petition the Court held that the petitioner at the first point
of time had objected to the issuance of notice under section 148 in the
name of his deceased father (assessee) and had not participated or filed
any return pursuant to the notice. Therefore, the legal representatives not
having waived the requirement of notice and not having submitted to the
jurisdiction of the Assessing Officer pursuant thereto, the provisions of S.
292A would not be attracted and hence the notice had to be treated as
invalid. Even prior to the issuance of such notice, the Department was
aware about the death of the petitioner’s father (assessee) since in response
to the summons issued under section 131(1A) the petitioner had intimated
the Department about the death of the assessee. Therefore, the Department
could not say that it was not aware of the death of the petitioner’s father
(assessee) and could have belatedly served the notice under section 159 of
the Act upon the legal representatives of the deceased-assessee. The notice
dated 28th March, 2018 issued in the name of the deceased-assessee by
the Assessing Officer under section 148 as well as further proceedings
thereto were to be quashed and set aside.

IX.

NOTICE SENT TO OLD ADDRESS:

9.1

It is the duty of Assessing Officer to access changed Permanent Account
Number database of assessee. Return filed showing new addressReassessment is held to be bad in law.
Veena Devi Karnani v. ITO (2019) 410 ITR 23 (Delhi)(HC)
Allowing the petition, the Court held that, rule 127(2) states that the
addresses to which a notice or summons or requisition or order or any
other communication may be delivered or transmitted shall be either
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available in the permanent account number database of the assessee or the
address available in the Income-tax return to which the communication
relates or the address available in the last Income-tax return filed by
the assessee : All these options have to be resorted to by the concerned
authority, in this case the Assessing Officer. The Assessing Officer had
mechanically proceeded on the information supplied to him by the bank
without following the correct procedure in law and had failed to ensure
that the reassessment notice was issued properly and served at the correct
address in the manner known to law. The reassessment notice issued
under section 148, the subsequent order under section 144 read with
section 147 and the consequential action of attachment of the assessee’s
bank accounts were quashed.
9.2

Mere mentioning of new address in the return of income is not enough.
If change of address is not specifically intimated to the Assessing Officer
he is justified in sending the notice at the address mentioned in PAN
database. If the notice is sent within the period prescribed in section
143(2), actual service of the notice upon the assessee is immaterialPCIT v. Iven Interactive Ltd. (2019) 418 ITR 662/267 Taxman 471(SC)
[PCIT v. Iven Interactive Ltd. (2019) 418 ITR 665 (Bom.)(HC) is set aside]

9.3

S. 282 : Service of notice – When a notice is sent by RPAD and its return
by the postal authorities with the remark “addressee refused to accept”
amounts to a valid service [Bombay Sales tax Rules, 1959, R.68]
CST v. Sunil Haribhau Pote (Bom.)(HC) : www.itatonline.org

9.4

S.282 : Service of notice - Service of notice by Whatsapp - E-Mail &
Whatsapp are not formally approved but if service is shown to be
effected and is acknowledged it cannot be said that the Defendants had
‘no notice’. Defendants who avoid and evade service by regular modes
cannot be permitted to take advantage of that evasion
Kross Television India Pvt. Ltd. v. Vikhyat Chitra Production (Bom.)(HC)
(Suit No. 162 of 2017, dt. 23.05.2017) www.itatonline.org
The Court held that; the purpose of service is put the other party to notice
and to give him a copy of the papers. The mode is irrelevant. The rules
and procedure are not so ancient or rigid that only antiquated methods
of service through a bailiff or by beat of drum is acceptable. E-Mail &
Whatsapp are not formally approved but if service is shown to be effected
and is acknowledged it cannot be said that the Defendants had ‘no notice’.
Defendants who avoid and evade service by regular modes cannot be
permitted to take advantage of that evasion.
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9.5

One should note in the new regime of faceless assessment notice shall be
served in electronic mode, necessary amendment has been made in the
relevant sections. Notices issued without Document Identification Number
(DIN) will be invalid.

X.

NOTICE UNDER SECTION 143(2) IS MANDATORY:

10.1

Issue of a notice under section 143(2) is mandatory. The failure to do so
renders the reassessment void (CWT v. HUF of H. H. Late Shri. J.M. Scindia
(2008) 300 ITR 193 (Bom.)(HC). Section 292BB was inserted w.e.f. 1-4-2008
and came into operation prospectively for AY 2008-09 and onwards.

10.2

•

CIT v. Salman Khan (ITA No. 508 OF 2010 dt. 06/06/2011) (Bom.)
(HC) www.itatonline.org.

•

CIT v. Mundra Nanvati [2009] 227 CTR 387 (Bom.)(HC)

•

CIT v. Virendra Kumar Agarwal (ITA No. 2429 of 2009 dt
7/1/2010 (Bom.)(HC)

•

Dy. CIT v. Dharampal Satyapal Ltd. (2016) 130 DTR 241/175 TTJ
663 (Delhi)(Trib.)

A notice under section 143(2) issued by the Assessing Officer before the
assessee files a return of income has no meaning. If no fresh notice is issued
after the assessee files a return, the Assessing Officer has no jurisdiction to
pass the reassessment order and the same has to be quashed
Sudhir Menon v. ACIT (2018) 67 ITR 86 (SN) (Mum.)(Trib.)
In view of consistent view of jurisdictional High Court and Delhi High
Court, in the absence of pending return of income, the provisions of section
143(2) of the Act is clear that notice can be issued only when a valid return
is pending for assessment. Accordingly, this notice has no meaning.

10.3

If the notice under section 143(2) is issued prior to the furnishing of
return by the assessee in response to notice under section 148, the notice
issued under section 143(2) is not valid and the reassessment framed on
the basis of said notice has to be quashed. Section 292BB does not save
the assessment.
Halcrow Group Ltd v. ADIT, (2018) 194 TTJ 704/167 DTR 103 (Delhi)
(Trib.)
A reassessment order cannot be passed without compliance with the
mandatory requirement of notice being issued by the Assessing Officer to
the assessee under section 143(2). The requirement of issuance of such
notice is a jurisdictional one. It does go to the root of the matter as far as
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the validity of the reassessment proceedings under section 147/148 of the
Act is concerned
10.4

Reassessment without issuance of notice under section 143(2) is invalid
and liable to be quashed.
ACIT v. Sukhamani Cotton Industries (2019) 69 ITR 138 (Indore)(Trib.)
The Tribunal, following the judgement of the Hon’ble Delhi High Court
in the case of Shri Jai Shiv Shankar traders Pvt. Ltd. (2016) 383 ITR 448
(Delhi) held that issuance of notice under section 143(2) was mandatory
after receipt of return filed in response to the notice under section 148,
without which the reassessment order passed under section 143(3) r.w.s.
147 of the Act was invalid, bad in law and void ab initio and thus liable
to be quashed.

10.5

Whether for issuing notice under section 143(2) return should have been
filed under section 139 or in response to a notice issued under section
142(1) :
Principal Commissioner of Income-tax v. Broadway Shoe Co [2018] 259
Taxman 223 (Jammu & Kashmir)
Where no return was filed in pursuance of notice issued under section
148, issue of notice under section 143(2) was not required for making
assessment.

XI.

EFFECT OF SECTION 292BB OF THE ACT – JURISDICTIONAL ERROR
CANNOT BE CURED:

11.1

Since the notice under section 148 of the Act is a jurisdictional notice, any
inherent defect therein cannot be cured under section 292B of the Act.
Department cannot take reliance of sec. 292BB to condone such lapses as
provisions of section 292BB applies for failure of “service” of notice and
not with regard to failure to “issue” of notice.

11.2

PCIT v. Silver Line (2016) 383 ITR 455 (Delhi)(HC). The ratio is followed in;
One should note that a Jurisdictional error cannot be cured by section
292BB.
Also Refer:
Alok Mittal v. DCIT (2017) 167 ITD 325 (Kol.)(Trib.)
Anil Kumar v. ITO (2017) 55 ITR 97 (Asr.)(Trib.)
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CHAPTER XI

Explanation 3 to Section 147 - Income Escaping
Assessment - Any Other Income

I.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:

1.1

Explanation 3, reads as under :
Explanation 3. For the purpose of assessment or reassessment under this
section, the Assessing Officer may assess or reassess the income in respect
of any issue, which has escaped assessment, and such issue comes to his
notice subsequently in the course of the proceedings under this section,
notwithstanding that the reasons for such issue have not been included in
the reasons recorded under sub-section (2) of section 148.

1.2

After Direct Tax (Amendment) Act 1987 w.e.f. 01st April 1989, scope
of powers of assessing officer to reopen assessment has been expanded
substantially. The word “opinion” has been substituted with the word
“reason to believe” which expand power of assessing officer to reopen
assessment.
Various courts have taken a view that reassessment proceedings should
be confined to the point for which reasons were recorded under section
148(2) before issuance of notice and assessing officer has no power to go
beyond the issue(s) for which reassessment proceedings were initiated.

1.3

With a view to clarify the intent of the legislature, in the context of
conflicting interpretation as to the scope of reassessment proceedings,
parliament through Finance Act, 2009 has inserted Explanation 3 to
section 147 retrospectively from AY 1989-90 w.r.e.f 1.4.1989 [para 47 of
the circular no 5 dated 3/6/2010 ; (2010) 324 ITR (st) 293]
The amendment was carried out to articulate the legislative intention
clearly Explanation 3 has been inserted in section 147 to provide that the
assessing officer may examine, assess or reassess any issue relevant to
income which comes to his notice subsequently in course of proceedings
under this section, notwithstanding that the reason for such issue has not
been included in the reasons recorded under sub section 2 of section 148
of the Act.
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1.4

The aforesaid amendment by Explanation 3 to section 147 of the Act was
upheld by the High court in Som Nath Maini v. CIT (2008) 306 ITR 414
(P&H) (HC) and Balbir Chand Maini v. CIT (2012) 340 ITR 161 (P&H)
(HC)

1.5

The scope of reassessment power as to whether it covers entire assessment
or only on issues which prompted the notice was a matter of controversy.
However in view of the amendment the controversy is put to rest.

II.

ONCE ASSESSMENT IS REOPENED ANY OTHER INCOME CAN BE
CONSIDERED. EXPL 3 TO SECTION 147 OF THE ACT:

2.1

CIT v. Best Wood Industry & Saw Mills [2011] 331 ITR 63 (FB.) (Ker.)
(HC)
Once assessment is reopened for bringing to tax any income that
has escaped assessment, then the AO has to assess or reassess such
income and also any other income chargeable to tax which has escaped
assessment.

2.2

Another argument was urged was that though Explanation 3 to section
147 inserted by the F Y 2009 w.r.e.f 1.4.1989 permits the Assessing Officer
to assess or reassess income which has escaped assessment even if the
recorded reasons have not been recorded with regard to such items, it
is essential that the items in respect of which the reasons had been
recorded are assessed. If the Assessing Officer accepts that the items
for which reasons are recorded have not escaped assessment, it means
he had no “reasons to believe that income has escaped assessment” and
the issue of the notice becomes invalid. If so, he has no jurisdiction to
assess any other income. It is in this context, that the law on the subject
was discussed in detail by the High Courts.
If Assessing officer does not assess income for which reasons were
recorded under section 147 he cannot assess other income under section
147 of the act.
CIT v. Jet Airways (I) Ltd. (2011) 331 ITR 236 (Bom.)(HC)
Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd v. CIT (2011) 336 ITR 136 (Delhi)(HC)
Other decisions on the issue:
Martech Peripherals (P.) Ltd. v. Dy. CIT [2017] 394 ITR 733 (Mad.)(HC)
CIT v. Mohmed Juned Dadani (2014) 355 ITR 172 (Guj.)(HC)
CIT v. Software Consultants [2012] 341 ITR 240 (Delhi)(HC)
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CIT v. Cheil Communications India (P.) Ltd. [2013] 354 ITR 549 (Delhi)
(HC)
CIT v. Living Media India Ltd. [2013] 359 ITR 106 (Delhi)(HC)
Oriental Bank of Commerce v. Addl. CIT [2015] 228 Taxman 25 (Mag.)/
272 CTR 56 (Delhi) (HC)
2.3

Similar view was taken in Hotel Regal International & Anr. v. ITO
(2010) 320 ITR 573 (Cal.)(HC) wherein the Petitioner were called upon
to file objection to the notice under section 148 proposing to reopen the
assessment on ground that ` 73,219 had escaped assessment. Now the
authorities could not shift their stand and pass on order on other ground
that valuation report received subsequent to passing of the order disposing
the objection, the Assessing officer must consider the material and pass
speaking order. Assessment quashed.
A Reference can also be made to following decisions :
•

ITO v. Bidbhanjan Investment & Trading CO (P) Ltd. (2011) 59
DTR 345 / 16 ITR (T) 220 (Mum)(Trib.)

•

Dy. CIT v. Takshila Educational Society (2016) 131 DTR 332/ 284
CTR 306 (Pat.) (HC)

•

Anugrah Varhney v. ITO ITA NO. 134/Agra/2014 dt. 05/04/2016
[AY. 2003-04] (Agra)(Trib.) www.itatonline.org

•

Ratnagiri District Central Co-Operative Bank Ltd. v. DCIT (2019)
197 TTJ /175 DTR 327 (Pune) (Trib.)

2.4

When no addition was made on basis of reasons recorded, no other
addition could be made in course of reassessment proceedings. DIT (IT)
v. Black & Veatch Prichard, Inc. (2019) 265 Taxman 93 (Bom.)(HC)
[Followed CIT v. Jet Airways (I) Ltd (2011) 331 ITR 236 (Bom.)(HC)][SLP
is granted to the revenue, DIT (IT) v. Black & Veatch Prichard, Inc.
(2019) 265 Taxman 92 (SC)]

2.5

However, High Court of Punjab & Haryana in case of Majinder Singh
Kang v. CIT [2012] 344 ITR 358 (P&H) (HC) has taken a contrary view
and held that proceedings u/s 147 are not vitiated if no addition is
made on the ground on which reasons were recorded before initiation of
proceedings. Same was then followed by Punjab & Haryana High Court in
case of CIT v. Mehak Finvest (P.) Ltd. [2014] 367 ITR 769 (P&H)(HC) and
the contrary view was upheld.
Further, High Court of Karnataka in case of N. Govindaraju v. ITO [2015]
377 ITR 243 (Karn.)(HC) has taken a view that if notice under section
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148(2) is found to be valid, then addition can be made on all grounds
or issues which may come to notice of Assessing Officer subsequently
during course of proceeding under section 147, even though reasons for
which proceeding were initiated may not survive. The same was followed
by Karnataka high Court in case of Mookambika Developers in ITA No.
374 of 2014 dated : 27th July, 2015 (Karn.)(HC) and contrary view was
upheld.
The Hon’ble Delhi High Court in Pr. CIT v. Jakhotia Plastics (P.) Ltd.
[2018] 94 taxmann.com 89 has doubted the decision of Bombay High
court and therefore matter was referred to Larger Bench.
Thus, Hon’ble High Court of Punjab & Haryana and Karnataka have
taken a contrary view
This controversy now can only be settled through judgment of Hon’ble
Supreme Court of India or Full Bench of High court on the issue
or clarification by Parliament. Thus the other High Court shall take
favourable view that the Assessing Officer would be precluded from
making any other addition towards the new source of income as prima
facie his reason to believe that income had originally escaped assessment
had failed.

mm

(1967) 66 ITR 680 (SC) Kalawati Devi Harlalka v. C.I.T., West Bengal, and
Others.
Sikri J.—
“It is quite clear from the authorities cited above that the word
“assessment” can bear a very comprehensive meaning; it can comprehend
the whole procedure for ascertaining and imposing liability upon the
taxpayer. Is there then anything in the context of section 297 which
compels us to give to the expression “procedure for the assessment” the
narrower meaning suggested by the learned counsel for the appellant? In
our view the answer to this question must be in the negative.”
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CHAPTER XII

No Reassessment under Section 148,
If Assessment or Reassessment is pending

I.

WHEN TIME LIMIT IS AVAILABLE FOR ISSUE OF NOTICE UNDER
SECTION 143(2) HAS NOT EXPIRED:

1.1

Notice under section 148 cannot be issued for making reassessment, when
time limit is available for issue of notice under section 143(2) for making
an assessment under section 143(3) of the Act.
So long the asst proceedings are pending, the Assessing Officer cannot
have any reason to believe that income for that year has escaped asst
(period for issue of notice under section 143(2) had not expired)
CIT v. Qatalys Software Technology Ltd. [2009] 308 ITR 249 (Mad.)(HC)

1.2

When time limit for issue of notice under section 143(2) has not expired,
Assessing Officer cannot initiate proceedings under section 147 of the Act.
Super Spinning Mills Ltd. v. Addl. CIT (2010) 38 SOT 14 (TM) (Chennai)
(Trib.)

1.3

A reference can be made to following decisions in favour as well as
against the assessee on the issue :
Ghanshyamdas v. Regional Assistant Commissioner of Sales Tax [(1964)
51 ITR 557 (SC)]
CIT v. S. Raman Chettiar (1965) 55 ITR 630 (SC)
Commercial Art Press v. CIT (1978) 115 ITR 876 (All.)(HC)
A.S.S.P & Co. v. CIT (1988) 172 ITR 274 (Mad.)(HC)
CIT v. P. Krishnakutty Menon (1990) 181 ITR 237 (Ker.)(HC)
Trustees of H.E.H. The Nizam’s Supplemental Family Trust v. CIT (2000)
242 ITR 381 (SC)
Indian Tube Co. Ltd. v. ITO (2005) 272 ITR 439 (Cal.)(HC)
CIT v. Rejendra G. Shah (2001) 247 ITR 772 (Bom.)(HC)
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CIT v. TCP Ltd. (2010) 323 ITR 346 (Mad.)(HC)
XL India Business Services (P.) Ltd. v. ACIT (2014) 67 SOT 117/167 TTJ
467 (Delhi)(Trib.)(In context to reference to TPO)
CIT v. Shamlal Bajaj (2014) 222 Taxman 173 (Mag.) (Mad.)(HC)
CIT v. Jora Singh (2013) 215 Taxman 424 / 262 CTR 630 (All.)(HC)
Vardhman Holdings Ltd. v. ACIT (2016) 158 ITD 843 (Chd.)(Trib.)
Contrary Decision on the issue :
1.4
Non-initiation of action under section 143(2) though time is available
reassessment is held to be valid.
Jimmy F. Bilimoria v. ITO [ITA No.6063/Mum/2012] dt 14/12/2014 (Mum.)
(Trib.)
II.

NOTICE UNDER SEC 143(2) CAN BE ISSUED ONLY AFTER FILING OF
RETURN OF INCOME:

2.1

S.147: Reassessment – Notice – Additional ground – AO can issue the
notice u/s 143(2) only after filing of return of income in response to
notice under section 148 of the Act – Prior issue of notice before such
return is redundant therefore reassessment cancelled and quashed
[S.143(2), 148, 151, 292BB]
In response to the notice under section 148 of the Act the assessee filed
the Income Tax Return dt. 21.8.2014. He filed objection on 30.08.2014.
The said objections were overruled by the Assessing Officer on 16.12.2014
and final assessment order was passed u/s. 147/148 of the Act on
17.03.2015. The AO has issued notice u/s. 143(2) of the Act on 11.08.2014
whereas the assessee filed return of income in response to the notice u/s.
148 of the Act on 21.08.2014. That notice u/s. 143(2) of the Act is prior to
the filing of the return which is illegal and against the provisions of law
and is not sustainable in the eyes of law. Tribunal held that reassessment
notice under section 143(2) must be issued only and only after filing
return of income in response to notice under section 148. Prior issue of
notice before such return is redundant therefore reassessment cancelled
and quashed.
Vikas Strips Ltd v. DCIT (ITA NO. 447/DEL/2017 dt: 10-9-2020)(AY. 200708) (Delhi)(Trib.) www.itatonline.org
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CHAPTER XIII

Re-opening of Assessment beyond 4 Years

I.

CONDITION – FAILURE ON PART OF ASSESSEE TO DISCLOSE FULLY
AND TRULY ALL MATERIAL FACTS:

1.1

The first Proviso to section 147 reads as under:
“Provided that where an assessment under sub-section (3) of section 143
or this section has been made for the relevant assessment year, no action
shall be taken under this section after the expiry of four years from the end
of the relevant assessment year, unless any income chargeable to tax has
escaped assessment for such assessment year by reason of the failure on
the part of the assessee to make a return under section 139 or in response
to a notice issued under sub-section (1) of section 142 or section 148 or to
disclose fully and truly all material facts necessary for his assessment, for
that assessment year.”

1.2

In absence of any failure on part of assessee to disclose fully and truly all
material facts at time of assessment – Reassessment proceedings is held to
be bad in law
PCIT v. L&T Ltd. (2020) 113 taxmann.47 / 268 Taxman 391 (Bom.)(HC)
(SLP of revenue is dismissed. PCIT v. L&T Ltd. (2020) 268 Taxman 390
(SC))

1.3

In a case Assessing officer wants to reopen an assessment beyond period
of 4 years where the original assessment has been completed u/s. 143(3)
of the Act the reasons recorded has to show that escapement of income is
due to failure on part of assessee to disclose fully and truly all material
facts necessary for his assessment, for that assessment year. There must be
a live link between the reasons recorded and formation of the belief that
income chargeable to tax has escaped assessment because of failure on the
part of the assessee to disclose fully and truly all material facts necessary
for assessment which must not be fanciful or based on suspicion. Both the
conditions must co-exist in order to confer jurisdiction on the assessing
officer. Of course, the assessee is required to make a true and full
disclosure of the primary facts at the time of the original assessment.
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1.4

Having concluded that all the material facts were fully and truly disclosed
by the assessee at the time of original assessment, invoking the provisions
of S. 147 after the expiry of four years from the end of the relevant asst.
year was not valid.
German Remedies Ltd v. DCIT (2006) 287 ITR 494 (Bom.)(HC)
CIT v. Former France (2003) 264 ITR 566 (SC)
Tata Business Support Services Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2015) 232 Taxman 702
(Bom.)(HC)
Gujarat Eco Textile Park Ltd. v. ACIT (2015) 372 ITR 584 (Guj.)(HC)
Tirupati Foam Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2016) 380 ITR 493 (Guj.)(HC)
Nirmal Bang Securities (P) Ltd. v. ACIT (2016) 382 ITR 93 (Bom.)(HC)
Pandesara Infrastructure Ltd v. Dy.CIT (2019) 263 Taxman 367 (Guj.)
(HC)
(SLP of revenue is dismissed, Dy. CIT v. Pandesara Infrastructure Ltd.
(2019) 263 Taxman 366 (SC))

II

REASSESSMENT HAS TO BE BASED ON “FRESH MATERIAL”/
“TANGIBLE MATERIAL”. A REOPENING BASED ON REAPPRAISAL OF
EXISTING MATERIAL IS INVALID:

2.1

The reopening of assessment under Section 147 is a potent power
not to be lightly exercised. It certainly cannot be invoked casually or
mechanically. The heart of the provision is the formation of belief by the
AO that income has escaped assessment. The reasons so recorded have
to be based on some tangible material and that should be evident from
reading the reasons. It cannot be supplied subsequently either during
the proceedings when objections to the reopening are considered or even
during the assessment proceedings that follow. This is the bare minimum
mandatory requirement of the first part of Section 147 (1) of the Act.

2.2

An Assessment Order cannot deal with all queries which the Assessing
Officer had raised during the Assessment Proceedings. The Assessing
Officer restricts himself only to deal with those issues where he does not
agree with the Assessee’s submission and gives reasons for it. Otherwise,
it would be impossible to complete all the assessments within time
limit available. Thus, the Court held that once a query is raised during
Assessment Proceedings and the Assessee has responded to the query,
to the satisfaction of the Assessing Officer, then there has been due
consideration of the same. Therefore, issuing of the re-opening notice on
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the same facts which were considered earlier, clearly amounts to change
of opinion. Thus, without jurisdiction.
2.3

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – No failure to disclose
material facts – Merely because the Assessing Officer did not record
such acceptance in the assessment order that would not be a ground to
conclude that income had escaped assessment – Reassessment notice is
held to be not Valid
Allowing the petition the Court held that the reasons recorded with regard
to applicability of S. 40(a)(ia) of the Act had already been considered
by the Assessing Officer during the course of assessment proceedings.
Similarly, details of bonus and remuneration paid to the directors and
details with regard to payment of dividend and profits to the directors of
the assessee were also furnished during the course of the assessment, and
therefore, the question of disallowance in view of S. 36(1)(ii) of the Act
would not arise. The details of tax deducted at source were also furnished
during the course of assessment proceedings. In such circumstances, when
the entire material had been placed by the assessee before the Assessing
Officer, and he had accepted the view canvassed by the assessee, merely
because he did not record such acceptance in the assessment order that
would not be a ground to conclude that income had escaped assessment.
The notice of reassessment was not valid.
Asian Tubes Pvt. Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2020) 425 ITR 613 (Guj.)(HC)

2.3

There was no tangible material before the Assessing Officer to form the
belief that the income had escaped assessment and therefore, reopening of
assessment under section 147 was not valid.
Balakrishna Hiralal Wani v. ITO (2010) 321 ITR 519 (Bom.)(HC)
Dempo Brothers Pvt Ltd. v. ACIT (2018) 403 ITR 196 (Bom.)(HC)
Golden Tobacco Limited v. DCI [2017] 48 ITR 132 132 (Mum.)(Trib.)
DIT v. Rolls Royal Industries Power India Ltd. [2017] 394 ITR 547
(Delhi)(HC)
ACIT v. Tata Chemicals Ltd. (2017) 185 TTJ 123 (Mum.)(Trib.)
Deloitte Haskins & Sells v. DCIT (2018) 253 Taxman 490 (Guj.)(HC)
Runwal Realty (P.) Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2019) 107 taxmann.com 284/ 266
Taxman 6 (Mag.) (Bom.)(HC)

2.4

Where the deduction under section 80IB of the Act was allowed to the
assessee by the assessing officer in the original assessment order under
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section 143(3) of the Act after considering the audit report in Form 10CCB
and the other details filed by the assessee, it cannot be said that there
was a failure on the part of the assessee to disclose fully and truly all the
facts for the assessment so as to invoke the provisions of section 147 for
re-examining the deduction under section 80 IB of the Act, after expiry of
four years from the end of the assessment year.
Purity Techtextile (P) Ltd. v. ACIT (2010) 325 ITR 459 (Bom.)(HC)
Also refer : Royal Infrastructure v. Dy.CIT (2020) 425 ITR 491 (Guj.)(HC)
III.

SECOND REASSESSMENT:
Under the Act there is no bar for reopening the assessment more than
once . However each time the revenue reopens the assessment it has to
satisfy the requirement of the section 147 of the Act.


Issue raised in second reassessment was part of original assessment
hence second reassessment was held to be not valid.
CIT v. Central Warehousing Corporation (2015) 371 ITR 81
(Delhi)(HC)



During assessment proceedings and first reassessment proceedings
questions regarding dealer’s commission as well as TDS on
those amounts were replied to AO. Revenue considering same,
disallowed certain portion. Notice was issued once again on the
same issue. Allowing the petition the Court held that an attempt
of AO to revisit same issue for third time without any tangible
or fresh material could not be held as valid reassessment. Action
of Assessing officer was nothing but the tax authorities effort
to overreach the law and resultantly a sheer harassment of the
petitioner
Vodafone South Ltd. v. UOI (2014) 363 ITR 388 (Delhi)(HC)



Second reassessment – High Court set aside the reassessment on
one issue – Second reassessment on another ground is held to be
not valid.
Assessee-company was engaged in business of manufacturing,
trading and marketing of pesticides. Assessment was completed
u/s. 143(3) making certain additions. Subsequently, Assessing
Officer reopened assessment and made additions on account of
provision for diminution in value of assets and provision for
doubtful debts. Tribunal set aside reassessment proceedings and
High Court upheld order of Tribunal. Assessing Officer again
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initiated reassessment proceedings on ground that set off of
unabsorbed depreciation against book profit was not in order. On
writ the Court held that when High Court had already set aside
reassessment proceedings for relevant assessment year, there was
no warrant for issue of further notice under section 148 of the Act.
Rallies India Ltd (2018) 411 ITR 452 (Bom.)(HC) (SLP of revenue
is dismissed, DCIT v. Rallis India Ltd. (2019) 264 Taxman 25
(SC))


As obiter the Hon court also stated that they have not expressed
any opinion on whether on facts of this case the revenue could
take benefit of the second proviso to Section 147 read with Section
149(1)(c), or not. Therefore, the revenue may issue fresh notice
taking benefit of the second proviso if otherwise permissible under
law.
New Delhi Television Ltd. v. DCIT (2020) 424 ITR 607 (SC)

IV.

FAILURE TO DISCLOSE ALL MATERIAL FACTS WAS NOT MENTIONED
IN THE RECORDED REASONS-REASSESSMENT WAS HELD TO BE NOT
VALID:

4.1

Notice after expiry of four years – As there is no allegation in the reasons
for failure to disclose material facts necessary for assessment reopening
beyond four years was held to be not valid.
The assessment was completed u/s. 143(3) accepting the melting loss at
7.75 percent. The notice for reopening was issued on the ground that in
the similar line of business other assessee have claimed the melting loss
at 5.5 percent. The objection of assessee was rejected by the Assessing
Officer. The assessee challenged the reopening by writ petition. The
court allowed the writ petition and held that there is no allegation in the
reasons which have been disclosed to the assessee that there was any
failure on his part to fully and truly disclose material facts necessary for
assessment and therefore reopening beyond four years was not valid. (A.Y.
2005-06)
Sound Casting (P) Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2012) 250 CTR 119 (Bom.)(HC)
Tao Publishing (P) Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2015) 370 ITR 135 (Bom.)(HC)
Tata Business support Services Ltd. v. DCIT (2015) 121 DTR 222/ 232
Taxman 702 (Bom.)(HC)
Micro Inks P. Ltd. v. ACIT (2017) 393 ITR 366/ 246 Taxman 143 (Guj.)
(HC)
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Navkar Share and Stock Brokers P. Ltd v. ACIT (2017) 393 ITR 362
(Guj.)(HC)
4.2

Beyond four years – Reassessment held to be not valid in the absence of
any new or additional information.
Where the assessee had made full and true disclosure and also there was
a note by the auditor in his audit report, reopening of assessment beyond
the period of four years was held to be not valid notwithstanding the fact
that for subsequent assessment year a similar addition had be made by
the assessing officer. Assessment cannot be reopened on the basis of a
mere change of opinion. There should be some tangible material with the
assessing officer to come to the conclusion that there is an escapement
of income. A mere change of opinion on the part of the assessing officer
in the course of assessment for a subsequent year cannot justify the
reopening of an assessment.
NYK Line (India) Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2012) 346 ITR 355 (Bom.)(HC)

4.3

Reassessment – Despite “Wrong Claim”, reopening invalid if failure to
disclose not alleged
It is necessary for the AO to first state that there is a failure to disclose
fully and truly all material facts. If he does not record such a failure
he would not be entitled to proceed under section 147. There is a well
known difference between a wrong claim made by an assessee after
disclosing all the true and material facts and a wrong claim made by the
assessee by withholding the material facts.
Titanor Components Limited v. ACIT (2011) 343 ITR 183 (Bom.)(HC)

4.4

Reassessment – Transfer pricing – Permanent establishment - Income
had already been disclosed by the Indian subsidiary and found by the
Transfer Pricing Officer (TPO) to be at arm’s length. Reassessment was
held to be bad in law. The Assessing Officer is not entitled to issue
a reopening notice only on the basis that the foreign company has a
permanent establishment (PE) in India if the transactions in respect of
which it is alleged that there has been an escapement of income had
already been disclosed by the Indian subsidiary and found by the Transfer
Pricing Officer (TPO) to be at arm’s length.
Honda Motor Co. Ltd. v. ADCIT (2018) 301 CTR 601 / 255 Taxman 72
(SC)

4.5
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material facts necessary for assessment – Reassessment is held to be
invalid. [ITA NO 583 /Mum/2016 dt 18-1-2019, ITA NO 584/Mum/2016 dt.
18-1-2019 (AY. 2006-07)]
ACIT v. Dhruv Khaitan (Mum.) (Trib.)(UR)
ACIT v. Archana Kahitan (Mrs) (Mum.)(Trib.)(UR)
4.6

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Two house properties
– Annual value – Deemed let out – All relevant facts were brought on
record at time of assessment – Reassessment is bad in law.
Pankaj Wadhwa v. ITO (2019) 174 ITD 479 (Mum.)(Trib.)

4.7

New Delhi Television Ltd. v. DCIT (2020) 424 ITR 607 (SC)
The court held that the assessee had disclosed all primary facts before the
Assessing Officer and it was not required to give any further assistance to
the Assessing Officer by disclosure of other facts. It was for the Assessing
Officer at this stage to decide what inference should be drawn from the
facts of the case.
The Hon. court relied on the decision in case of Calcutta Discount
Co. Ltd. v. ITO [(1961) 41 ITR 191 (SC)], wherein it was held that non
disclosure of other facts which may be termed as secondary facts is not
necessary.

4.8

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Capital gains – Year of
taxability – No new material – Reassessment is held to be not valid.
Nilamben Sandipbhai Parikh v. ACIT (2019) 266 Taxman 191 (Guj.)(HC)

4.9

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Primary facts disclosed
– Assessing Officer not making appropriate calculation u/s. 14A – Notice
of reassessment quashed.
Allowing the petition the Court held that the assessee had demonstrated
that the conditions precedent to the exercise of jurisdiction under section
147 did not exist and the Asst. Commissioner had therefore no jurisdiction
to issue the notice in respect of the assessment year 2011-12 after the
expiry of four years. When the issue touches on the jurisdiction of the
authority, the existence of alternative remedy was no ground to deny relief
to the assessee. Court also held that there was no failure on the part of
the assessee. On the other hand, there appeared to be a failure on the
part of the Assessing Officer to make an appropriate determination of the
amount of expenditure in terms of section 14A. It was beyond dispute that
the census figures for the year 2011 were made available only a few years
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later. The assessee could not have looked into the future while submitting
its return of income. The notice was not valid. (AY.2011-12)
City Union Bank Ltd v. ACIT (2020) 425 ITR 475 (Mad.)(HC)
4.10

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Share premium – No
failure to disclose material facts – Reassessment notice on mere surmise
that the assessee had received amounts as share premium is held to be
not valid. [S.148]
Allowing the petition the Court held that in the reasons recorded that
there was no mention at all of the assessee having not disclosed fully or
truly material facts which were necessary for the purpose of computing
the income of the assessee. The reopening of assessment which was
framed after the scrutiny would not be permissible for a fishing or roving
inquiry. The notice of reassessment was not valid.
Hitachi Hi Rel Power Electronics P. Ltd. v. ACIT (2020) 421 ITR 574
(Guj.)(HC)

V.

FULL AND TRUE DISCLOSURES OF ALL MATERIAL FACTS:

5.1

Tangible material is required for reopening – Live link with such
material for formation of the belief. Merely using the expression “failure
on the part of the assessee to disclose fully and truly all material facts”
is not enough. The reasons must specify as to what is the nature of
default or failure on the part of the assessee.
BPTP Limited v. PCIT (2020) 421 ITR 59 (Delhi)(HC)

5.2

All material facts disclosed in the original assessment proceedings –
Reassessment to verify cash intensive transactions is held to be not valid.
The Court held that where the assessee had disclosed all the material
facts. Reassessment to verify cash intensive transactions is held to be not
valid.
Revolution Forever Marketing Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 413 ITR 400 (Delhi)
(HC)

5.3

After the expiry of four years – No failure to disclose all material facts
– Reassessment is bad in law.
The Court held that there was no failure to disclose material facts,
reassessment is held to be bad in law.
Akshar Anshul Construction LLP v. ACIT (2019) 264 Taxman 65 (Bom.)
(HC)
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5.4

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Interest on ECB – No
failure to disclose material facts
AO passed order under section 143(3) by rejecting assessee’s claim of
such income on securities not being taxable in India, However, he allowed
assessee’s claim of interest income on ECB. Assessing Officer issued notice
proposing to reopening of assessment for failure on assessee’s part that it
did not made true and full disclosure regarding its beneficial ownership
status accordingly claim of exemption on interest on ECB was chargeable
to tax under Act. The Court held that AO not only considered assessee’s
claim during scrutiny assessment, not being satisfied, raised multiple
queries during such assessment. Reopening is based on mere change of
opinion and would be impressible. Accordingly notice was set aside.
HSBC Bank (Mauritius) Ltd. v. DCIT(IT) (2019) 307 CTR 456 / 175 DTR
153 (Bom.)(HC)

5.5

After the expiry of four years – Interest paid on purchase of securities –
expenditure for increase in capital – loss on securities – Excess claim of
depreciation – There was no failure on part of assessee to disclose fully
and truly all relevant material – Reassessment is bad in law.
All the deductions/allowance/disallowance of expenses were dealt with
by Assessing Authority at time of original scrutiny assessment made
under section 143(3) and there was nothing on record to show that there
was non-application of mind on part of Assessing Authority on these
aspects of matter at time of original scrutiny assessment. Accordingly the
reassessment notice was unjustified and, thus, same was rightly quashed
by Tribunal.
CIT v. City Union Bank Ltd. (2019) 264 Taxman 204 (Mad.)(HC)

5.6

The Supreme Court in the case of Phool Chand Bajrang Lal v. ITO
[1993] 69 Taxman 627 (SC) held that where transaction itself on the
basis of subsequent information, was found to be a bogus transaction,
mere disclosure of that transaction at the time of original assessment
proceedings, could not be said to be a disclosure of ‘true’ and ‘full’ facts
in respect of that case and the Assessing Officer would have jurisdiction
to reopen the concluded assessment in such a case.

5.7

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Purchasing nonperforming asset from Bank and receiving payment – Alleged bogus
entry provider – Reasons did not provide the live link to the formation
of belief – Notice is held go be invalid.
Asset Reconstruction Company India Pvt. Ltd. v Dy.CIT (2020) 424 ITR
715 (Bom.)(HC)
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The assessee is engaged in the business of securitisation and asset
reconstruction and acted as trustees for the non-performing financial assets
acquired from various banks and financial institutions. The assessment
order was passed u/s 143(3) of the Act. After a period of four years, the
Assessing Officer issued a notice under section 148. He recorded reasons
that he had received information from the Investigation Wing that SCS
was a main person who was engaged in providing bogus accommodation
entries through several companies controlled by him, that it was found
that the assessee had entered into transactions with A, that the assessee
had purchased non-performing assets of A from a bank in the year 2009,
that against this A had paid a sum of ` 2.70 crores to the assessee, that
A was engaged in providing bogus accommodation entries at the instance
of SCS and that on the basis of such information, the Assessing Officer
was prima facie of the view that the assessee had dealings with A which
in turn had indulged in dealing with various accommodation entries
and therefore, income chargeable to tax of ` 2.70 crores had escaped
assessment. The objections raised by the assessee were rejected. On a
writ allowing the petition the Court held that the reasons recorded for
reopening the assessment did not provide the live link to the formation
of belief by the Assessing Officer that the assessee’s income chargeable
to tax had escaped assessment. The assessee having purchased the nonperforming assets from the bank had received the payment of ` 2.70 crores
from A. This had nothing to do with the alleged dubious dealings of A at
the instance of SCS the bogus entry provider. The very formation of the
belief by the Assessing Officer that income chargeable to tax in the hands
of the assessee had escaped assessment lacked validity.(AY.2011-12)
5.8

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – In absence of any failure
on part of assessee to disclose fully and truly all material facts at time of
assessment – Reassessment proceedings is held to be bad in law. [S.80IA,
148]
PCIT v. L&T Ltd. (2020) 268 Taxman 391 (Bom.)(HC)
Dismissing the appeal of the revenue the Court held that notice to reopen
assessment had been issued beyond four years from end of relevant
assessment year and, there was no failure on part of assessee to disclose
fully and truly all material facts at time of assessment. Accordingly the
Tribunal rightly held that reassessment notice is issued due to change
of opinion. Order of Tribunal is affirmed. (ITA No. 1357 of 2016 dt
11-1-2019)
[SLP of revenue is dismissed; PCIT v. L&T Ltd. (2020) 268 Taxman 390
(SC)]
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5.9

Reassessment – After expiry of four years – A mere bald assertion by the
AO that the assessee has not disclosed fully and truly all the material
facts is not sufficient. The AO has to give details as to which fact or the
material was not disclosed by the assessee, leading to its income escaping
assessment. Otherwise, the reopening is not valid.
Allowing the petition the court held that A mere bald assertion by the
AO that the assessee has not disclosed fully and truly all the material
facts is not sufficient. The AO has to give details as to which fact or
the material was not disclosed by the assessee, leading to its income
escaping assessment. Otherwise, the reopening is not valid. In order to
sustain a notice seeking to reopen assessment beyond normal period of
4 years, it is necessary for revenue to establish, at least, prima facie that
there was failure to disclose fully and truly all material facts necessary for
assessment for that assessment year.
Anand Developers v. ACIT (2020) 425 ITR 261 (Bom.)(HC)

5.10

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Housing projects
– Completion certificate – No failure to disclose material facts –
Reassessment notice is held to be bad in law.
Allowing the petition the Court held that, merely alleging that there
is failure to disclose truly and fully all material facts necessary for
assessment, would not satisfy the jurisdictional requirement unless the
reasons indicate what material facts the Petitioner had failed to disclose
fully and truly during the course of the regular assessment. Referred
Bombay Stock Exchange Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (E) (2014) 365 ITR 181 (Bom.)
(HC) wherein the Court observed that “In the present case, admittedly,
there are no details given by the Assessing Officer (respondent no.1) as
to which fact or material was not disclosed by the petitioner that led to
its income escaping assessment. There is merely a bald assertion in
the reasons that there was a failure on the part of the petitioner to
disclose fully and truly all material facts without giving any details
thereof. This being the case, the impugned notice is bad in law and
on this ground alone the petitioner is entitled to succeed in this writ
petition”.
S.S. Landmarks v. ITO (2020) 185 DTR 149 / 312 CTR 402 (Bom.)(HC)

5.11

S.147: Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Reasons recorded
there was no reference to any new tangible material – Financial
statement – Reassessment notice is quashed.
Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance Company Ltd. v. DCIT (2020) 269 taxman
208 (Bom.)(HC)
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Assessee is engaged in business of life insurance, filed its return declaring
taxable income in accordance with provisions of S. 44 of the Act. After
expiry of four years from end of relevant year, AO sought to initiate
reassessment proceedings. Objections to reassessment proceedings were
rejected. On writ the Court held that in reasons recorded there was no
reference to any new tangible material, but reference was only to financial
statement of assessee itself. Accordingly since there was no failure on part
of assessee to disclose all material facts at time of assessment, initiation
of reassessment proceedings on basis of mere change of opinion was not
justified. (AY. 2012-13)
5.12

No failure to disclose all material facts fully and truly :
ICICI Securities Ltd. v. ACIT (2015) 231 Taxman 460 (Bom.)(HC)
Business India v. JCIT (2015) 370 ITR 154 / 299 Taxman 289 (Bom.)(HC)
Prashant Project Ltd. v. Asst. CIT (2011) 333 ITR 368 (Bom.)(HC)
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2010) 328 ITR 534
(Bom.)(HC)
Betts India (P.) Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2015) 235 Taxman 77 (Bom.)(HC)
Kimplas Trenton Fittings Ltd. v. ACIT (2012) 340 ITR 299 (Bom.)(HC)
Hamdard Laboratories (India) & Anr. v. ADIT(E) (2015) 379 ITR 393
(Delhi)(HC)
Dempo Brothers Pvt Ltd. v. ACIT (2018) 403 ITR 196 (Bom.) (HC)
ACIT v. Kalyani Hayes Lemmerz Ltd (Bom.)(HC)
Kotarki Constructions (P) Ltd. v. ACIT (2018) 162 DTR 49 (Karn.)(HC)
PCIT v. State Bank of Saurashtra (2019) 260 Taxman 194 (Bom.)(HC)
CMI FPE Ltd. v. UOI (2019) 263 Taxman 433 (Bom.)(HC)
CIT. v. National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. [ITA L NO.1164 of 2016
ddt 18-2-2019 (Bom.)(HC)]
State Bank of India v. ACIT (2019) 411 ITR 664 (Bom.)(HC)(Referred
Dr.Amin’s Pathology Laboratory (2001) 252 ITR 673 (Bom.)(HC) Raymond
Woollen Mills Ltd. v. ITO (1999) 236 ITR 34 (SC)
Best Cybercity (India) Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 414 ITR 385 (Delhi)(HC)
The CIT (E) v. Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority
(MMRDA), [ITA NO. 1315 OF 2016 dt. 4-2-2019) (Bom.)(HC)]
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CIT(E) v. Marhatta Chamber of Commerce Industries & Agriculture
(2019) 175 DTR 137 (Bom.)(HC)
Jivraj Tea Ltd v. ACIT (2020) 426 ITR 146 (Guj.)(HC)
Arun Munshaw HUF v. ITO (2020) 425 ITR 79 (Guj.)(HC)
VI.

FINDING IN CASE OF ANOTHER ASSESSEE – NO FAILURE TO
DISCLOSE MATERIAL FACTS REASSESSMENT WAS HELD TO BE NOT
VALID:
PCIT v. Vaman Estate PCIT v. Vaman Estate (2020) 113 taxmann.com
405 (Bom.)(HC)
(SLP of revenue is dismissed ; PCIT v. Vaman Estate (2020) 269 Taxman
196 (SC)

VII.

EXPLANATION 1 TO THE PROVISO TO SECTION 147 ELABORATES ON
THE MEANING OF THE PHRASE “DISCLOSURE” AS MENTIONED IN
THE PROVISO:

7.1

In Rose Serviced Apartments (P.) Ltd. v. Deputy Commissioner of Income
tax [2011] 9 taxmann.com 199 (Delhi), wherein it was observed that from
a reading of the said Explanation, it is clear that that mere production of
books of account or other material from which the Assessing Officer could,
with due diligence, have discovered escapement of income, does not bar
reassessment proceedings. “Yet at the same time if the proviso applies and
the assessee has fully and truly disclosed all the material facts necessary
for assessment for that assessment year, reassessment proceedings cannot
be initiated.” In the present case, however, the mere disclosure of the
identity of the investor (as being holding company of assessee) in the
return of income and the audited financial statements of the assessee
as the source of share application money received, is not sufficient to
constitute “disclosure” under the proviso to section 147. Therefore, the
assessee cannot be said to have made true and complete disclosure. Hence,
the notice for reassessment is justified.

7.2

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – Change of opinion-the
Court held that notice was issued beyond period of four years from end
of assessment year 2011-12 and there had been a complete disclosure of
all material facts on part of assessee during regular assessment proceedings
under section 143(3), of the Act impugned notice was clearly hit by first
proviso to section 147 and deserved to be set aside.
DCIT v. MSEB Holding Co. Ltd. (2019) 102 taxmann.com 288 (Bom.)(HC)
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(SLP of revenue is dismissed, since tax effect is less than ` 2 Crore. DCIT
v. MSEB Holding Co. Ltd. (2020) 269 Taxman 22 (SC)
VIII.

THE IMPORTANT LEGAL PRINCIPLES CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS
DECISIONS :
a.

Reassessment beyond 4 years where original assessment completed
u/s. 143(3), Assessing officer has to show failure on part of
assessee to disclose fully and truly all material facts at time of
assessment.

b.

Reassessment has to be based on “fresh material”. A reopening
based on reappraisal of existing material is invalid.

c.

Where Assessee is able to show that all the material facts were
fully and truly disclosed by the assessee at the time of original
assessment, invoking the provisions of Section 147 after the expiry
of four years from the end of the relevant asst. year are not valid.

d.

Once a query is raised during Assessment Proceedings and the
Assessee has responded to the query, to the satisfaction of the
Assessing Officer, then there has been due disclosure of material
facts.

e.

Under the Act there is no bar for reopening the assessment more
than once. However each time the revenue reopens the assessment
it has to satisfy the requirement of the section 147 of the Act.

f.

If issue raised in second reassessment was part of original
assessment then second reassessment was held to be invalid.

g.

There has to be averment/ allegation in the reasons stating that
there was failure on assessee’s part to fully and truly disclose
material facts necessary for assessment.

h.

The reasons must specify as to what is the nature of default or
failure on the part of the assessee

i.

Mere disclosure of that transaction at the time of original
assessment proceedings, could not be said to be a disclosure of
‘true’ and ‘full’ facts in respect of that case.

mm
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Chapter XIV

Approval and Sanction

I.

REQUIREMENT TO TAKE SANCTION OF APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY:

1.1

The section 151 of the Act reads as under :
Sanction for issue of notice.
151. (1) No notice shall be issued under section 148 by an Assessing
Officer, after the expiry of a period of four years from the end of the
relevant assessment year, unless the Principal Chief Commissioner or Chief
Commissioner or Principal Commissioner or Commissioner is satisfied, on
the reasons recorded by the Assessing Officer, that it is a fit case for the
issue of such notice.
(2) In a case other than a case falling under sub-section (1), no notice shall
be issued under section 148 by an Assessing Officer, who is below the rank
of Joint Commissioner, unless the Joint Commissioner is satisfied, on the
reasons recorded by such Assessing Officer, that it is a fit case for the issue
of such notice.
(3) For the purposes of sub-section (1) and sub-section (2), the Principal
Chief Commissioner or the Chief Commissioner or the Principal
Commissioner or the Commissioner or the Joint Commissioner, as the case
may be, being satisfied on the reasons recorded by the Assessing Officer
about fitness of a case for the issue of notice under section 148, need not
issue such notice himself.

1.2

As per section 151(1), in a case where assessment has been made earlier
under section 143(3) or under section 147, ITO is required to have prior
approval of Jt. CIT (within four years from the end of relevant asst. year)
before issue of notice under section 148 of the Act.
Further, if notice is to be issued after expiry of four years but within six
years, ITO/ACIT/Dy.CIT/Jt. CIT requires prior approval of PCCIT/CCIT/PCIT/
CIT.
As per section 151(2), where assessment has not been made earlier under
section 143(3) or under section 147 and if the notice is to be issued
after expiry of four years from the end of relevant asst. year, any officer
below the rank of Joint Commissioner requires prior approval of Joint
Commissioner.
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Thus, the concerned sanction authority should be very careful while
granting sanction for initiating proceedings under section 147 and he
should record his satisfaction in speaking manner before granting approval
to the proposal of reassessment. An Assessee is entitled to copy of
sanction when demanded.
1.3

One should note that term used in section is “satisfied” on the reasons
recorded that it is “fit case” for the issue of such notice. Secondly sanction
has to be taken prior to issuance of notice. Thirdly sanction has to be
taken from designated authority as specified in the section.

II.

APPLICATION OF MIND WHILE GRANTING SANCTION:

2.1

Thus where CIT having mechanically granted sanction for reopening of
assessment without application of mind, the same is invalid and not
sustainable.
German Remedies Ltd v. Dy. CIT (2006) 287 ITR 494 (Bom.)(HC)
CIT v. Suman Waman Chaduahry (2010) 321 ITR 495 (Bom.)(HC)
(SLP dismissed on 12/2/2008 (2009) 312 ITR 339 (St.)
CIT v. S. Goyanka Limes & Chemical Ltd. (2016) 237 Taxman 378 (SC)
My Car (Pune) (P.) Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 263 Taxman 626/ 179 DTR 236
(Bom.)(HC)
United Electrical Company (P) Ltd v. CIT (2002) 258 ITR 317 (Delhi)(HC)
Asiatic Oxygen Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2015) 372 ITR 421 (Cal.)(HC)
Maruti Clean Coal And Power Ltd. v. ACIT (2018) 400 ITR 397
(Chhattisgarh)(HC)
ITO v. Virat Credit & Holdings Pvt. Ltd. (ITA NO. 89/DEL/2012 dt.
09/02/2018)(Delhi)(Trib.), www.itatonline.org
Sunil Agarwal v. ITO [2002] 83 ITD 1 (TM) (Delhi)(Trib.)
Banke Bihar Properties Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (Delhi)(Trib.) www.itatonline.
org

2.2
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Merely affixing a ‘yes’ stamp and signing underneath suggested that
the decision was taken by the Board in a mechanical manner as such,
the same was not a sufficient compliance under section 151 of the Act.
The approval is a safeguard and has to be meaningful and not merely
ritualistic or formal. Central India Electric Supply Co. Ltd. v. ITO (2011)
333 ITR 237 (Delhi)(HC)
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Dy. CIT v. Dharampal Satyapal Ltd. (2016) 130 DTR 241/ 175 TTJ 663
(Delhi)(Trib.)
PCIT v. N. C. Cables Ltd. (2017) 391 ITR 11/ 149 DTR 90 (Delhi)(HC)
2.3

(i) Sanction granted by writing “Yes, I am satisfied” is not sufficient to
comply with the requirement of section 151 because it means that the
approving authority has recorded satisfaction in a mechanical manner and
without application of mind,
(ii) If information is received from investigation wing that assessee
was beneficiary of accommodation entries but no further inquiry was
undertaken by Assessing said information cannot be said to be tangible
material per se and, thus, reassessment on said basis is not justified.
Pioneer Town Planners Pvt. Ltd v. DCIT, (2018) 195 TTJ 388 (SN)(Delhi)
(Trib.)
Ghanshyam v. ITO (2018) 194 TTJ(UO) 25 (Agra)(Trib.)
Blue Chip Developers (P) Ltd v. ITO (ITA No. 1061 dt 02.12.2019) (Delhi)
(Trib.)

2.4

Reassessment and revision of order prejudicial to revenue. If the
Assessing Officer has incorrectly or erroneously applied law and income
chargeable to tax has escaped assessment, the Revenue should resort to
section 263 and revise the assessment and not reopen under section 147
of the Act. When matter was referred to the commissioner of income tax
for seeking approval, instead of holding that the matter falls under section
263 and not under section 148, has given approval under section 151
which shows non-application of mind and mechanical grant of approval.
Therefore, the assumption of jurisdiction under section 147 cannot be
sustained and is held as invalid in eyes of law.
Krish Homes Private Limited v. ITO (ITA No. 237/JP/2019, CO: 16/JP/
2019 23/12/2019) (Jaipur)(Trib.)

2.5

Two set of reasons – Gist of reasons same – Sanction was obtained –
Mere fact that tax authorities conveyed reason twice would not be fatal
– Reassessment is held to be valid
The Court held that gist of reasons recorded in both sets of
communications sent to assessee were same and Joint Commissioner
perused such reasons and forwarded same to Principal Commissioner
with his own remarks and thereupon Principal Commissioner also put his
endorsement that it was a fit case for re-opening of assessment. Mere fact
that tax authorities conveyed reason twice would not be fatal and, thus,
validity of reassessment proceedings deserved to be upheld.
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Himmatbhai M. Viradiya v. ITO (2019) 261 Taxman 132 / 174 DTR 251
(Bom.)(HC)
2.6

In the case of Chhugamal Rajpal v. S.P. Chaliha and Others, 79 ITR
603 (SC) wherein the Income Tax Officer while forwarding the reasons
recorded for reopening to the sanctioning Authority for exercise of
power under Section 151 of the Act had in its report mentioned that
the transactions were bogus and required to be verified, therefore, for
investigating into the truth of the transactions was necessary, and the
sanctioning authority there upon granted sanction; it was held that such
a conclusion that the transactions required to be verified would not
amount to the same thing as saying that there are reasons to believe for
issuance of notice under Section 148 of the Act. To make investigation is
not a reason to believe for issuance of valid notice u under section 148 of
the Act. Where there is a mere suspicion that some income has escaped
assessment, there cannot be any reassessment proceedings. The ITO had
not even come to a prima facie conclusion that the loan transactions to
which he referred were not genuine transactions.

III.

SANCTION FROM APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY:

3.1

Failure on part of Assessing Officer to take sanction of appropriate
authority would go to very root of validity of assumption of jurisdiction
by Assessing Officer hence the order is bad in law. Anil Jaggi v. ACIT
(2018) 168 ITD 612 (Mum.)(Trib.)

3.2

Sanction of Additional commissioner instead of Joint Commissioner –
Joint Commissioner includes an Additional Commissioner – Notice is held
to be valid.
Assessee filed writ petition contending that notice under Section 148 was
not issued with prior sanction of Joint Commissioner, but sanction was
accorded by Additional Commissioner and, therefore, said notice was
without jurisdiction. High Court held that in terms of Section 2(28C) of
the Act Joint Commissioner includes an Additional Commissioner as well.
Vikram Singh v. CIT (2019) 267 Taxman 381 (All.)(HC)
(SLP of assessee is dismissed; Vikram Singh v. CIT (2019) 267 Taxman
380 (SC)

3.3
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Sanction of Commissioner instead of Joint Commissioner of Income tax
renders reopening is void
There is no statutory provision under which a power to be exercised by an
officer can be exercised by a superior officer. When the statute mandates
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the satisfaction of a particular functionary for the exercise of a power, the
satisfaction must be of that authority. Where a statute requires something
to be done in a particular manner, it has to be done in that manner.
Ghanshyam K. Khabrani v. ACIT (2012) 346 ITR 443 (Bom.)(HC)
DSJ Communication Ltd. v. DCIT (2014) 222 Taxman 129 (Bom.)(HC)
Purse Holdings India P. Ltd. v. ADDIT(IT)(2016) 143 DTR 1 (Mum.)(Trib.)
Yum Restaurants Asia Pte Ltd v. Dy. DIT (No.1) (2017) 397 ITR 639
(Delhi) (HC)
CIT v. Aquatic Remedies Pvt. Ltd [2018] 406 ITR 545 (Bom.)(HC)
3.4

Sanction by Commissioner instead Joint Commissioner of Income tax. The
fact that the sanction is granted by a superior officer is not relevant. PCIT
v. Khushbu Industries (Bom.)(HC) www.itatonline.org

3.5

In CIT v. Gee Kay Finance And Leasing Co. Ltd. (2018) 401 ITR 472
(Delhi) (HC) it was observed that the satisfaction and approval of the
Chief Commissioner or the Commissioner under section 151(1) was a sine
qua non before issuance of a notice under section148 by the Assessing
Officer, who might be of the rank of an Income-tax Officer or Assistant
Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner, but when such notice was to be
issued after the expiry of four years period of limitation, the sanction of
the Chief Commissioner was a precondition. The proviso to section 151(1),
when it referred to an Assessing Officer, could also mean not merely an
Assessing Officer below the rank of an Assistant Commissioner and a
Deputy Commissioner but also all Assessing Officers.

IV.

SANCTION SHOULD BE PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF NOTICE:

4.1

If the Assessing Officer issues the notice for reopening the assessment
before obtaining the sanction of the CIT, the reopening is void ab initio.
The fact that the sanction was given just one day after the issue of notice
makes no difference
Assessing Officer can issue notice only after getting approval. Thus, the
commissioner (Appeals) has rightly quashed the assessment because the
very foundation for issuance of notice under section 148 is the approval
from the competent authority, i.e. Commissioner of Income Tax, and in the
absence of such, such notice is void ab initio.
ITO v. Ashok Jain, [ITA.No.1505/Ahd/2017, dtd:14/11/2018)(Surat)(Trib.)

4.2

Where Assessing Officer issued notice under section 148 after four years
from end of relevant assessment year without obtaining sanction under
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section 151, then impugned notice under section 148 was unjustified
and, consequently, entire reassessment proceedings stood vitiated - Even
if assessment was reopened in consequence of or to give effect to any
finding or direction of Appellate Authority, requirement of sanction under
section 151 is mandatory for issuing notice under section 148 of the Act.
Smt. Sonu Khandelwal v. ITO [2018] 173 ITD 67 (Jaipur)(Trib.)

mm

(1973) 87 ITR 539 (SC) Raza Textiles Ltd. v. ITO
K.S. Hegde, P. Jaganmohan Reddy, I. D. Dua & H.R. Khanna, JJ
K. S. Hegde J.
“No authority, much less a quasi-judicial authority, can confer jurisdiction
on itself by deciding a jurisdictional fact wrongly. The question whether
the jurisdictional fact has been rightly decided or not is a question that
is open for examination by the High Court in an application for a writ
of certiorari. It is incomprehensible to think that a quasi-judicial authority
like the Income-tax Officer can erroneously decide a jurisdictional fact
and thereafter proceed to impose a levy on a citizen. In our opinion, the
Appellate Bench is wholly wrong in opining that the Income-tax Officer
can “decide either way.”
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Chapter XV

Reassessment Within Four Years : Assessment
Completed under Section 143(3) of The Act

I.		ASSESSING OFFICER HAD QUESTIONED THE ASSESSEE WITH
RESPECT TO A PARTICULAR ISSUE BUT NOT DEALT WITH IT IN THE
ORDER:
1.1

An asst. order passed after detailed discussion cannot be reopened within
a period of 4 years unless the Assessing Officer has reason to believe that
there is to some inherent defect in the assessment. Once an assessment
has been completed under section 143 (3) after raising a query on a
particular issue and accepting assessee’s reply to the query. Assessing
Officer has no jurisdiction to reopen the assessment merely because the
issue in question is not specifically adverted in the assessment order,
unless there tangible material before the Assessing Officer to come to the
conclusion that there is escapement of income.
German Remedies Ltd. v. DCIT (2006) 285 ITR 26 (Bom.)(HC)
Siemens Information System Ltd. v. ACIT (2007) 295 ITR 333 (Bom.)(HC)
Godrej Agrovet Ltd. v. Dy. CIT [2011] 323 ITR 97 (Bom.)(HC)
Capgemini India (P.) Ltd. v. ACIT (2015) 232 Taxman 149 (Bom.)(HC)
Friends of WWB India v. DIT (2018) 402 ITR 350 (Guj.)(HC)
CIT v. Aroni Commercial Ltd. (2017) 393 ITR 673 (Bom.)(HC)
United States Pharmacopiea India Pvt. Ltd. v. DCIT (2017) 57 ITR 312
(Hyd.)(Trib.)
Vijay Harishchandra Patel v. ITO (2018) 400 ITR 167 (Guj.)(HC)
Jalaram Enterprises (P.) Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 262 Taxman 404 (Bom.)(HC)
PCIT v. Century Textiles and Industries Ltd (2019) 412 ITR 228 (Bom.)
(HC)
(SLP of revenue is dismissed, PCIT v. Century Textiles & Industries Ltd.
(2018) 408 ITR 59 (St) / 259 Taxman 360 (SC))
IHHR Hospitality Pvt. Ltd. v. ACIT (2019) 415 ITR 459 (Delhi)(HC)
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1.2

Rubix Trading (P) Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 174 DTR 1 (Bom.)(HC) [SLP of
revenue is dismissed, CIT v. Rubix Trading (P.) Ltd. (2019) 265 Taxman
423 (SC) / 416 ITR 136(St.) (SC)]
Where the AO had questioned the assessee with respect to a particular
income but not dealt with it in the order, reopening on the ground of
taxability of the same income would amount to a change of opinion.

1.3

Reassessment – Within four years – Change of opinion – Book profit
– The reasons in support of the notice is the very issue in respect of
which the Assessing Officer had raised a query during the assessment
proceedings – The non-rejection of the explanation in the Assessment
Order amounts to the Assessing Officer accepting the view of the
assessee, thus taking a view/forming an opinion- Reassessment on a mere
change of opinion and would be completely without jurisdiction
ACIT v. Marico Ltd. (2020) 272 Taxman 179 (SC)
The assessee claimed deduction of depreciation on account of amortization
of brand value which was disclosed in notes to balance sheet and profit
and loss account. Specific query was raised in the course of assessment
proceedings as regards allowability of depreciation. After considering the
reply the assessment was completed under section 143(3) of the Act.
Reassessment notice was issued on ground that there was no provision for
granting deduction for amortization which was not charged in profit and
loss account on notional basis; therefore, notional amount of depreciation
was to be added back and since same was not done hence income
chargeable to tax had escaped assessment. On writ the High Court held
that reason in support of reassessment notice was very issue in respect of
which Assessing Officer had raised query during assessment proceedings
and assessee responded to same justifying its stand hence the reassessment
was held to be not valid. On appeal by the revenue dismissing the appeal
of the revenue the Court held that, the reasons in support of the notice
is the very issue in respect of which the Assessing Officer had raised a
query during the assessment proceedings and the Petitioner had responded
justifying its stand. The reasons in support of the notice proceed on a
mere change of opinion and would be completely without jurisdiction.
Order of High Court is affirmed.

1.4

Reassessment- Within four years – In the absence of assessee’s failure to
disclose facts, reassessment was to be quashed.
Samson Maritime Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2019) 175 DTR 25 (Bom.)(HC)
Asst CIT v. Rolta India Ltd. (2011) 132 ITD 98 (TM) (Mum.)(Trib.)
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II. 		MERELY BECAUSE A CERTAIN ELEMENT OR ANGLE WAS NOT IN
MIND OF ASSESSING OFFICER, COULD NOT BE A GROUND FOR
ISSUING NOTICE:
2.1

In Cliantha Research Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2014) 225 Taxman 102 (Mag.)
(Guj.)(HC)
During original assessment, assessee’s claim was processed at length and
after calling for detailed explanation from him, same was accepted. Merely
because a certain element or angle was not in mind of Assessing Officer
while accepting such a claim, could not be a ground for issuing notice
under section 148 for reassessment. Mere failure of AO to raise such
a question would not authorise him to reopen assessment even within
period of 4 years from end of relevant assessment year, any such attempt
on his part would be based on mere change of opinion, therefore, notice
issued under section 148 was liable to be quashed.

III.

ASSESSING OFFICER LOST SIGHT OF A STATUTORY PROVISION LIKE
SECTION 50C OF THE ACT:

3.1

In PCIT v. Inarco Ltd. (ITA No. 102 of 2016, dt: 23/07/2018 (Bom.)(HC)
The assessment cannot be reopened (within 4 years) on the ground that
the AO lost sight of a statutory provision like section 50C of the Act.
This amounts to a review. Here it is not the case of the revenue that the
Assessing Officer was not aware of section50C of the Act at the time of
passing the assessment order under section 143(3) of the Act.

3.2

Reassessment – Within four years – Failure to deduct tax at source
– Merely on the doubt about applicability of tax deducted at source,
reassessment is held to be not valid.
Eagle Burgmann India Pvt. Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2020) 185 DTR 401 / 203 TTJ
477 (Mum.)(Trib.)
Tribunal held that re-opening of assessment was made without any
tangible material indicating escapement of income. The Assessing Officer
in the reasons recorded has only raised some doubt regarding the
applicability of TDS provisions to the payment. When the Departmental
Authorities are not sure about the nature of payment, it is not understood
how they can come to a conclusion that TDS provisions are applicable.
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IV.

CHANGE OF OPINION:

4.1

Reassessment — Within four years – Industrial undertaking – Change
of opinion – Issue discussed in original assessment proceedings and
disallowed portion of the claim – Reassessment is not valid
PCIT v. Swaraj Engines Ltd. (2020) 421 ITR 594 (P&H)(HC)
Dismissing the appeal of the revenue the Court held that if the Department
had been aggrieved by the order passed under section 143(3), it could
have recourse under section 263 but reopening the assessment under
section 147 could not be allowed. The Department had not been able to
deny that in the original order under section 143(3) the issue of deduction
did arise and after discussing it a particular finding was given. Mere
change of opinion could not be considered within the ambit of the phrase
“reason to believe”.
An Explanation is always subordinate to the main provision (as the name
suggests, only to explain). The powers under section 147 of the Income-tax
Act, 1961 have been defined without any equivocation. Mere change of
opinion could not be considered within the ambit of the phrase “reason
to believe”.

4.2

Reassessment – Within four years – Change of opinion – One-time
settlement with banker – Capital receipt – Notice based on audit report
– Reassessment is held to be not valid
PCIT v. Everlon Synthetics (P.) Ltd. (2020) 424 ITR 232 (Bom.)(HC)
The assessee is engaged in the business of manufacture of Polyester and
Texturised /Twisted yarn and management consultancy. In the original
assessment proceedings the Assessing Officer treated the waiver towards
overdrafts and other facilities pursuant to one-time settlement with bank is
not taxable. Assessing Officer thereafter initiated reassessment proceedings
and taxed the receipt. Tribunal quashed the reassessment proceeding. On
appeal by the revenue the court held that, since reopening notice was
not based on any fresh tangible material and same being issued on same
facts which were considered earlier, it clearly amounted to mere change of
opinion and, thus, was without jurisdiction. Order of Tribunal is affirmed.

4.3

Change of opinion - Reopening of assessment is not permissible
CIT v. SICOM Ltd. [ITA No 137 of 2014 dt : 08/08/2016 (Bom.)(HC)]
CIT v. Balaji Neemuch Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd. (2019) 414 ITR 707 (MP)
(HC)
CIT v. Atul Ltd. (2019) 415 ITR 1 (Guj.)(HC)
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Pawan Sood. v. CIT (2019) 415 ITR 350 (All.)(HC)
4.4

Reassessment – Within four years – Cash credits – Share premium –
Accommodation entries – Subsequent discovery that the transaction was
with same Lender – Notice of reassessment is held to be valid.
RDS Project Ltd. v. ACIT (2020) 421 ITR 624 / 269 Taxman 327 (Delhi)
(HC)
The assessee received share application money at a premium from the
investor companies were promoted by TG, who had been found to have
promoted about 90 such companies. The Assessing officer had accepted
the claim made by the assessee with regard to the genuineness of the
transaction without any scrutiny and accepting the statement of the
assessee as truthful. At that stage, the material information, which the
assessee with held and did not disclose, was that it was dealing with
companies promoted by TG, who was engaged in the business of providing
accommodation entries. The Assessing Officer after recording the reasons
issued the reassessment notice. The assessee challenged the issue of
notice. Dismissing the petition the Court held that since the assessee did
not dispute the receipt of monies from SI and NDC towards alleged capital
infusion, the belief formed by the Assessing Officer, that taxable income
of the assessee had escaped assessment could not, but, be described as
reasonable. The notice of reassessment was valid.

Also refer:
A.

Deepak Gupta v. ACIT (2020) 422 ITR 92 / 303 CTR 34 (All.)(HC)

B.

Joshna Rajendra (Smt.) v. ITO (2020) 185 DTR 361 (Karn.)(HC)

C.

Vendanta Ltd v. ACIT (2020) 312 CTR 105/185 DTR 249 (Delhi)(HC)

mm
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Chapter XVI

Change of Opinion

I.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:

1.1.

Amendment as per Direct tax laws (Amendment) Act, 1989 w.e.f. April 1,
1989 as also of sec. 148 to 152 have been elaborated in Circular No. 549,
dated October 31, 1989 (1990) 181 ITR 35 (St)
“7.2 Amendment made by the Amending Act, 1989 to reintroduce the
expression reason to believe in section 147 - A number of representations
were received against the omission of the words reason to believe from
section 147 and their substitution by the opinion of the Assessing Officer.
It was pointed out that the meaning of the expression, reason to believe
had been explained in a number of court rulings in the past and was well
settled and its omission from section 147 would give arbitrary powers
to the Assessing Officer to reopen past assessments on mere change of
opinion. To allay these fears, the Amending Act, 1989 has again amended
section 147 to reintroduce the expression has reason to believe in place of
the words for reasons to be recorded by him in writing; is of the opinion.
Other provisions of the new section 147, however, remain the same.”
A perusal of clause 7.2 of the said circular makes it clear that the
amendments had been carried out only with a view to allay fears t hat
the omission of the expression reason to believe” from sec. 147 would
give arbitrary power to AO to reopen past assessments on a mere change
of opinion i.e. a more change of opinion cannot form basis for reopening
a completed assessment.

1.2

After the Amending Act, 1989, Section 147 reads as under:
“Income escaping assessment.
147. If the Assessing Officer has reason to believe that any income
chargeable to tax has escaped assessment for any assessment year, he may,
subject to the provisions of sections 148 to 153, assess or reassess such
income and also any other income chargeable to tax which has escaped
assessment and which comes to his notice subsequently in the course of the
proceedings under this section, or recompute the loss or the depreciation
allowance or any other allowance, as the case may be, for the assessment
year concerned (hereafter in this section and in sections 148 to 153 referred
to as the relevant assessment year).”
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After Direct Tax (Amendment) Act 1987 w.e.f. 01st April 1989, scope
of powers of assessing officer to reopen assessment has been expanded
substantially. The word “opinion” has been substituted with the word
“reason to believe” which expand power of assessing officer to reopen
assessment.
Therefore mere change of opinion could not be considered within the
ambit of the phrase “reason to believe”.
1.3

Mere change of opinion of Assessing officer cannot be a ground for reassessment and that amendment of section 147 w.e.f. 1.4.89 has not altered
the position.
(i)

the Assessing Officer must have reason to believe that income has
escaped assessment,

(ii)

a mere change of opinion does not justify a re-assessment and

(iii)

the Assessing Officer does not have the power of review on the
same set of facts and law.

CIT v. Kelvinator of India Ltd. (2002) 256 ITR 1 (FB) (Delhi)(HC)
Approved by Supreme Court in (2010) 320 ITR 561 (SC)
ITO v. Techspan India (P) Ltd. (2018) 404 ITR 10 (SC)
1.4

In determining whether commencement of reassessment proceedings
was valid it has only to be seen whether there was prima facie some
material on the basis of which the department could reopen the case. The
sufficiency or correctness of the material is not a thing to be considered
at this stage.
Raymond Woollen Mills Ltd. v. ITO (1999) 236 ITR 34 (S.C.)

1.5

Points not decided while passing assessment order under section 143(3)
not a case of change of opinion. Assessment reopened validly.
Yuvraj v. UOI (2009) 315 ITR 84. (Bom.)(HC)

1.5

Refer few other decisions :
a.
Asteroids Trading & Investment P. Ltd. v. DCIT (2009) 308 ITR
190 (Bom.)(HC)
b.

Asian Paints Ltd. v. DCIT (2008) 308 ITR 195 (Bom.)(HC) (198)

c.

ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Co. Ltd. v. ACIT (2010) 325 ITR
471 (Bom.)(HC)
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d.

Aventis Pharma Ltd. v. Astt. CIT (2010) 323 ITR 570 (Bom.)(HC)
(577)

e.

Nirmal Bang Securities (P) Ltd. v. ACIT. (2016) 382 ITR 93 (Bom.)
(HC)

f.

Aryan Arcade Ltd v. DCIT (2017) 390 ITR 67 (Guj.)(HC)

g.

Valsad District Central Co-Operative Bank Ltd. v. ACIT (2019)
414 ITR 616 (Guj.)(HC)

h.

PCIT v. Everlon Synthetics Pvt. Ltd. (2020) 424 ITR 232 (Bom.)
(HC)

i.

Royal Infrastructure v. Dy. CIT (2020) 425 ITR 491 (Guj.)(HC)

j.

R. Kantilal and Co. v. ITO (2020) 424 ITR 92 (Guj.)(HC)

k.

International Flavours and Fragrances India Pvt Ltd v. Dy. CIT
(LTU) (2020) 425 ITR 450 (Mad.)(HC)

II.

DURING THE ORIGINAL SCRUTINY ASSESSMENT ASSESSING OFFICER
HAD EXAMINED THE ASSESSEE’S CLAIM- RE-EXAMINE THE SAME –
WITHOUT ANY NEW MATERIAL - IMPERMISSIBLE:

2.1

In ACIT v. Marico Ltd. (2020) 272 Taxman 179 (SC)
The reasons in support of the s. 148 notice is the very issue in respect
of which the AO had raised a query during the assessment proceedings
and the Petitioner had responded justifying its stand. The non-rejection
of the explanation in the Assessment Order amounts to the AO accepting
the view of the assessee, thus taking a view/forming an opinion. In these
circumstances, the reasons in support of the notice proceed on a mere
change of opinion and would be completely without jurisdiction

2.2

In Rubix Trading (P) Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 174 DTR 1 (Bom.)(HC) [SLP of
revenue is dismissed, CIT v. Rubix Trading (P.) Ltd. (2019) 265 Taxman
423 (SC)/ 416 ITR 136(St.) (SC)]
Where the Assessing Officer had questioned the assessee with respect to
a particular income but not dealt with it in the order, reopening on the
ground of taxability of the same income would amount to a change of
opinion.

2.3

PCIT v. Hanil Era Textiles Ltd (ITA No. 203 of 2017 dt15/04/2019 (Bom.)
(HC)
During the original scrutiny assessment, the assessee’s claim of deduction
u/s. 10B of the Act was scrutinized, any attempt on part of Assessing
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Officer to reexamine the said claim, without any material would be based
on change of opinion. Reopening of assessment was therefore clearly
impermissible.
2.4

In PCIT v. Mahindra & Mahindra Financial Services Ltd. (ITA NO.288
of 2017 dt.02/4/2019 (Bom.)(HC) ; During the original scrutiny assessment,
the Assessing Officer had examined the Assessee’s claim of computer
software expenses. Through the reopening process, Assessing Officer
desired to re-examine the same. Without there being new tangible
material available with him, the Tribunal correctly held that the same was
impermissible.

2.5

In Yashomandir Sahakari Patpedhi Ltd. [ITA No 112 of 2017, dt
12-3-2019 (Bom.)(HC)
Deduction under section 80(P)(2) of the Act was examined by the
Assessing Officer during original scrutiny Assessment. When the claim
was examined during the original scrutiny assessment, the assessment
could not have been reopened, on the basis of an amendment which was
already in existence when the assessment was framed. Income Tax Appeal
is dismissed.

2.6

In PCIT v. Shreya Life Sciences Pvt. Ltd. (ITA No. 1854 of 2016 dt
6-3-2019, (Bom.)(HC)
During the original assessment, the Assessing Officer had examined the
claim of the assessee of the expenditure in question being revenue in
nature. Without any additional material, the Assessing Officer exercised
power of reassessment and held that the expenditure was capital in nature
which was fully impermissible.

2.7

No new material brought on records – Reassessment on change of opinion
of officer not valid.
Reassessment on same issue is change of opinion hence not valid. Assessment completed after enquiry and replies furnished by assessee
could not be reopened. Capri Global Advisory Services Pvt. Ltd. v. DCIT
(ITA No. 170/Mum/ 2017, dt. 10/04/2019 (Mum)(Trib.)

2.8

Reassessment after the expiry of four years. Transfer of asset to
subsidiary. Subsequent transfer by subsidiary to third party. Transaction
was disclosed in the original assessment proceedings. Re assessment is
held to be not valid
Bharti Infratel Ltd. v. DCIT (2019) 411 ITR 403 (Delhi)(HC)
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Allowing the petition the Court held that, Explanation 1 to section 147
would not apply as all the primary facts were disclosed, stated and were
known and in the knowledge of the Assessing Officer. This would be a
case of “change of opinion” as the assessee had disclosed and had brought
on record all facts relating to transfer of the passive infrastructure assets,
their book value and fair market value were mentioned in the scheme of
arrangement as also that the transferred passive assets including the dates
of transfer and the factum that one-step subsidiary BIV was created for the
purpose. These facts were within the knowledge of the Assessing Officer
when he passed the original assessment order for the AY 2008-09. The
notice of reassessment was not valid.
2.9

Reassessment, after the expiry of four years. Acceptance of loans and
deposits. Otherwise than by account payee cheque or account payee bank
draft. reassessment proceedings was merely based on change of opinion
of Assessing Officer, impugned order passed by Tribunal up held
CIT v. Sahara India Mutual Benefit Co. Ltd. (2019) 261 Taxman 83
(Cal.)(HC)
Assessment was completed assessment u/s. 143(3) making certain additions
to income declared. After expiry of four years from end of relevant year,
Assessing Officer initiated reassessment proceedings on ground that
assessee had accepted loan, deposits etc. of ` 20,000/- or more in cash in
violation of provisions of section 269SS. Tribunal finding that there was
no omission or failure on part of assessee to disclose fully and truly all
material facts at time of original assessment and allegation that deposits
were unexplained, were not based on any cogent material evidence on
record. Dismissing the appeal of the revenue the Court held that since
initiation of reassessment proceedings was merely based on change of
opinion of AO, impugned order passed by Tribunal did not require any
interference.

2.10

Change of opinion. Loans or advances to share holders. Disclosed
material facts – Reassessment is held to be not valid
ITO v. Sanjeev Ghei (2019) 262 Taxman 265 (Delhi) (HC) [SLP of
revenue dismissed ITO v. Sanjeev Ghei (2019) 262 Taxman 264 (SC)]
The Court held that, since assessee had made full disclosure of all material
facts at time of assessment, initiation of reassessment proceedings merely
on basis of change of opinion was not justified.
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2.11

Reassessment has to be based on “fresh material”. A reopening based on
reappraisal of existing material is invalid.
DIT v. Rolls Royal Industries Power India Ltd. (Delhi)(HC), www.
itatonline.org
Golden Tobacco Ltd v. JCIT (2016) 182 TTJ 510 (Mum.)(Trib.)
Uttaranchal Jal Vidyut Nigam Ltd. v. ACIT (2016) 47 ITR 198 (Delhi)
(Trib)
PCIT v. Anil Nagpal (2017) 291 CTR 272 / 145 DTR 209 (P&H)(HC)
Lambda Therapeutic Research Ltd. v. ACIT (2018) 402 ITR 177 (Guj.)
(HC)
Giriraj Steel v. DCIT (2018) 402 ITR 204 (Guj.)(HC)
Pawan Sood v. ITO (2019) 415 ITR 350 (All.)(HC)
Sutara Ventures (P) Ltd. v. UOI (2020) 268 Taxman 367 (Bom.)(HC)

III.

NO REOPENING OF ASSESSMENT TO EXAMINE ANOTHER FACET OF
A CLAIM OR TO CORRECT ERRORS:

3.1

QxKpo Services (P.) Ltd v. Dy.CIT (2019) 414 ITR 429 (Guj.)(HC) (SLP of
revenue is dismissed [2018] 259 Taxman 317 (SC))
High Court by impugned order held that since Assessing Officer, in
original assessment had thoroughly scrutinized claim of deduction under
section 10B and allowed same, he could not reopen assessment to examine
another facet of said claim. SLP dismissesd.

3.2

Reassessment – Change of opinion – No new tangible material –
Reassessment is held to be bad in law.
PCIT v. Zee Media Corporation Ltd. (2020) 423 ITR 304 (Bom.)(HC)
Dismissing the appeal of the revenue the Court held that, the Tribunal
correctly came to the conclusion that in the absence of any new tangible
material not already on record in the original proceedings, any attempt
on the part of the AO to reopen the assessment on this ground would be
based on a mere change of opinion. As long as the claim made by the
assessee was examined by the AO whether or not the AO raised the
correct queries and came to the correct conclusion, in the context of the
reopening of the assessment would be of no consequence. No question of
law arose. [SLP of revenue dismissed (2020) 270 Taxman 180 SC]
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3.3

Reassessment – After the expiry of four years – No failure to disclose
material facts – Deduction is allowed in the original assessment
proceedings – Notice of reassessment is held to be not valid.
Dhirendra Hansraj Singh v. ACIT (2020) 421 ITR 176 (Guj.)(HC) (SLP of
revenue is dismissed, CIT v. Dhirendra Hansraj Singh (2018) 409 ITR 15
(St) (SC)]
Allowing the petition the Court held, that the assessee had furnished
various particulars as required by the Assessing Officer, in support of
the claim to depreciation and allowances of deduction under section
80IB(11A). The claims had been allowed in the original assessment. Notice
after four years on the ground that the deductions were erroneous,
constituted a change of opinion. The notice was not valid.

3.4

In the case of Gujarat Power Corpn. Ltd. v. ACIT [2013] 350 ITR 266
(Guj.)(HC) held that when the Assessing Officer had all the material facts
before him when he had framed the original assessment, he could not
take recourse to Section 147(a) to remedy the error resulting from his own
oversight.

3.5

Bogus sales and purchases – Dealer in iron and steel – If the Assessing
Officer disallowed 2.5% of alleged bogus purchases during the regular
assessment. Reassessment to disallow entire amount is said to be bad in
law. There is difference between revisional powers and reassessment.
Saurabh Suryakant Mehta v. ITO (Bom.)(HC), [WP No. 3495 of 2018, dt.
17.01.2019) www.itatonline.org
Assessment which was accepted u/s 143(1) which was reopened on the
ground that the purchase from hawala dealers on the basis of information
received from Sales tax department. The AO after detailed verification
made an addition of 2.5% of alleged bogus purchases. AO once again
issued notice u/s 147 on the ground that as per N. K. Proteins Ltd
2017-TIOL-23-SC-IT the entire amount should have been disallowed.
On writ allowing the petition the court held that as per settled law, if a
claim or an issue had been examined by the Assessing Officer during the
previous assessment proceedings, in absence of any material available to
the Assessing Officer later on to reassess such income would based on
mere change of opinion and, therefore, impermissible. Court also observed
,the Act recognizes the revisional powers of the Commissioner to be
exercised in case where the assessment order is erroneous and prejudicial
to the interest of the Revenue. However, the reopening of assessment is
an entirely independent and vastly different jurisdiction and cannot be
confused with the revisional powers of the higher authority.
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3.6

In CIT v. Jet speed Audio Pvt. Ltd. (2015) 372 ITR 762 (Bom.)(HC) the
court observed that assessment order is not a scrap of paper & Assessing
Officer is expected to have applied his mind while framing the assessment.
Reopening on ground of “oversight, inadvertence or mistake” is not
permissible.

IV.

FACTS WHICH COME TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE ASSESSING
OFFICER IN SUBSEQUENT ASSESSMENT YEARS PROCEEDINGS –
FORM TANGIBLE MATERIAL:

4.1

New Delhi Television Ltd. v. DCIT (2020) 424 ITR 607 (SC)
The Hon. court relied on the decisions in case of Claggett Brachi Co.
Ltd., London v. CIT, Andhra Pradesh [(1989) 177 ITR 409 (SC)] [1989
Supp(2) SCC 182]; M/s. Phool Chand Bajrang Lal and Another v. ITO
and Another [(1993) 203 ITR 456 (SC)] [(1993) 4 SCC 77] and Ess Kay
Engineering Co.(P) Ltd. v. CIT, Amritsar [(2001) 247 ITR 818 (SC)]
[(2001) 10 SCC 189], for the proposition that subsequent facts which
come to the knowledge of the assessing officer can be taken into account
to decide whether the assessment proceedings should be reopened or not.
Information which comes to the notice of the assessing officer during
proceedings for subsequent assessment years can definitely form tangible
material to invoke powers vested with the assessing officer u/s. 147 of the
Act.

4.2

Reassessment – Assessment under section 143(1) can be reopened on basis
of information obtained during course of assessment of earlier assessment
year under S. 143(3) of the Act
Belazio Construction (P.) Ltd v. ITO (2020) 268 Taxman 170 (Bom.)(HC)

V.

DISCLOSURE OF PRIMARY FACTS : APPLICATION OF MIND BY
ASSESSING OFFICER – NO POWER TO REVIEW:

5.1

The assessee is required to make a true and full disclosure of the primary
facts at the time of the original assessment. Production before the assessing
officer books of accounts or other materials from which the required
evidence with due diligence could have been discovered by the assessing
officer would not necessarily amount to disclosure contemplated by law.
But the duty of the assessee in any case does not extend beyond making
a true and full disclosure of primary facts. Once he has done that, his
duty ends. It is for the assessing officer to draw the correct inference from
the primary facts. Once such an inference is drawn which may appear
subsequently to be erroneous that could not be a basis for initiation of
action for re-opening assessment as it would amount to change of opinion
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and change of opinion cannot be a ground for re-opening concluded
assessment
The Supreme Court in the case of ITO v. Lakhmani Mewal Das [1976]
103 ITR 437 (SC) held that “ the duty cast upon the assessee is to make
true and full disclosure of primary facts at time original assessment, and
it is for the Assessing Officer to draw correct inference from primary facts
and if the Assessing Officer draws inference which appears subsequently
to be erroneous, mere change of opinion with regard to that inference
would not justify initiation of action for reopening assessment.”
The Court held that Assessing Officer has no power to review assessment
order under shelter of re-opening of assessment under sections 147/148,
therefore, it was not open for Assessing Officer to re-look at same
material only because he was subsequently of view that conclusion
arrived at earlier was erroneous.
Refer : Housing Development Finance Corporation Ltd. v. J. P. Janjid
(2014) 225 Taxman 81(Mag.) / (Bom.)(HC); CIT v. Amitabh Bachchan
[2012] 349 ITR 76 (Bom.)(HC)
5.2

In Yash Raj Films P. Ltd. v. ACIT (2011) 332 ITR 428 (Bom.)(HC) wherein
the issue of allowance of bad debt was specifically raised in the original
assessment proceedings and on receiving explanation from assessee the
claim of assessee was allowed, reassessment held to be invalid.

5.3

Reassessment-After the expiry of four years – Furnishing all details in
response to notices – Non-application of mind by assessing officer to
materials produced at the time of original assessment – Reassessment is
invalid.
Supra Estates India Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (2019) 418 ITR 130 (Bom.)(HC)
Allowing the petition the Court held that there was no application of
mind by the AO to the jurisdictional requirements to issue notice under
section 148. Firstly, the assessment was sought to be reopened after four
years and it was not mentioned that the assessee had failed to disclose
all material facts in the reasons supporting the notice for reassessment.
Secondly, on the facts, there had been no failure by the assessee to fully
and truly disclose all the material facts.

5.4
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The Delhi High Court in the case of Ritu Investments (P.) Ltd. v. DY CIT
[2012] 21 taxmann.com 320 (Delhi) (HC) held that characterising one and
the same income differently at the time of reopening than that at the time
of assessment, amounts to change of opinion barring re-opening.
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The Delhi High Court relied on the decision of the Supreme Court in
the case of Gemini Leather Sores v. ITO [1975] 100 ITR 1 (S.C.) for the
proposition that when the Assessing Officer had all the material facts
before him when he had framed the original assessment, then he could
not take recourse to Section 147(a) of the Act to remedy the error resulting
from his own oversight.
5.5

Order of Assessing officer under section 143(3) reflects that the primary
facts relating to case was before the Assessing officer therefore there was
disclosure of all primary facts relating to claim of deduction under section
80IB(10) of the Act.
Mistry Lalji Narsi Development Corp. v. ACIT (2010) 229 CTR 359
(Bom.)(HC)

5.6

All facts were before AO at the time of original assessment as well
as reopened asst. Even assuming that he failed to apply his mind,
assessment cannot be reopened under section 147 of the Act.
Asian Paints Ltd. v. CIT [2009] 308 ITR 195 (Bom.)(HC)

5.7

In the absence of any fresh material – Reopening would amount to change
of opinion. CIT v. Advance Construction Co. Pvt. Ltd. [ITA NO.77 OF
2014; dt 28/6/2016 (Bom.)(HC)]

5.8

Deemed dividend, there was no failure to disclose material facts hence
reassessment after the expiry of four years was held to be not valid
Gujarat Mall Management Company Private Limited v. ITO (2018) 400
ITR 329 (Guj.)(HC)

5.9

Full particulars were furnished in the course of original assessment
proceedings, therefore reopening was held to be invalid :
Crescent Construction Co. v. ACIT (2017) 188 TTJ 497 (Mum.)(Trib.)

5.10

There was no failure on part of assessee to submit related documents.
Muniwar Abad Charitable Trust v. ACIT (E) (2017) 59 ITR 204 (Mum.)
(Trib.)

5.11

There was no failure to disclose all material facts reassessment after the
expiry of four years was held to be not valid. Alternative remedy is no
bar to file writ petition if the action of the authority is beyond their
jurisdiction.
Cedric De Souza Faria v. DCIT (2018) 400 ITR 30 (Bom.)(HC)

5.12

The fact that the assessee did not disclose the material is not relevant if
the AO was otherwise aware of it. If the AO had the information during
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the assessment proceeding, irrespective of the source, but chooses not to
utilize it, he cannot allege that the assessee failed to disclose truly and
fully all material facts & reopen the assessment (Scope of Explanation
1 to section 147 explained)
Rajbhushan Omprakash Dixit v. DCIT (2019) 264 Taxman 222 (Bom.)
(HC)
5.12.

The computation of income is the basic document for making the s. 143(3)
assessment. If there is a disclosure in the computation, it leads to the
prima facie necessary inference that there is application of mind by the
AO. The fact that the AO did not raise specific queries & is silent in the
assessment order does not mean there is no application of mind (Techspan
404 ITR 10(SC) followed)
State Bank Of India v. ACIT (2019) 411 ITR 664 (Bom.)(HC)

5.13

Advertisement and sales promotion expenses, complete disclosure of
all primary material facts on part of assessee in course of assessment.
Reassessment proceedings merely on basis of change of opinion was not
justified.
Asian Paints Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2019) 261 Taxman 380 (Bom.)(HC)

5.14

Since assessee failed to disclose primary fact of taxing event i.e.
allotment of shares in their returns, initiation of reassessment proceedings
was justified.
Sonia Gandhi v. ACIT [2018] 257 Taxman 515 (Delhi) (HC)

VI.

DISCLOSURE IN BALANCE SHEET ALSO AMOUNTS TO DISCLOSURE:

6.1

Sutra Ventures Pvt. Ltd. v. UOI (2019) 111 Taxmann.com 442 (Bom.)(HC)
Court held that, the assessee had produced all material such as
acknowledgement of return, balance sheet, profit and loss account, tax
audit report, return of income of directors, shareholding pattern, bank
account details etc. during original assessment. Therefore, profit and
loss account was thoroughly scrutinized during original assessment
and, thereafter, an assessment order was passed. Accordingly, there was
no failure on part of assessee to produce all material particulars during
original assessment. Allowing the petition the Court held that it cannot
be said that there was any failure on part of the assessee to produce any
material particulars, accordingly the notice issued by the AO is quashed.
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6.2

Decisions in Assessee’s favour :
CIT v. Corporation Bank Ltd (2002) 254 ITR 791 (SC)
Arthus Anerson & Co. v. ACIT (2010) 324 ITR 240 (Bom.)(HC)
Considering the decision against of Dr. Amin’s Pathology Lab v. P.N.
Prasad (2001) 252 ITR 673 (Bom.)(HC)
CIT v. Lincoln Pharmaceuticals Ltd. (2015) 375 ITR 561 (Guj.)(HC)

6.3

Against :
•
ACIT v. M.P. Laghu Udyog Nigam Ltd. (2017) 165 ITD 446
(Indore)(Trib.)
•

Mere production of account books from which material evidence
could have been discovered by the Assessing Officer will not
necessarily amount to disclosure within the meaning of the
proviso. Hence reopening of assessments is perfectly in accordance
with law hence same is upheld.

CIT v. Tata Ceramics Ltd. (2018) 403 ITR 389 (Ker.)(HC)
VII.

THUS THE PRINCIPLE CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS DECISIONS ON
THIS ISSUE/TOPIC ARE:
a.

Mere change of opinion of AO cannot be a ground for reassessment.

b.

The AO does not have the power of review on the same set of
facts and law.

c.

Points not considered or decided while passing assessment order
under section 143(3) not a case of change of opinion.

d.

Where the AO had raised a query during the assessment
proceedings and the assessee had responded justifying its stand.
The non-rejection of the explanation in the Assessment Order
amounts to the AO accepting the view of the assessee, thus taking
a view/forming an opinion.

e.

When the claim was examined during the original scrutiny
assessment, the assessment could not have been reopened, on the
basis of an amendment.

f.

The reopening of assessment is an entirely independent and vastly
different jurisdiction and cannot be confused with the revisional
powers of the higher authority.
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g.

No reopening of assessment to examine another facet of a claim.

h.

Facts which come to the knowledge of the assessing officer in
subsequent assessment years proceedings forms tangible material.

i.

Reassessment has to be based on “fresh material”. A reopening
based on reappraisal of existing material is invalid

mm

(1986) 162 ITR 331 (Bom) Jamnadas Madhavji & Co. and Another v. J.B.
Panchal, I.T.O and Another
S.C. Pratap J.
S.C. Pratap J.
“Reason to believe” is not the same as “reason to doubt” or “reason to
suspect.” Difference between the two concepts is vital and substantial.
If power under section 131(1) is held to be exercisable at any time and
at any stage, proceeding or no proceeding, pending or not pending,
instituted or not instituted and regardless of whether there is or there is
no reason to believe, it may as well result in mischief and/or likely abuse
and/or arbitrariness. A completed assessment is a valuable right. It cannot
be lightly ignored nor can it, at the mere whim of the officer, be put into
jeopardy. To permit such a course would be akin to permitting entry into
the penumbra of speculative uncertainty. For reopening an assessment,
the Act sets down stringent conditions. The same must first be fulfilled
before issuing summons to the assessee. A request simpliciter to the
assessee to assist without anything more and without any consequence in
default may stand upon an altogether different footing than a summons
under section 131(1) with penalty in default of compliance therewith.
Such, however, is not the case here.
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Chapter XVII

Reopening of Assessment when Intimation
under Section 143(1) is issued

I.

INTIMATION IS NOT AN ASSESSMENT THEREFORE SO NO CHANGE
OF OPINION:

1.1

Intimation is not an assessment therefore No question of change of
opinion. However the Assessing officer has to satisfy the jurisdictional
condition for invoking the provisions for reopening. Even in cases where
no assessment order is passed and assessment is completed by Intimation
under section 143(1) of the Act, the sine qua non to issue a reopening
notice is reason to believe that income chargeable to tax has escaped
assessment.

1.2

In ACIT v. Rajesh Jhaveri Stock Brokers (P) Ltd. (2007) 291 ITR 500
(SC) it was held that so long as the ingredients of section 147 are fulfilled,
Assessing Officer is free to initiate proceeding under section 147 even
where intimation under section 143(1) has been issued; as intimation
under section 143 (1) (a) is not assessment there is no question of treating
re assessment in such a case as based on change of opinion.

1.3

Original assessment completed under section 143(1) of the Act. Intimation
is not an assessment hence no question of change of opinion.
DCIT v. Zuari Estate Development and Investment Co. Ltd. (2015) 373
ITR 661 (SC).

1.4

In CIT v. Arvind Healthcare Pvt. Ltd. (TA No.382 of 2019
dt 20-6-2019 (Mad.) (HC) reversing the order of the ITAT Chennai in the
case of Arvind Healthcare Pvt. Ltd v. ITO in ITA No. 2032/CHN/2018Order dt. 20-12-2018 held that the Tribunal ought to have applied the
decision of the Supreme Court in the cases of DCIT v. Zuari Estate
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Development and Investment Company Ltd. [2015] 373 ITR 661 (SC)
and ACIT v. Rajesh Jhaveri Stock Brokers P. Ltd. (2007) 291 ITR 500
(SC) which clearly held that intimation passed under Section 143(1) was
not an assessment order and therefore, applying first proviso to Section
147 of the Income Tax Act did not arise.
1.5

Assessment under section 143(1) can be reopened on basis of information
obtained during course of assessment of earlier assessment year under
section 143(3) of the Act.
Belazio Construction (P.) Ltd. v. ITO (2020) 268 Taxman 170 (Bom.)(HC)
The assessee-construction company filed return where ` 5.20 crores was
shown as the cost of plot and farm development expenses and ` 25 crores
as the proportionate land cost. The assessment was completed u/s 143(1)
of the Act. The reassessment notice was issued on the basis of earlier
assessment which was completed u/s 143(3) of the Act. On writ the court
held that the assessment for the subject assessment year was by virtue of
intimation under section 143(1). Therefore, the Assessing Officer had no
occasion to examine the claim of the assessee. It is on the basis of tangible
information now received that the impugned reopening notice has been
issued, as is evident from the reasons recorded. Therefore, the reasons do
make out a prima facie case that income chargeable to tax for the subject
assessment year has escaped assessment. Accordingly the writ petition is
dismissed.

II.

NO REASSESSMENT IF NO “REASON TO BELIEVE” EVEN IN CASE OF
SECTION 143(1) OF THE ACT:

2.1

Assessment under section 143(1). Reopening on mechanical basis void
even where section 143(3) assessment not made.
Sarthak Securities Co. (P.) Ltd. v. ITO (2010) 329 ITR 110 (Delhi)(HC)
For purpose of reopening of assessment under section 147, Assessing
Officer must form and record reason before issuance of notice under
section 148. The reasons so recorded should be clear and unambiguous
and must not be vague.
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2.2

It is open to the assessee to challenge a notice issued under section
148 of the Act as being without jurisdiction for absence of reason to
believe even in case where the assessment has been completed earlier
by Intimation under section 143(1) of the Act.
Khubchandani Health Parks Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO [2016] 384 ITR 322 (Bom.)
(HC)
The law on this point has been expressly laid down by the Apex Court
in the case of Rajesh Jhaveri Stock Brokers P. Ltd. (Supra) and the same
would continue to apply and be binding upon us. Thus, even in cases
where no assessment order is passed and assessment is completed by
Intimation under section 143(1) of the Act, the sine qua non to issue a
reopening notice is reason to believe that income chargeable to tax has
escaped assessment. In the above view, it is open for the petitioner to
challenge a notice issued under Section 148 of the Act as being without
jurisdiction for absence of reason to believe even in case where the
Assessment has been completed earlier by Intimation under section 143(1)
of the Act.

2.3

Ankita A. Choksey v. ITO (2019) 411 ITR 207 (Bom.)(HC)
The mere fact that the return is processed under section 143(1) does not
give the Assessing Officer a carte blanche to issue a reopening notice.
The basic condition precedent of ‘reason to believe’ applies even to section
143(1) intimations. If the assessee claims the facts recorded in the reasons
are not correct, the order on objection must deal with them. Otherwise an
adverse inference can be drawn against the Revenue.

2.4

Law on whether reopening to assess alleged Bogus Capital gains from
penny stocks is permissible explained in the context of ACIT v. Rajesh
Jhaveri Stock Brokers P. Ltd. (2007) 291 ITR 500 (SC) and DCIT v. Zuari
Estate Development and Investment Co. Ltd. (2015) 373 ITR 661(SC).
Purviben Snehalbhai Panchhigar v. ACIT (2018) 409 ITR 124 (Guj.)(HC)

2.5

PCIT v. Shodiman Investments Pvt. Ltd. (2020) 422 ITR 337 (Bom.)(HC)
The submission of the Dept that in view of CIT v. Rajesh Jhaveri Stock
Brokers P. Ltd. (2007) 291 ITR 500 (SC) the Assessing Officer can reopen
the assessment for “whatever reason” is preposterous. The Assessing
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officer cannot reopen on the basis of info received from DIT (Investigation)
that a particular entity has entered into suspicious transactions without
linking it to the assessee having indulged in activity which could give
rise to reason to believe that income has escaped assessment. Such
reopening amounts to a fishing inquiry. The AO has to apply his mind to
the information received by him from the DDIT (Inv.) and cannot act on
borrowed satisfaction
2.6

Refer following decisions :
1.

Prashant Joshi v. ITO (2010) 324 ITR 154 (Bom.)(HC)
Even if there is no assessment u/s 143 (3), reopening u/s 147 is
bad if there are no proper “reasons to believe” recorded by the
Assessing officer

2.

Vendanta Ltd v. ACIT (2020) 312 CTR 105/185 DTR 249 (Delhi)
(HC)

3.

Akshar Builders and Development v. ACIT (2019) 411 ITR 602
(Bom.)(HC)

4.

The Swastic Safe Deposit and Investment Ltd. v. ACIT (2019)
265 Taxman 164/(2020) 312 CTR 389 / 185 DTR 156 (Bom.)(HC)
[SLP dismissed (2020) 273 Taxman 89 (SC)]

5.

III.
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Spicy Sangria Hotels (P) Ltd. v. ITO (2020) 268 Taxman 360 (HC)
(Bom.)(HC)

THE KEY LEGAL PRINCIPLES CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS
DECISIONS:
a.

Intimation is not an assessment therefore no question of change of
opinion.

b.

Even in cases where no assessment order is passed and assessment
is completed by Intimation under section 143(1) of the Act, the
sine qua non to issue a reopening notice is reason to believe that
income chargeable to tax has escaped assessment.

c.

The Assessing officer has to satisfy the jurisdictional condition for
invoking the provisions for reopening.
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d.

The submission of the Dept that in view of CIT v. Rajesh Jhaveri
Stock Brokers P. Ltd. (2007) 291 ITR 500 (SC), the Assessing
Officer can reopen the assessment for “whatever reason” is
preposterous.

e.

The basic condition precedent of ‘reason to believe’ applies even
to section 143(1) intimations.

mm

(1983) 140 ITR 972 (Bom) CIT v. Dharamchand Jalan
M. N. Chandurkar and P. B. Sawant JJ
M. N. Chandurkar J.
There is nothing in section 152(2) of the Act which prevents the assessee
from urging before the ITO when the proceedings are reopened under
section 147(b) that he was entitled to either a larger deduction or that
he was entitled to a set-off which had not been granted to him. It will
also, therefore, be open to him to show that even if the income which
is alleged to have escaped assessment is taken into account he will not
be liable to be assessed if after making an allowance for the necessary
deductions or setting off of the loss, which either he had not claimed
earlier or which had not been properly granted to him, the amount on
which he was originally assessed would not be lower than what would be
rightly liable for after taking into account the income which had escaped
assessment. When section 152(2) refers to the assessee not impugning any
part of the original assessment order, the intention was to rule out any
claim being made by the assessee to challenge the original assessment to
the extent that it was subjected to appeal.
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Chapter XVIII

Reassessment based on Audit Objection

I.

REOPENING SOLELY BASED ON AUDIT OBJECTION:

1.1

Audit Objection cannot be the basis for reopening of assessment by
the revenue. It is well-settled that no reassessment/reopening can be
undertaken on the basis of mere audit objections or query raised by
the internal auditors of the Department. The reason should indicate
independent application of mind by the Assessing Officer. As reason to
believe has to be formed by the Assessing officer and same should not be
on basis of borrowed satisfaction or on direction of some other authority.
It is advisable that assessee should take inspection of assessment records
and thereafter obtain copy of audit objection and assessing officer reply to
the audit department by making an application to the Assessing Officer or
making an application under Right to information Act, 2005.

1.2

The Supreme Court held in Indian & Eastern Newspaper Society v.
CIT (1979) 119 ITR 996 (SC) that the opinion of the Internal Audit party
of the Income Tax Department on a point of law cannot be regarded as
information within the meaning of section 147(b) of the Act. In view of
the decision of the Supreme court now the audit objection as well as the
note of the Ministry of Law cannot be regarded as information for the
purpose of reopening.

1.3

Assessing Officer having allowed assessee’s claim for depreciation in
the regular assessment and reopened the assessment pursuant to audit
objection, it cannot be said that he had formed his own opinion that the
income had escaped assessment, and the reopening being based on mere
change of opinion, same was not valid.
IL & FS Investment Managers Ltd. v. ITO (2008) 298 ITR 32 (Bom.)(HC)

1.4

If the reassessment notice is solely based on an audit opinion, it means
it is issued on change of opinion which is not permissible :
FIS Global Business Solutions India Pvt. Ltd v. ACIT, (2019) 408 ITR 75
(Delhi) (HC) [SLP of revenue is dismissed ACIT v. FIS Global Business
Solutions India (P.) Ltd. (2019) 262 Taxman 369 (SC)]
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Since it is settled law that mere change of opinion cannot form the basis
for issuing of a notice under section 147/148 of the Act. It is not new or
fresh or tangible material.
1.5

Loan transaction was duly scrutinized by Assessing Officer in original
assessment. Notice issued on insistence of audit party, hence reassessment
is held to be bad in law.
Hamilton Housewares (P.) Ltd. v. DCIT (2019) 262 Taxman 410 (Bom.)
(HC)
Hamilton Housewares (P.) Ltd. v. DCIT (2019) 262 Taxman 418 (Bom.)
(HC)

1.6

PCIT v. S. Chand & Co. Ltd. (2019) 260 Taxman 108 (Delhi)(HC) [SLP
of revenue is dismissed PCIT v. S. Chand & Co. Ltd. (2019) 260 Taxman
107 (SC)]
Reassessment proceedings quashed on ground that said proceedings were
based on mere audit objection that there was undervaluation of closing
stock.

1.7

Adani Exports v. DCIT (1999) 240 ITR 224 (Guj.)(HC)
Reassessment was not valid as the AO held no belief on his own at any
point of time that income of assessee had escaped asst. on account of
erroneous computation of benefit under section 80HHC of the Act and was
constrained to issue notice only on the basis of audit object.

1.8

Depreciation was allowed on business or commercial rights of similar
nature. Notice of reassessment based solely on audit objection is held to
be not valid.
Mobis India Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2020) 421 ITR 463 (Mad.)(HC)
The assessee acquired the customer care parts business by a business
transfer agreement. The assessee claimed that it was entitled to
depreciation on the vendor and dealer network and the details of
depreciation were disclosed in the tax audit report annexed with the
return of income. Submissions were made on various dates along with
written submissions, which were filed before the Assessing Officer to
justify its claim to depreciation on the vendor and dealer network and
goodwill. The assessment was completed under section 143(3) of the Act.
Subsequently there was an audit objection raised by the audit party of the
Comptroller and Auditor General regarding the claim for depreciation on
the dealer and vendor network and goodwill. The Assessing Officer issued
a notice of reassessment. On a writ allowing the petition the Court held
that the Assessing Officer was justified in holding that the vendor and
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dealer network rights and the goodwill acquired by the assessee pursuant
to the business transfer agreement, would qualify for depreciation under
section 32 and the assessment was completed considering the claim for
depreciation after seeking for clarification from the assessee. The reasons
assigned by the Assessing Officer to reopen the assessment was nothing
but a clear case of change of opinion. It was manifestly clear that the
Assessing Officer had issued the reassessment notice on the ground of
direction issued by the audit party. The notice was not valid.
II.

ASSESSING OFFICER OBJECTING TO AUDIT OBJECTION:

2.1

In Larsen & Toubro Ltd. v. State of Jharkhand [2017] 79 Taxmann.
com 267/ 103 VST 1 (SC) www.itatonline.org. If the Assessing Officer
disagrees with the information/ objection of the audit party and is not
personally satisfied that income has escaped assessment but still reopens
the assessment on the direction issued by the audit party, the reassessment
proceedings are without jurisdiction.

2.2

In Asian Cerc Information Services (P) Ltd v. ITO (2007) 293 ITR 271
(Bom.)(HC)
Assessing Officer having communicated to the auditor that a certain
decision of a HC did not apply to the facts of the petitioners case but later
rejected the objections raised by the petitioner to the notice under section
148 taking a contrary view without giving any reason as to why he has
departed from the earlier view that the decision was not applicable, there
was total non application of mind on the part of Assessing Officer matter
remanded back to Assessing Officer for de-novo consideration.

2.3

If Assessing Officer contests the audit objection but still reopens to
comply with the audit objection, it means he has not applied his mind
independently and the reopening is void.
Raajratna Metal Industries Ltd v. ACIT [2014] 227 Taxman 133 (Guj.)
(HC).
National Construction Co. v. Jt. CIT (2015) 234 Taxman 332 (Guj.)(HC)

2.4

Assessing Officer tried to justify his order and requested to drop the
proceedings. Notice based solely on opinion of audit party-Not valid.
Shree Ram Builders v. ACIT (OSD) (2015) 377 ITR 631 (Guj.)(HC)

2.5

Assessing Officer disagreeing with audit objection yet issuing notice –
Reassessment was held to be not valid.
AVTEC Ltd. v. DCIT (2015) 370 ITR 611 (Delhi)(HC)
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2.6

In the case of PCIT v. SKI Retail Capital Ltd. (2020) 426 ITR 414 (Mad.)
(HC) affirming the view of the Tribunal, held that where the Assessing
Officer wrote to the Audit Wing of the Income-tax Department to drop the
proposal of initiating reassessment proceedings against the assessee, then
he is precluded from proceeding against the assessee by issuing notice
under section 148 of the Act on the very same issue.

2.7

Reassessment notice after the expiry of four years on the basis of Audit
objection which was not accepted by the Assessing Office as the issue of
notice on the basis of borrowed satisfaction. Notice is held to be bad in
law
Kakaria Housing and Infrastructure Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2020) 425 ITR 103
(Guj.)(HC)
Allowing the petition the Court held that on a plain reading of the
reasons recorded, it was evident that all the facts were already before
the Assessing Officer at the time of scrutiny assessment and no fresh
material had been relied upon by him for the purpose of reopening the
assessment. The reasons for the notice of reassessment revealed that the
Audit Department had raised objections in respect of both the issues on
which the assessment was sought to be reopened. On both the counts,
the Assessing Officer did not accept the objections and gave his
explanation for not accepting them. However, the audit department found
the reply of the Assessing Officer not tenable. Evidently, therefore, the
formation of belief that income chargeable to tax had escaped assessment
was not that of the Assessing Officer, but was based upon the borrowed
satisfaction of the audit department. The notice of reassessment was not
valid.

2.8

Reassessment notice on the basis of Audit objection, there was no new
material to show that income had escaped assessment. Notice is not valid.
P. Hemamalini Maiya v. ACIT (2020) 421 ITR 79 (Karn.)(HC)
Allowing the petition the Court held, that it is well-settled that no
reassessment/reopening can be undertaken on the basis of mere audit
objections or query raised by the internal auditors of the Department.
The notice did not indicate any independent application of mind by the
Assessing Officer. As could be seen from the records, the audit query visa-vis the reply of the Assessing Officer made it clear that the Assessing
Officer was of the opinion that the transaction in question related to a
capital asset and the tax paid on capital gains in respect thereof had been
accepted to be correct. This issue was examined and analysed by the
Assessing Officer multiple times. The Assessing Officer had no “reason to
believe” any escapement of income to assessment. This was a clear case
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of change of opinion. Hence, assumption of jurisdiction by the Assessing
Officer under section 147 could not be sustained.
2.9

Refer few decisions on the issue:
CIT v. Rajan N. Aswani (2018) 403 ITR 30 (Bom.)(HC)
Vijaykumar M. Hirakhanwala (HUF) v. IT (2006) 287 ITR 443 (Bom.)(HC)
CIT v. Lucuns TVS Ltd. [2001] 249 ITR 306 (SC)
Purity TechTextiles Pvt. Ltd. v. ACIT (2010) 325 ITR 459 (Bom.)(HC)
CIT v. DRM Enterprises (2015) 230 Taxman 61/ 120 DTR 401 (Bom.)(HC)
Reckit Benckiser Healthcare India P. Ltd v. Dy. CIT (2017) 392 ITR 336
(Guj.)(HC)
Torrent Power S.E.C. Ltd v. ACIT (2017) 392 ITR 330 (Guj.)(HC)
Mehsana District Central Co-op Bank Ltd. v. DCIT [2018] 93 Taxmann.
com 219 (Guj.)(HC)
Asianet Star Communications Pvt. Ltd. v. ACIT (2020) 422 ITR 47 (Mad.)
(HC)
Prothious Engineering Services Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO (2016) 46 ITR 438
(Mum.)(Trib.)

III.

AUDIT OBJECTION VIS-À-VIS DEBATABLE ISSUE:
Letter written by Assessing 0fficer to Commissioner showing that Assessing
Officer himself found that the issue on which reassessment was sought
was debatable, reasons recorded by A.O did not meet the requirements of
law.
Sunil Gavaskar v. ITO (2016) 134 DTR 113 (Mum.)(Trib.)

IV.

CBDT INSTRUCTION DIRECTING REMEDIAL ACTION IN CASE OF
AUDIT OBJECTIONS:

4.1

Notice based solely on such instruction (CBDT Instruction No. 9 of 2006
dt-7-11-2006 as amended by circular no. 8 of 2016 dt 17/3/2016 [2016]
382 ITR 44 (St)] to disallow the expenditure under section 14A of the Act.
There was no failure to disclose fact. No allegation that material facts had
not been disclosed. Notice was held not valid.
Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. v. Dy.CIT (2016) 381 ITR 387 (Delhi)
(HC)
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4.2

The above circular / instruction is SUPERSEDED BY INSTRUCTION
NO.7/2017, DATED 21-7-2017 [2017] 396 ITR 36 (st) Board has issued
a number of Instructions from time to time on various aspects of the
work relating to Revenue Audit. These Instructions, inter alia, addressed
to the procedure to be followed at different stages of Audit Objections,
appropriate remedial action thereon, schedule of replies, monitoring
and accountability measures, and quite a few of these continue to be
applicable simultaneously. A need is therefore felt to consolidate all such
instructions into one all encompassing instruction so that management and
processes relating to audit objections are streamlined with a greater sense
of accountability.]

mm

(1976) 102 ITR 281 (SC) Ajantha Industries & Others v. C.B.D.T. & Others
K. K. Mathew, P. K. Goswami N. L. Untwalia, JJ.
P.K. Goswami J.When the law requires reasons to be recorded in a particular order
affecting prejudicially the interests of any person, who can challenge the
order in court, it ceases to be a mere administrative order and the vice
of violation of the principles of natural justice on account of omission to
communicate the reasons is not expiated.
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Chapter XIX

Reopening of Assessment on basis of Retrospective
Amendment / Supreme Court / High Court Decisions

I.

REASSESSMENT BASED ON RETROSPECTIVE AMENDMENT NOT
VALID:

1.1

Reassessment held to be invalid only on the basis of retrospective
amendment as there is no failure to disclose fully and truly all material
facts.
Assessee claimed the deduction under section 80(IB)(10) after enquiry
the deduction was allowed. The amendment was introduced by Finance
Act, 2009, inserting Explanation with retrospective effect from 1st April,
2001 which denied benefit of deduction under section 80IB(10) to works
contractors execution housing project. The only reason for issuing the
notice, was amendment brought in the statute book with retrospective
effect. The said notice was challenged before the High Court. High
Court quashed the notice and held that reopening only on the basis of
retrospective amendment of law is not justified.
Pravin Kumar Bhogilal Shah v. ITO (2012) 66 DTR 236 (Guj.)(HC)
Vinayak Construction v. ITO (2012) 66 DTR 233 (Guj.)(HC)

1.2

Reopening, even within 4 years, on basis of retrospective amendment to
section 80IB(10) is held to be invalid
Ganesh Housing Corporation Ltd. v. Dy. CIT [2013] 350 ITR 131 (Guj.)
(HC)

1.3

Reassessment after the expiry of four years – Benefit of Double
taxation benefit – Tax residency certificate – Introduced subsequently –
Reassessment is bad in law.
In the original assessment the assessee had disclosed that he was governed
by the Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement between India and the
United Arab Emirates. The details called for had been furnished and
placed on record. The passport also was produced to establish the number
of days the assessee was abroad to qualify to be a non-resident. A perusal
of the reasons for notice of reassessment clearly showed that the only
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reason was that the tax residency certificate or any other details were not
supplied by the assessee. The requirement to produce the tax residency
certificate was introduced by the Finance Act, 2012 with effect from April
1, 2013. The present proceedings were in connection with the assessment
year 2005-06 and there was no need of producing such certificate as
on that date. Besides that, the requirement of stay in the United Arab
Emirates for a period of six months had been introduced in article 4(b) of
the amended Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement between India and
the United Arab Emirates which came into effect only from November 28,
2007. Accordingly reassessment is held to be not valid.
Prashant M. Timblo v. CCIT (2019) 414 ITR 507 (Bom.)(HC) (SLP of
revenue is dismissed CCIT v. Prashant M. Timblo (2018) 408 ITR 72 (St)
(SC))
1.4

DECISIONS ON THE ISSUE:
•
Denish Industries Ltd. v. ITO [2004] 271 ITR 340 (Guj.)(HC) (346)
(SLP dismissed (2005)275 ITR 1 (St.))
•

Rallies India Ltd. v. ACIT (2010) 323 ITR 54 (Bom.)(HC)

•

SGS India Pvt. Ltd. v. ACIT (2007) 292 ITR 93 (Bom.)(HC)
Law in subsequent assessment year is different, reopening not
proper.

•

Siemens Information Ltd. v. ACIT (2007) 293 ITR 548 (Bom.)(HC)
Notice u/s. 148 based on amended law not applicable to relevant
A.Y.

1.5

•

Sadbhav Engineering Ltd. v. Dy. CIT [2012] 333 ITR 483 (Guj.)
(HC)

•

Kalpataru Sthapatya (P) Ltd. v. ITO [2013] 215 Taxman 479
(Guj.)(HC).

Ignorance of board circular is not sufficient to Reopen
The mere fact that the ITO was not aware of the circular of the board is
not sufficient to reopen the assessment.
Dr. H. Habicht v. Makhija (1985) 154 ITR 552 (Bom.)(HC)
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II.

SUPREME COURT DECISION CANNOT BE THE BASIS FOR REOPENING:

2.1

The ITO cannot seek to reopen an assessment under section 147 on
the basis of the Supreme Court decision in a case where assessee had
disclosed all material facts.
Indra Co. Ltd. v. ITO (1971) 80 ITR 559 (Cal.)(HC)
SESA Goa Ltd. v. Jt CIT [2007] 294 ITR 101 (Bom.)(HC)

2.2

A subsequent decision of the Supreme Court reversing the legal position
existing at the time of passing of the assessment order could not be
called an omission or failure on the part of the assessee to disclose fully
and truly the material fact necessary for the relevant assessment. No
failure to disclose material facts. Reassessment notice after expiry of four
years is held to be bad in law.
Calcutta Club Ltd. v. ITO (2020) 426 ITR 157 (Cal.)(HC)
The Assessing Officer passed assessment orders accepting the assessee’s
claim to exemption of interest on fixed deposits. After four years a notice
of reassessment was served on the assessee. The recorded reasons by the
Assessing Officer stated that the reopening of assessment of the relevant
assessment years was based on a subsequent judgment dated January 14,
2013, of the Supreme Court in the case of Bangalore club v. CIT (2013)
350 ITR 509 (SC) holding that income earned by way of interest from
corporate members of a club is taxable income and does not come under
the ambit of the mutuality principle. On a writ the Court held that the
Department could not establish that the income in question which had
allegedly escaped assessment was not disclosed during the course of
original assessment proceeding or that it was not taken into consideration
by the Assessing Officer at the time of passing of the assessment order
under section 143(3) or that the proceeding for reassessment under section
147 of the Act was initiated within four years or that the recorded reasons
specifically stated that there was any omission or failure on the part of
the assessee to disclose fully and truly all the material facts necessary for
assessment in the relevant assessment year. A subsequent decision of the
Supreme Court reversing the legal position existing at the time of passing
of the assessment order could not be called an omission or failure on the
part of the assessee to disclose fully and truly the material fact necessary
for the relevant assessment. The notice of reassessment was not valid.

2.3

Contrary Decision
Kartikeya International v. CIT (2010) 329 ITR 539 (All.)(HC)
ACIT v. Central Warehousing Corp. (2012) 67 DTR 356 (Delhi)(HC)
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III.

REASSESSMENT – INTERPRETATION OF HIGH COURT DECISION:

3.1

Reopening of assessment on the basis of wrong interpretation of high court
decision was invalid.
Assam Co. Ltd. v. UOI (2005) 275 ITR 609 (Gau.)(HC)

3.2

CIT v. ITW India Ltd. (2015) 377 ITR 195 (P&H)(HC)
Reopening of assessment after expiry of four years based on subsequent
High court decision is held to be bad in law as the assessee disclosed
complete facts.

mm

(1976) 105 ITR 212 (SC) CIT v. Simon Carves Ltd.
H.R. Khanna, R.S. Sarkaria and Jaswant Singh, JJ.
H.R. Khanna, J.
“The taxing authorities exercise quasi-judicial powers and in doing so
they must act in a fair and not a partisan manner. Although it is part
of their duty to ensure that no tax which is legitimately due from an
assessee should remain unrecovered, they must also at the same time not
act in a manner as might indicate that scales are weighted against the
assessee. We are wholly unable to subscribe to the view that unless those
authorities exercise the power in a manner most beneficial to the revenue
and consequently most adverse to the assessee, they should be deemed
not to have exercised it in a proper and judicious manner.”
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Chapter XX

Appeal Pending from Original Assessment Order/
Merger of Order

I.

PROVISO TO SECTION 147 HAS BEEN INSERTED BY FINANCE ACT,
2008, W.E.F. 2008:

1.1

The Finance Act, 2008 inserted the second proviso (later becoming the
third proviso) w.e.f. 1st April 2008.
[Provided also that the Assessing Officer may assess or reassess such
income, other than the income involving matters which are the subject
matters of any appeal, reference or revision, which is chargeable to tax
and has escaped assessment.]

1.2

The scope and effect of the amendment was explained by the Board in
Explanatory notes on the provisions relating to direct taxes:
Circular no 1 dt. 27.3.2009 ; (2009) 310 ITR (st) 42.
“29. Amendments in respect of reassessment proceedings to clarify correct
legislative intention
29.1 The Income tax Act empowers Assessing Officer to reopen a case
under section 148 if he has reason to believe that any income has escaped
assessment. Adequate safeguards have been provided so that such power
of reopening is not arbitrarily used by the Assessing Officers. The issue
of valid reopening of assessment has been a matter of dispute between
the department and the taxpayers. Some of the judicial interpretations
on the subject have been found to have a bearing on the legality of such
reopening. Two of such judicial interpretations are given below:—
(i) One of the judicial interpretation on this issue is that if the order of the
Assessing Officer has been interfered by the CIT(A) and further proceedings
are pending before the ITAT, any notice under section 148 for the said
assessment year is invalid. In the light of such interpretation, it may not
be possible to issue notice under section 148 in any case which is pending
before the ITAT/courts. Further, by the time the Tribunal or the court
judgment is received, reopening of the case may be barred by limitation.
Such a situation is not in conformity with legislative intent and some
other judicial pronouncement. In fact, in one of the other judgment it has
been held that in a case where an assessment is made the subject of an
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appeal, only that part of Assessing Officer’s order merges with the appellate
authority’s order in respect of which the appellate authority has exercised
the appellate jurisdiction [CIT v. Sakseria Cotton Mills Ltd (1980) 124 ITR
570 (Bom.)(HC)] Hence, the legislative intent is clear that if an income has
escaped assessment and which has not been subject-matter of an appeal,
reference or revision, notice under section 148 can be issued for assessment
or reassessment of that income.....”
Also refer:
(2008) 298 ITR 163 (st), - Notes on clauses. (Finance Bill, 2008)
(2008) 298 ITR St. 222 to 224 Memorandum explaining the provision in
the Finance Bill 2008.
1.3

In Nivi Trading Limited v. UOI [2015] 375 ITR 308 (Bom.)(HC)
There is no escapement of income as the assessing officer had disallowed
the assessee’s claim of exemption and the same was subject matter of
appeal before Commissioner (Appeals) Principal condition that income
chargeable to tax has escaped assessment was not satisfied

1.4

Metro Auto Corporation v. ITO (2006) 286 ITR 618 (Bom.)(HC). Where
an appeal is pending from original assessment and that assessment has not
become final, notice for reassessment cannot be issued.

1.5

Once an issue is subject matter of appeal before Appellate Tribunal ,
issuance of notice of reassessment on said ground has to be considered
bad in law.
Chika Overseas (P) Ltd v. ITO (2011) 131 ITD 471 (Mum.)(Trib).
ICICI Bank Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2012) 246 CTR 292 / 204 Taxman 65 (Mag.)
(Bom.)(HC)
CIT v. Flothern Engineers (P.) Ltd. (2014) 225 Taxman 223 (Mag.)(Mad.)
(HC)

II.

REASSESSMENT CANNOT BE DONE AS THE ORDER MERGED WITH
ORDER OF HIGHER AUTHORITIES:

2.1

Reassessment notice issued beyond four years, the court held that there
was no failure on part of assessee to disclose full and true particulars,
and order of original assessment was merged with order of the Appellate
Authority, hence the reassessment held to be invalid after considering the
third proviso.
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•

CIT v. Reliance Energy Ltd. (2013) 81 DTR 130 / 255 CTR 357
(Bom.)(HC)

•

Allanasons Ltd. v. ACIT (2015) 230 Taxman 436 (Bom.)(HC)

•

GTL Ltd. v. Asst CIT (2015) 37 ITR 376 (Mum.)(Trib.)

•

Radhaswami Salt Works v. ACIT (2018) 400 ITR 249 (Guj.)(HC)
[SLP dismissed (2018) 255 Taxman 70 (SC)]

mm

(1995) 99 ITR 135 (SC) Mahendra Mills Ltd. v. P.B. Desai, App. Asstt. CIT
V.R. Krishna Iyer, R.S. Sarkaria and A.J. Gupta, JJ.
R.S. Sarkaria, J.
“It is apprehended that if the phrase “record of the appeal” is widely
interpreted so as to cover the records of all collateral proceedings
and subsequent events, it would leave the door wide open to endless
harassment of assessees; the income-tax authorities would under the
guise of correcting mistakes, lightly reopen assessments long past and
closed, and thus introduce an element of disconcerting instability in the
administration of the Act.
In our opinion, there is no room for any such apprehension. It must
be remembered that a decision is a precedent on its own facts. Each
case presents its own features. The income-tax authorities and Tribunals
are supposed to apply the ratio of a decision to the facts of particular
cases with due care and discernment bearing in mind the restricted
scope of their jurisdiction under section 35 and the object for which it is
conferred.”
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Chapter XXI

Jurisdiction issue can always be raised at any stage

I.

GENERAL:

1.1

A question relating to jurisdiction which goes to the root of the matter
can always be raised at any stage. There can be no dispute regarding the
settled legal proposition that conferment of jurisdiction is a legislative
function and it can neither be conferred with the consent of the parties
nor by a superior court, and if the court passes order/decree having no
jurisdiction over the matter, it would amount to a nullity as the matter
goes to the roots of the cause. Such an issue can be raised at any belated
stage of the proceedings including in appeal or execution. The finding of
a Court or Tribunal becomes irrelevant and unenforceable/in executable
once the forum is found to have no jurisdiction. Acquiescence of a party
equally should not be permitted to defeat the legislative animation. The
court cannot derive jurisdiction apart from the statute.
It is a settled position in law that mere participation in proceedings or
acquiescence will not confer jurisdiction. There can be no question of
waiver by mere participation in the Assessment proceedings where there
is inherent lack of jurisdiction in the Assessing Officer. A waiver would
mean a case where a party decides not to exercise its right to a particular
privilege, available under the law. The assessee has a right not to be
assessed to tax by an Income Tax Officer, who is not the Assessing Officer.
However, the waiver can only be of one’s right /privilege but non-exercise
of the same will not bestow jurisdiction on a person who inherently lacks
jurisdiction. Therefore, the principle of waiver cannot be invoked so as
to confer jurisdiction on an Officer who is acting under the Act when he
does not have jurisdiction.
Waiver can only be of irregular exercise of jurisdiction and not of lack of
jurisdiction.

1.2

Issue of notice or service of notice in the set-aside appeal can be raised.
Matter was set aside to Tribunal to decide the jurisdictional issue of
reassessment. (ITA No. 87 of 2009, dt.30.03.2017)(AY. 1997-98). Teena
Gupta v. CIT (All.)(HC); www.itatonline.org [referred Sun Engineering
Works P. Ltd.]
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1.3

Jurisdiction can be challenged in second appeal
Inventors Industrial Corpn Ltd v. CIT (1992) 194 ITR 548 (Bom.)(HC)
(556)
N. Nagaganath Iyer v. CIT (1996) 60 ITR 647 (Bom.)(HC) (655)
Hemal Knitting Industries v. ACIT (2010) 127 ITD 160 (TM) (Chennai)
(Trib.)
However in view of section 292BB issue of service of notice cannot be
raised in later proceeding if not raised in assessment proceeding.

II.

WAIVER WILL NOT CONFER JURISDICTION ON ASSESSING OFFICER:

2.1

In this context reference can be made to the decision of Bombay High
Court in case of CIT v. Lalit Kumar Bardia (2018) 404 ITR 63 (Bom.)
(HC) wherein the court held that though the assessee has taken part in the
assessment proceedings, waiver will not confer jurisdiction on Assessing
Officer. Irregular exercise of jurisdiction and absence of jurisdiction is
explained.

2.2

In CIT v. Safetag Int. India Pvt. Ltd. [2012] 332 ITR 622 (Del.)
(HC). If assessee does not ask for the reasons recorded and object to
reopening, ITAT cannot remand to Assessing officer and give assessee
another opportunity. It was held that income-tax law does not mandate
the Assessing Officer to suo motu supply the copy of those “reasons to
believe” to the assessee and so in the absence of such a request from the
assessee, the Tribunal has no authority to restore the matter back to the
file of the Assessing Officer to give another opportunity to him to raise
objections to “reasons to believe” recorded by the Assessing Officer.

2.3

Jurisdiction to issue notice was challenged after limitation period
prescribed under Section 124 (3) of the Act – Reassessment was held to
be valid.
Elite Pharmaceuticals v. ITO (2017) 152 DTR 226/297 CTR 428 (Cal.)
(HC)
Assessee having not challenged territorial jurisdiction of AO issuing
notice under section 148 within 30 days as required under section 124
(3) of the Act, belated challenge cannot be accepted. The court further
held that the contention of the assessee that objection is raised when it
came to know about the CBDT notification regarding jurisdiction is not
tenable as absence of knowledge of notification will not suspend running
of limitation.
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2.4

Similarly in Tata Sons Ltd. v. ACIT (2017) 162 ITD 450 (Mum.)(Trib.)
Additional ground on jurisdiction was admitted - Assessment order passed
without authority of law was held to be bad in law. [In favour of assessee]

III.

JURISDICTIONAL DEFECT COULD NOT BE CURED BY INVOKING
PROVISIONS OF SECTION 292B OF THE ACT:

3.1

Also in PCIT v. Tata Sons Ltd. (2019) 267 Taxman 13 (Bom.)(HC) the
Court held that issue of notice under section 148 without recording
reasons for same was not a mere case of clerical error, but substantial
condition for valid issue of reopening notice had not been fulfilled and,
such a defect could not be cured by invoking provisions of section 292B
of the Act.

3.2

Section 292B would not empower the Assessing Officer to treat a
proceeding taken under section 147(b) as a proceeding under section
147(a) of the Act. This is not a mere technicality but a question of
jurisdiction.
Sunrolling Mills (P) Ltd. v. ITO (1986) 160 ITR 412 (Cal.)(HC)
P. N. Sasikumar & Ors. v. CIT (1988) 170 ITR 80 (Ker.)(HC)

3.3

One should take notice of section 292BB of the Act while challenging
service of notice. The section 292BB incorporates the principles of
estoppels. It stipulates that an assessee, who has appeared in any
proceeding and cooperated in any enquiry relating to assessment or
reassessment shall be deemed to be served with any notice which was
required to be served and would be precluded from objecting that the
notice was not served upon him or was served upon him in an improper
manner or was not served upon him in time. However, the proviso states
that the principles of estoppels incorporated in the main section would
not apply, if the assessee has raised objection in reply to the notice before
completion of assessment or reassessment. It has nothing to do with the
mandatory requirement of giving the notice and specially a notice under
section 143(2), which is a notice giving jurisdiction to the Assessing
Officer to frame an assessment.

3.4

In PCIT v. Silver Line (2016) 283 CTR 148 (Delhi)(HC); CIT v.
Parikalpana Estate Development (P.) Ltd. (2012) 79 DTR 246 (All)(HC)
and Manish Prakash Gupta v. CIT (2012) 249 CTR 49 (All) (HC) it
was held that Section 292BB of the Act was only a rule of evidence for
dealing with service of notice and has nothing to do with the mandatory
requirement of issuance of notice under section 143 (2) of the Act which
is a notice giving jurisdiction to Assessing Officer.
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IV.

THUS THE PRINCIPLE CULLED OUT FROM VARIOUS DECISIONS ON
THIS ISSUE/TOPIC ARE :
a)

A question relating to jurisdiction which goes to the root of the
matter can always be raised at any stage.

b)

It is a settled position in law that mere participation in proceedings
or acquiescence will not confer jurisdiction.

c)

Waiver can only be of irregular exercise of jurisdiction and not of
lack of jurisdiction.

d)

In view of section 292BB issue of service of notice cannot be
raised in later proceeding if not raised in assessment proceeding.

e)

Jurisdictional Defect could not be cured by invoking provisions of
section 292B of the Act

mm

(1993) 203 ITR 456 (SC). Phool Chand Bajrang Lal and Another v. ITO &
Another
S.C. Agrawal and Dr. A.S. Anand JJ.
Dr. A.S. Anand J.
“An Income-tax Officer acquires jurisdiction to reopen an assessment
under section 147(a) only if, on the basis of specific, reliable and relevant
information coming to his possession subsequently, he has reasons which he must record - to believe that by reason of omission or failure on
the part of the assessee to make a true and full disclosure of all material
facts necessary for his assessment during the concluded assessment
proceedings, any part of his income, profits or gains chargeable to income
tax has escaped assessment.”
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Chapter XXII

Rectification/Revision Proceedings vis-a-vis
Reassessment Proceeding
1.1

A bare reading of section 147 of the Act will clearly show that in all
contingencies of reopening, the Assessing officer should have reasons
to believe that income chargeable to tax escaped assessment. This is a
settled law that an assessment completed cannot be reviewed at the garb
of reopening.
Department having taken one of the two possible views in the matter
of calculation of deduction under section 10B and 80HHE of the Act
thereafter assessment cannot be reopened by taking the other view more
so when the Commissioner (Appeals) has already quashed the rectification
under section 154 of the Act which was made on the very same ground.
Westun Outdoor Interactive (P) Ltd. v. A.K. Phute, ITO (2006) 286 ITR
620 (Bom.)(HC)

1.2

Allowance under section 80HHC of the Act having been granted by the
ITO in rectification proceedings. The remedy with the dept against the
same is either under section 154 or section 263 and not under section 147
of the Act. Further reassessment having been made on a date earlier than
fixed same was bad.
Jamila Ansari (Smt.) v. Income Tax Department (1997) 225 ITR 490 (All)
(HC)

1.3

CIT v. EID Parry Ltd. [(1995) 216 ITR 489 (Mad.)(HC)]
The jurisdiction under sections 147(b) and 154 are different but in cases
where they seem to overlap, the ITO may choose one in preference to the
other and once he has done so, he should not give it up at a later stage
and have recourse to the other.

1.4

Hindustan Unilever Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2011) 325 ITR 102 (Bom.)(HC)
Reopening for rectifying mistakes are invalid.

1.5

Reassessment - Rectification pending.
When proceedings under section 154 were pending on the same issue and
not concluded, parallel proceedings under section 147 initiated by the
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Assessing Officer are invalid ab inito, especially when except the return
and its enclosures, no other material or information was in the possession
of the assessing Officer. (Asst year 2004-05).
Mahinder Freight Carriers v. Dy CIT (2011) 129 ITD 278 / 56 DTR 247
(Mum.)(Trib.)
•

Berger Paint India Ltd. v. ACIT (2010) 322 ITR 369 (Cal.)(HC)

•

Jethalal K. Morbia v. ACIT (2007) 109 TTJ 1 (Mum.)(Trib.)

Followed in:

1.6
•

•

S.M. Overseas P. Ltd. v. ACIT (2009) 23 DTR 29 (Delhi)(Trib.)

•

CIT v. Jandu Construction Co. (2018) 61 ITR 235 (Chad.)(Trib.)

Against
CIT v. India Sea Foods (2011) 332 ITR 424/ 54 DTR 223 (Ker.)(HC)
Held that when recourse open to the Assessing Officer to bring to
tax escaped income is either by rectification or by way of income
escaping assessment, it is for the officer to choose between one
of the two and proceed to pass one order. We do not think there
can be any controversy because for the very same purpose, the
Assessing Officer cannot issue two proceedings, one under section
154 and the other under section 147. However, we are unable to
uphold the principle of constructive res-judicata made applicable
by the in income-tax proceedings in respect of proceedings one
after another initiated by the Assessing Officer successively. The
fact that the AO initiated rectification proceedings under section
154 of the Act does not mean that he should stick to the same
only and proceed to issue orders as proposed. The very purpose
of issuing a notice to the assessee is to give him opportunity
to raise objection against the proceedings which includes the
assessee’s right to question the maintainability of the rectification
proceedings. If the assessee convinces the officer that rectification
is not permissible, the Assessing Officer is absolutely free to give
up the same and see whether there is any other recourse open to
him to achieve the purpose i.e., to bring to tax escaped income.
In this case even though the AO did not issue any specific order
dropping the proceeding initiated under section 154 based on the
objection filed by the assessee, the only inference possible after
expiry of the time provided for completion of proceedings under
section 154 is that the Assessing Officer has given up the proposal.
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Further, when a notice is issued under section 148 for making
income escaping assessment, the Assessing Officer obviously made
it clear that the proceeding under section 154 is dropped and he
proposes to proceed with reassessment under section. 147. In fact,
even if the Assessing Officer had proceeded with the rectification
proceeding under section 154 which was not sustainable, it was
open to the Commissioner to exercise his powers under section
263, set aside the order issued under section 154 and direct the
Assessing Officer to consider income escaping assessment under
section 147 which the Assessing Officer is free to initiate. In this
case the Assessing Officer himself realised the mistake of initiating
rectification proceedings and when he noticed that the correct
recourse open to him under the Act is to make an income escaping
assessment, he is entirely free to do it and there was nothing
wrong in the Assessing Officer giving up rectification proceedings,
though initiated by him based on reply filed by the assessee and
then initiating an income escaping assessment by issuing notice
under section 148 within the statutory period.
•

Accordingly, the fact that there were section 154 proceedings is
not a bar to the section 147 proceedings. It was further held that
the scope of section 154 & 147 / 148 are different and it cannot
be said as a general principle that if notice under section 154 is
issued, then notice under section 147 / 148 is barred or prohibited
(Hindustan Unilever Ltd v. Dy.CIT (2010) 325 ITR 102 (Bom.)(HC)
distinguished).

Honda Siel Power Products Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2012) 340 ITR 53 (Delhi)
(HC). Assessee’s SLP dismissed Honda Siel Power Products Ltd v. DCIT
[2016] 240 Taxman 576 (SC).
II.

REVISION OF ORDERS PREJUDICIAL TO REVENUE

2.1

In CIT v. Neyveli Lignite Corporation Ltd. [2020] 273 Taxman 322
(Mad.)(HC) it was observed that where Assessing officer initiated
reassessment proceedings on ground that assessee had raised excess claim
of depreciation in respect of water supply and drainage system, in view
of fact that said reason for reopening of assessment was subject matter of
proceedings under section 143(3) and thereupon proceedings under section
263, once again, for very same reason, power under section 147 could not
be invoked and thus, reassessment proceeding bad in law.
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Krish Homes (P) Ltd v. ITO (ITA No. 237/JP/2019, 23/12/2019 (Jaipur)
(Trib.)

2.2

If the Assessing Officer has incorrectly or erroneously applied law and
income chargeable to tax has escaped assessment, the Revenue should
resort to section 263 and revise the assessment and not reopen under
section 147. When matter was referred to the Commissioner for seeking
approval, instead of holding that the matter falls under section 263 and
not under section 148, has given approval under section 151 which shows
non-application of mind and mechanical grant of approval. Therefore, the
assumption of jurisdiction under section 147 cannot be sustained and is
held as invalid in eyes of law.
2.3

It is advisable that while drafting the preliminary objection to reopening of
assessment the assessee must raise all such contention and should bring
on record all the previous correspondence and proceeding initiated by
department on the same subject matter.

mm

(1970) 78 ITR 466 (SC) Malegaon Electricity Co. P Ltd. v. CIT
J.C. Shah, K.S. Hegde and A.N. Grover JJ.
K.S. Hegde J.
The law casts a duty on the assessee to “disclose fully and truly all
material facts necessary for his assessment for that year ” .... The failure
of the assessee to disclose to the Income-tax Officer the fact that the
price realised by it by sale of its assets was more than the written down
value of those assets or at least the written down value of those assets
amounts, in our opinion, to a failure on its part to disclose fully and truly
the material facts necessary for its assessment.
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Chapter XXIII

Reopening based on Valuation Report

I.

DISTRICT VALUATION OFFICER OPINION PER SE IS NOT AN
INFORMATION:

1.1

Opinion of the District Valuation officer per se is not an information for
the purposes of reopening assessment under section 147 of the Income-tax
Act, 1961. The Assessing Officer has to apply his mind to the information,
if any, collected and must form a belief thereon. Assessing Officer had
no jurisdiction to reopen the concluded assessments on the strength of
valuation report of valuation officer obtained subsequently.
The Assessing Office has power to reopen the assessment, but reopening
should be on the basis of tangible material and information to come to the
conclusion that there is a escapement of income. Further, the Assessing
Officer cannot mechanically and also, on erroneous information reopen
assessment. But, if reasons to believe is supported by tangible materials and
the Assessing Officer has formed reasonable basis of escapement of income
as a prudent persons, then merely for there as on that reasons recorded for
reopening is on the basis of information received from investigation wing,
it cannot be concluded that the Assessing Officer has not applied his mind
and formed opinion of the basis of information. Therefore, the reopening of
assessment should be on the basis of fresh tangible material which suggest
escapement of income, but not on the basis of reasons recorded without any
nexus between reasons and escapement of income.

1.2

In Girdhar Gopal Gulati v. UOI (2004) 269 ITR 45 (All.)(HC)
Assessing Authority having made a detailed enquiry before making the
assessment of the petitioner under section 143(3) the impugned notice
under section 148 was issued only on the basis of change of opinion and
was therefore, invalid, notice was also illegal on the ground that it was
based on the valuation report of cost of construction.

1.3

Reopening of the assessment based on the opinion given by the District
Valuation Officer. ACIT v. Dhariya Construction Co. (2010) 328 ITR 515.
(SC)
Reopening of the assessment based on the opinion given by the District
Valuation Officer. The opinion of the DVO per se is not an information for
the purposes of reopening assessment under section 147 of the Income-tax
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Act, 1961. The Assessing Officer has to apply his mind to the information,
if any, collected and must form a belief thereon. Department was not
entitled to reopen the assessment.
II.

VALUATION REPORT CANNOT BY ITSELF FORM THE BASIS OF
REOPENING:

2.1.

Where apart from the valuation report which was relied upon by the ITO
there was no material before him to come to the prima facie conclusion
that the assessee had received the higher consideration than what had
been stated in the sale deed, reassessment would not be justified.
ITO v. Santosh Kumar Dalmia (1994) 208 ITR 337 (Cal.)(HC)

2.2

CIT v. Meena Devi Mansighka (Smt.) (2008) 303 ITR 351 (Raj.)(HC)
Mere DVO’s report cannot constitute reason to believes that income has
escaped assessment for the purpose of initiating reassessment and therefore
tribunal was justified on holding that the reassessment proceedings initiated
on the basis of DVO’s report were invalid ab initio, more so when it has
found that the DVO’s report suffers from various defects and mistakes.

2.3

In Prakash Chand v. Dy. CIT (2004) 269 ITR 260 (MP)(HC)
Assessing Officer had no jurisdiction to reopen the concluded assessments
on the strength of valuation report of valuation officer obtained
subsequently and that too not in exercise of powers under section 55A
impugned notices under section 148 quashed.

2.4

In Akshar Infrastructure P. Ltd. v. ITO (2017) 393 ITR 658 (Guj.)(HC)
At the outset, it is required to be noted that the scrutiny assessment under
Section 143(3)of the Act is sought to be reopened by the Assessing Officer
solely relying upon the DVO’s report. Nothing is on record that except the
DVO’s report there was any further inquiry and/or material available with the
Assessing Officer to form an independent opinion that the income chargeable
to tax has escaped the assessment for the Assessment Year 2005-06. The
opinion given by the District Valuation Officer is not per se information for
the purpose of reopening an assessment under section 147 of the Act. Under
the circumstances, solely relying upon and/or on the basis of the information
in the form of DVO’s report, the Assessing Officer is not justified in reopening
the scrutiny assessment under section 143(3) of the Act.

Also Refer:
CIT v. P. Nithilan (2018) 403 ITR 154 (Mad.)(HC)
ITO v. Shiv Shakti Build Home (P) Ltd. (2011) 141 TTJ 123 (Jodhpur)(Trib.)
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Chapter XIV

Reassessment Jurisdiction is available
for benefit of revenue only

I.

ASSESSEE CANNOT RAISE FRESH INDEPENDENT CLAIMS ON
REOPENING:

1.1.

In CIT v. Sun Engineering Works (P.) Ltd. (1992) 198 ITR 297 (SC)
Since the proceedings under section 147 are for the benefit of the revenue,
and are aimed at assessing the escaped income of an assessee, the same
cannot be allowed to be converted as revisional or review proceedings at
the instance of the assessee, thereby making the machinery workable.

1.2.

Proceeding under section 147 are for the benefit of the revenue and not
the assessee and hence the assessee cannot be permitted to convert the
reassessment proceedings as his appeal or revision in disguise and seek
relief in respect of items earlier rejected, or claim relief in respect of items
not claimed in the original assessment proceedings unless relatable to the
escaped income and reagitate concluded matters. Allowance of such a
claim in respect of escaped assessment in the case of reassessment has to
be limited to the extent to which they reduce the income to that originally
assessed. Income for the purpose of reassessment cannot be reduced
beyond the income originally assessed.
K. Sudhakar S. Shanbhag v. ITO (2000) 241 ITR 865 (Bom.)(HC)
CIT v. Caixa Economica De Goa (1994) 210 ITR 719 (Bom.)(HC)

1.3

Dropping of reassessment proceedings by Assessing Officer in absence of
challenge by the assessee is held to be justified
Menck GMBH v. ACIT (2020) 268 Taxman 176 (Bom.)(HC)
The notice issued for reopening of the assessment is dropped by the
Assessing Officer though not challenged by the assessee. On writ
the assessee contended that they have not opposed the reassessment
proceedings hence the dropping of reassessment notice is not permissible.
Dismissing the petition the Court held that reassessment proceedings
under section 147 are for benefit of revenue and, therefore, dropping
of reassessment proceedings by Assessing Officer even in absence of
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assessee challenging notice under section 147/148, is justified. Followed
K. Sudhakar S. Shanbhag v. ITO (200) 241 ITR 865 (Bom.)(HC)
1.4

ITO v. Tamil Nadu Minerals Ltd. (2010) 124 ITD 156 (TM)(Chennai)
(Trib.)
Assessee having not claimed deduction under section 80HHC, in its return
because it had only income from other sources and no business income,
claim made in the revised return by filing audit report under section 147
due to disallowances under section 43B is upheld.

1.5

Issue concluded in original assessment proceedings cannot be re-agitated
during course of reassessment proceedings.
Karnataka State Co-operative Apex Bank Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2016) 46 ITR
728 (Bang.)(Trib.)

1.6

Return filed in response offering lesser income. Assessee cannot raise
fresh independent claims having effect of reducing income already
declared.
Ratnagiri District Central Co-Operative Bank Ltd. v. DCIT (2019) 197
TTJ 649/175 DTR 327 (Pune)(Trib.)
Authorities below were justified in not accepting the return filed in
response to notice under section 148 declaring income lower than shown
in the original return. Assessee cannot raise fresh independent claims
having effect of reducing income already declared. Followed CIT v. Sun
Engineering Works Pvt. Ltd. (1992) 198 ITR 297 (SC)

1.7

Claim for deduction cannot be made in Reassessment
Reassessment is to benefit the revenue. Claim for deduction cannot be
made in reassessment proceedings.
CIT v. Punalur Paper Mills Ltd. (2019) 411 ITR 563 (Ker.)(HC)

1.8.

It is advisable depending on facts and circumstances of the case for an
assessee to seek the new claim or deduction by filing application before
CBDT under section 119(2) of the Act.
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Chapter XXV

Provision for cases where Assessment is in
pursuance of an order on Appeal, etc.

I.

GENERAL SCOPE:

1.1

The section 150 of the Act reads as under:
150. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 149, the notice
under section 148 may be issued at any time for the purpose of making
an assessment or reassessment or recomputation in consequence of or to
give effect to any finding or direction contained in an order passed by any
authority in any proceeding under this Act by way of appeal, reference or
revision [or by a Court in any proceeding under any other law].
(2) The provisions of sub-section (1) shall not apply in any case where any
such assessment, reassessment or recomputation as is referred to in that
sub-section relates to an assessment year in respect of which an assessment,
reassessment or recomputation could not have been made at the time the
order which was the subject-matter of the appeal, reference or revision, as
the case may be, was made by reason of any other provision limiting the
time within which any action for assessment, reassessment or recomputation
may be taken.

1.2

The section 150 of the Act provides that notwithstanding the limitation
prescribed under section 149, notice under section 148 may be issued at
any time for the purpose of making an assessment or reassessment or recomputation in consequence of or to give effect to any finding or direction
contained in an order passed by any authority in any proceedings under
the Act by way of appeal, reference or revision or by a court in any
proceeding under any other law.

1.3

A plain reading of Section 150 reveals that it deals with a situation where
an assessment or re-assessment for a particular year or for a particular
person is necessitated by an order passed by appellate or revisional
authority or on a reference. In such cases, it may not be possible for the
Revenue to adhere to the time limits prescribed under section 149, as the
order of appeal, reference or revision or by a Court, proceeding under
any other law may be passed beyond the period contemplated under
section 149. It is for this reason, the legislature has not placed any time
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limit for making the assessment or re-assessment in such circumstances
and for this reason, Section 150 begins with the non-obstante clause. At
the same time, it does not mean that the power under section 150(1) is
uncanalised or unrestricted. The safeguard has been built under Subsection (2) of Section 150. The entire object of Section 150 (2) is to bar
the proceedings under Sub-Section(1) in the matter of assessment/reassessment or re-computation, which has become the subject matter of the
reference or revision by reasons of any other provisions limiting the time
limit. Section 150 (1) provides that the power to issue notice under section
148 in consequence of or giving effect to any finding or direction of the
Appellate/Revisional Authority or the Court, is subject to the provision
contained in Section 150(2), which provides that directions under section
150(1) cannot be given by the Appellate/Revisional Authority or the Court
if on the date on which the order impugned in the appeal/revision was
passed, the re-assessment proceedings had become time barred. In other
words, as per section 150(2), the Appellate Authority could give directions
for the re-assessment only in respect of an assessment year, which was
within the limitation stipulated under Section 148 in respect of which reassessment proceedings could be initiated on the date of passing of order
under appeal.
1.4

K. M. Sharma v. ITO [2002] 254 ITR 772 (SC)
Apart from the above, section 150(1) of the Act provides that the power
to issue notice under section 148 of the Act in consequence of or giving
effect to any finding or direction of the appellate/revisional authority or
the court is subject to the provision contained in section 150(2) of the Act.
Section 150(2) provides that directions under section 150(1) of the Act
cannot be given by the appellate/revisional authority or the court if on
the date on which the order impugned in the appeal was passed, the
reassessment proceedings had become time-barred.

1.5

According to section 150(2), the provisions of section 150(1) shall not
apply where, by virtue of any other provision limiting the time within
which action for assessment, reassessment or recomputation may be taken,
such assessment, reassessment or recomputation is barred on the date of
the order which is the subject-matter of the appeal, reference or revision
in which the finding or direction is contained. Thus, section 150(2) enacts
a well-settled principle of law that an appellate or revisional authority
cannot give a direction which goes to the extent of conferring upon the
Assessing officer if he is not lawfully seized of jurisdiction.

1.6

Similarly Bombay High court in the case of Rakesh N Dutt v. ACIT (2009)
311 ITR 247 (Bom.)(HC) wherein it was held, that the Tribunal had held
that the addition of ` 90 lakhs, if at all permissible legally, it could be
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considered in the hands of the two companies and not in the hands of
the assessee. There was no finding that the amount of ` 90 lakhs was
liable to be taxed in the hands of the assessee. Consequently, reopening
of the assessments by invoking the provisions of section 150 of the Act
could not be sustained. Once it was held that section 150 of the Act was
not applicable, then the reopening of the assessment beyond the period
of six years from the end of the relevant assessment year would be time
barred.
1.7

The Supreme Court in CIT v. Green World Corporation [2009] 314 ITR 81
(SC) Held the Tribunal do not have power to give any finding or direction
in respect of another year / period which is not before the authority.

1.8

The decision of the Apex court in the case of CIT v. Green World
Corporation (2009) 314 ITR 81 (SC) (106) wherein it was observed that
the provision of s. 150 although appears to be of a very wide amplitude,
but would not mean that recourse to reopening of the proceedings in
terms of sections 147 and 148 can be initiated at any point of time
whatsoever. Such a proceedings can be initiated only within the period of
limitation prescribed therefore as contained in section 149. Section 150(1)
is an exception to the aforementioned provision. It brings within its ambit
only such cases where reopening of the proceedings may be necessary to
comply with an order of the higher authority. For the said purpose, the
records of the proceedings must be before the appropriate authority. It
must examine the records of the proceedings. If there is no proceeding
before it or if the assessment year in question is also not a matter which
would fall for consideration before the higher authority, s. 150 will have
no application.

1.9

When the Income-tax Act, 1961 was enacted, Section 153 did not
contain the Explanations 2 and 3. Those explanations were introduced
subsequently in 1964 after the Supreme Court decision in Murlidhar
Bhagwan Das [(1964) 52 ITR 335 (SC)]. It is therefore, apparent that
the two explanations were added so as to supersede the view taken by
the Supreme Court in respect of the 1922 Act. Explanation 2 in Section
153 makes it clear that even where any income is excluded from the
total income of the assessee from a particular assessment year, then an
assessment of such income for another assessment year shall, for the
purpose of section 150 as also of section 153, be deemed to be one made
in consequence of or to give effect to any finding or direction contained in
the said order. In other words, a finding in respect of a different year can
also be used for the purposes of invoking the provisions of section 150 of
the said Act, by virtue of the deeming provision contained in Explanation
2 in section 153 of the said Act. This would otherwise not have been
available in view of the decision of the Supreme Court in Murlidhar
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Bhagwan Das (Supra). Similarly, Explanation 3 stipulates that where, by
an order inter-alia passed by the Tribunal in an appeal, any income is
excluded from the total income of one person and held to be the income
of another person, then, assessment of such income on such other person
shall, for the purposes of section 150 as also section 153, be deemed to be
one made in consequence of or to give effect to any finding or direction
contained in the said order.
In CIT v. P.P. Engineering Works, (2014) 369 ITR 433 (Delhi)(HC), in
Rural Electrification Corpn. Ltd. v. CIT (2013) 355 ITR 345 (Delhi)(HC)
and in Kalyan Ala Barot v. M.H. Rathod (2010) 328 ITR 521 (Guj.)(HC)
the Court had the occasion to interpret Section 150 and 153 of the Act.
II

FINDING OR DIRECTION:

2.1

ITO v. Murlidhar Bhagwan Das [1964] 52 ITR 335 (SC) held that the
word “finding” can be only that which is necessary for the disposal of an
appeal in respect of an assessment of a particular year. The apex court
further held that the appellate authority may incidentally find that the
income belongs to another year, but that is not a finding necessary for
the disposal of an appeal in respect of the assessment year in question.
Similarly, the expression “direction” has been construed by the apex court
to mean a direction which the appellate or revisional authority as the case
may be, is empowered to give under the sections mentioned therein.

2.2

Section 148 r.w.s 150: Reopening of assessment – Based on Tribunal
“finding or direction” in respect of any other year or period – Beyond
six years – Not valid.
Shri Anil Suri v. ITO; (2014) 66 SOT 180 (Mum.)(Trib.)
During the year ending 31/3/2000, (A.Y. 2000-01) the assessee had entered
into an Development Agreement. The building was to be completed within
21 months (AY 2002-2003). However the Original Agreement was not
materialised and was supplemented by Second agreement prepared on
8/4/2002 (i.e A.Y 2003-04). The Assessing Officer had assessed the capital
gain in A.Y. 2002-03. On appeal to Hon’ble ITAT the assessee appeal was
allowed and held that the amount assessed as capital gains was not liable
to be taxed in A.Y.2002-03. In order to disposed of the appeal the Hon’ble
ITAT incidentally observed that the capital gain should have been assessed
in A.Y. 2000-01. The Assessing officer issued notice under Section 148
dated 24/8/2007 on basis of the observation of ITAT order. On appeal
challengening the reopening of assessment the Tribunal Held:
The observation of the Tribunal for the purpose of deleting the addition in
respect of the AY: 2002-03 cannot be treated to be a ‘finding’ for reopening
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the AY 2001-02 as the appeal for said assessment year has not been before
the Tribunal for adjudication. The observation of the Tribunal that ‘the
case of the assessee is to be brought to tax for assessment year 2000-01
and not assessment 2002-03 as done by the assessing officer’ is incidental
for holding the addition made in the year 2002-03 is not justifiable and
the same cannot be the basis for having recourse to section 150 of the
Act by holding it as ‘finding or direction’. Section 150(1) is an exception
which brings within its ambit only such cases where reopening of the
proceedings may be necessary to comply with an order of the higher
authority. Since the observation of the Tribunal that ‘the case of the
assessee is to be brought to tax for assessment year 2000-01’, does not
require compliance by the authorities below so far as the assessment year
2000-01 is concerned, taking recourse to section 150 of the Act by holding
the same as ‘finding’ of the Tribunal is not legally tenable.
2.3

Harsiddh Specific Family Trust v. JCIT (2011) 353 ITR 500 / 58 DTR 149
(Guj.)(HC)
Assessment having not been reopened to give effect to the order of the
Commissioner (Appeals). According to the Assessing Officer because of
giving effect to the order made by the Commissioner (Appeals), will result
in to escapement of income. The court held that section 150 did not
apply. As there was no failure on the part of assessee to disclose fully and
truly all material facts, reassessment is clearly time barred.

2.4

Vadilal Dairy International Ltd. v. ACIT (2011) 140 TTJ 371 (Ahd.)(Trib.)
Since no findings or directions had been given in assessment year 199293 to tax the receipt in question in assessment year 1994-95 under appeal
which is also inherently impossible in view of the findings that it is
capital receipt, provisions of section 150 would apply in the case of the
assessee and reopening of the assessment made after a period of six years
from the end of the assessment year was clearly time barred.

2.5.

Observation of Tribunal in AY. 1990-91 is not a finding or direction u/s.
150 and thus re-assessment proceedings are not sustainable
Kala Niketan v. UOI (2016) 293 CTR 178/148 DTR 121 (Bom.)(HC)
In appeal for the assessment year 1991-92 held that if at all the issue of
capital gains arises, it shall arise in A.Y.1990-91 and not under A.Y.199192 which was the year under consideration before the Tribunal. Based on
the observation AO issued notice u/s. 148 for re-opening of assessment
of A.Y.1990-91. On writ allowing the petition the Court held that, the
observation of Tribunal is not a finding or direction u/s. 150 and thus reassessment proceedings are not sustainable.)
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2.6.

Finding given by Tribunal could not enable Assessing Officer to extend
period of limitation-Order barred by limitation
EskayK’n’ IT (India) Ltd. v. Dy. CIT (2015) 229 Taxman 204 (Bom.)(HC)

2.7

In respect of any assessment year wherein further proceedings are barred
by limitation, assessment cannot be reopened merely by virtue of an
opinion expressed by any higher forum at a later date, i.e., subsequent to
date of limitation period.
Emgeeyar Pictures (P.) Ltd. v. DCIT (2016) 159 ITD 1 (TM) (Chennai)
(Trib.)

2.8

Smt. S. Rajalakshmi v. ITO, [2018] 409 ITR 157, (Bom.)(HC)
An assessment order was passed against assessee. Subsequently, Assessing
Officer received information in form of observation of Tribunal in
assessment proceedings of son of assessee, SG, that certain investments
in mutual funds made jointly by assessee and her son should be taxed in
hands of assessee as she was first holder in investments. On basis of said
observations of Tribunal, Assessing Officer re-opened assessment in case of
assessee on ground that income chargeable to tax had escaped assessment
by way of said unexplained investments. It was not in dispute that
investments in question stood in name of assessee as first holder. Further,
when assessee filed her return under section 139(1) she had not explained
source of said investments. In fact her exempt income from dividends did
not form part of her return filed under section 139(1). Further, assessee in
her son’s case accepted that these investments should not be brought to
tax in his hands as he was second holder and they were to be brought to
tax in hands of assessee being first holder, on facts, impugned reopening
of assessment was justified

III.

POWER OF APPELLATE AUTHORITY:

3.1

In Sujeer Properties (AOP) v. ITO (2011) 131 ITD 377 (Mum.)(Trib.)
Held Section 150 does not enable or require an appellate authority to give
any directions for reopening of assessment, but it deals with a situation
in which a reassessment is to be initiated to give effect to finding or
direction of appellate authority or Court. (A.Y. 2002-03)

3.2.

Intec Corporation v. ACIT (2020) 424 ITR 167 / 312 CTR 3 (Delhi)(HC)
Reassessment Notice issued beyond six years from the end of relevant AY:
2009-10. Reopening based on the subsequent decision of the Appellate
Tribunal. The limitation of six years under section 149, must be alive on
the date of passing of the order of Commissioner (Appeals). In the present
case since, as on 5.10.2011, the time limit for reopening of assessment for
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A.Y. 2009-10 had not lapsed, the order of the ITAT was well within the
limitation-Notice of reassessment is valid-Petition is dismissed.
3.3

It is now well settled that it must be express direction necessary for
disposal of the case before the authority or Court. It must also be a
direction which the authority or Court is empowered to give while
deciding case before it. The expressions “findings” and “direction” in
Section 153(3)(ii) must be accordingly confined. Section 153(3)(ii) is not
a provision enlarging the jurisdiction of the authority or Court.

mm

(1969) 72 ITR 595 (SC) ITO vs. Induprasad Devshanker Bhatt
V. Ramaswami J.—
“Unless the terms of the statute expressly so provide or unless there is a
necessary implication, retrospective operation should not be given to the
statute so as to affect, alter or destroy any right already acquired or to
revive any remedy lost by efflux of time.”
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Chapter XXVI

Miscellaneous

I

APPLICABILITY OF SECOND PROVISO TO SECTION 147 OF THE
ACT i.e. ASSET OR FINANCIAL INTEREST IN FOREIGN COUNTRY AMENDMENT TO SECTION 149 OF THE ACT, BY FINANCE ACT, 2012

1.1

The Second proviso to section 147 and Explanation 2(d) reads as under
(inserted by the Finance Act 2012 w.e.f. 1.7.2012)
“Provided further that nothing contained in the first proviso shall apply
in a case where any income in relation to any asset (including financial
interest in any entity) located outside India, chargeable to tax, has escaped
assessment for any assessment year”
xxx xxxxxx
Explanation 2.—For the purposes of this section, the following shall also
be deemed to be cases where income chargeable to tax has escaped
assessment, namely :—
xxx xxxxxx
(d) where a person is found to have any asset(including financial interest
in any entity) located out side India.
xxx xxxxxx

INFORMATION FROM FOREIGN TAX AUTHORITY
1.2

Tackling offshore tax evasion and tax avoidance and unearthing of
unaccounted money stashed abroad have become a pressing concern for
governments all around the world. The information and/or evidence of
such tax avoidance/evasion and the underlying criminal activity is often
located outside the territorial jurisdiction and thus this menace can be
addressed only through bilateral and multilateral cooperation amongst tax
and other authorities. The Government of India has played an important
role in international forums in developing international consensus for such
cooperation as per globally accepted norms and continuous monitoring of
their adoption by every jurisdiction including offshore financial centers.
Tax Treaties, which include, Double Taxation Avoidance Agreements
(DTAAs), Tax Information Exchange Agreements (TIEAs), Multilateral
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Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters
(Multilateral Convention) and SAARC Limited Multilateral Agreement
(SAARC Agreement), are the legal instruments which provide a
legal obligation on a reciprocal basis for providing various forms of
administrative assistance, including Exchange of Information, Assistance
in Collection of Taxes, Tax Examination Abroad, Joint Audit, Service of
Documents etc. Through one or more of these tax treaties, India has
exchange of information relationships with more than 130 countries/
jurisdictions including well known offshore financial centers and these
jurisdictions are legally committed to provide administrative assistance and
are actually providing the same in cases where requests are made.
1.3

Reassessment – Non - resident – Limitation - Offshore trust – Amendment
to Section 149, by Finance Act, 2012, which extended limitation for
initiation of reassessment proceedings to sixteen years, could not be
resorted for reopening concluded proceedings in respect of which
limitation had already expired before amendment became effective –
Notice issued in 2015 for the assessment year 1998-99 was quashed.
Brahm Datt v. ACIT (2019) 260 Taxman 380/ 173 DTR 1 / 306 CTR 114
(Delhi)(HC)
The revenue relying upon a statement, issued impugned notice dated
24-3-2015 under section 148 seeking to initiate reassessment proceedings
for assessment year 1998-99, on the suspicion that the, income of the
assessee had escaped assessment. The assessee contended that the
limitation for re-assessment for assessment year 1998-99 had expired on
31-3-2005 and therefore, re-assessment was barred by limitation. The
Assessing Officer contended that the proceedings were initiated within
the extended period of 16 years from the end of the relevant assessment
year by relying on section 149(1)(c), introduced by the Finance Act,
2012, with effect from 1-7-2012. On writ allowing the petition the Court
held that ; reassessment for 1998-99 could not be reopened beyond 31-32005 in terms of provisions of section 149 as applicable at the relevant
time. The assessee return for assessment year 1998-99 became barred by
limitation on 31-3-2005. The question of revival of the period of limitation
for reopening assessment for assessment year 1998-99 by taking recourse
to the subsequent amendment made in section 149 in the year 2012, i.e.,
more than 8 years after expiration of limitation on 31-3-2005, has been
dealt with in K.M. Sharma v. ITO (2002) 254 ITR 772(SC), accordingly
the reassessment notice was quashed.

1.4

In CIT v. Late K.M. Bijli (2017) 390 ITR 402 (Delhi) (HC), the Court
held that; the exclusive reliance placed upon the U.K. revenue authorities’
information was not sufficient to conclude that the amount which was
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attributed to the deceased assessee belonged to him. The materials showed
that the amounts were brought to tax in the hands of the assessee’s
relative. There were pointers to omissions, leads that could have been
developed by the Assessing Officer, such as queries to the bank for foreign
inward remittances and their source. Having received information the
Department could have proceeded through reassessment proceedings at
the earliest opportunity. However, the Department chose to wait for three
years and sought to reopen a decade late completed assessment and by
then the assessee had died. The order of the Appellate Tribunal deleting
the additions was not perverse.
1.4

In New Delhi Television Ltd v. DCIT ((2020) 424 ITR 607 (SC) ; One of
the arguments urged before the Court by the revenue was that in terms
of second proviso to section 147 of the Act r.w.s 149(1)(c) of the Act, the
limitation period would be 16 years since the assessee has derived income
from a foreign entity.
The assessee contented that no income was derived from the foreign
entity and a loan cannot be termed to be an asset or an income and it is
submitted that the notice cannot be said to have been issued under the
second proviso.
The court noted that the notice dated 31.03.2015 is conspicuously silent
with regard to the second proviso. It does not rely upon the second
proviso and basically relies on the provision of Section 148 of the Act.
The reasons communicated to the assessee on 04.08.2015 mention ‘reason
to believe’ and non disclosure of material facts by the assessee. There is
no case set up in relation to the second proviso either in the notice or
even in the reasons supplied on 04.08.2015 with regard to the notice. It
was only while rejecting the objections of the assessee that reference has
been made to the second proviso in the order of disposal of objections
dated 23.11.2015.
The High Court relied upon the judgment in Mohinder Singh Gill & Anr.
v. The Chief Election Commissioner, New Delhi & Ors. (1978) 2 SCR
272 / AIR 1978 SC 851 and came to the conclusion that the revenue
cannot rely upon the second proviso because the notice was silent in this
regard. However, the High Court held that the assessee was guilty of non
disclosure of material facts and upheld the reopening.
The Supreme court observed that it had already held that the assessee
was not guilty of non disclosure of material facts and the revenue has not
challenged the judgment of the High Court in so far as the findings against
it is concerned. However the court permitted the revenue to defend the
petition even on a ground which may have been decided against it by the
High Court.
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On behalf of the revenue it was urged that mere non naming of the second
proviso in the notice does not help the assessee.
The court held that, the noticee or the assessee should not be prejudiced
or be taken by surprise. The uncontroverted fact is that in the notice
dated 31.03.2015 there is no mention of any foreign entity. There is only
mention of the Section 148. Even after the assessee specifically asked for
reasons, the revenue only relied upon facts to show that there was reason
to believe that income has escaped assessment and this escapement was
due to the nondisclosure of material facts. There is nothing in the reasons
to indicate that the revenue was intending to apply the extended period of
16 years. It is only after the assessee filed its reply to the reasons given,
that in the order of rejection for the first time reference was made to the
second proviso by the revenue.
According to the court this was not a fair or proper procedure. The
assessee must be put to notice of all the provisions on which the revenue
relies upon.
The notice and reasons given thereafter do not conform to the principles
of natural justice and the assessee did not get a proper and adequate
opportunity to reply to the allegations which was being relied upon by
the revenue. If the revenue is to rely upon the second proviso and wanted
to urge that the limitation of 16 years would apply, then in the notice
or at least in the reasons in support of the notice, the assessee should
have been put to notice that the revenue relies upon the second proviso.
The assessee could not be taken by surprise at the stage of rejection of
its objections or at the stage of proceedings before the High Court that
the notice is to be treated as a notice invoking provisions of the second
proviso of Section 147 of the Act.
The Hon. Court allowed the appeal of the assessee by holding that the
notice issued to the assessee shows sufficient reasons to believe on the
part of the assessing officer to reopen the assessment but since the
revenue has failed to show nondisclosure of facts the notice having
been issued after a period of 4 years is required to be quashed.
As obiter the Hon court also stated that they have not expressed any
opinion on whether on facts of this case the revenue could take benefit
of the second proviso to S 147 read with S 149(1)(c).or not. Therefore,
the revenue may issue fresh notice taking benefit of the second proviso
if otherwise permissible under law.
1.5

Thus a major issue in context to applicability of second proviso to sec
147 of the Act i.e asset or financial interest in foreign country, is left open
by Hon. Supreme Court. As per second proviso to section 147 of the Act
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inserted by the Finance Act 2012 w.e.f.1.7.2012, provides that nothing
contained in the first proviso shall apply in a case where any income in
relation to any asset (including financial interest in any entity) located
outside India chargeable to tax has escaped assessment in any assessment
year. According to the second proviso the condition of first proviso to sec
147 will not be required to be fulfilled i.e disclosure of fully and truly all
material facts. Thus if a notice under section 147/148 is issued relying on
the second proviso, the dept need not satisfy the requirement of first proviso,
i.e. even if an assessee has disclosed fully and truly all material facts for
assessment, the Dept can reopen the assessment.
However one should note that if at the time when the order which was
subject matter of appeal or revision was passed, the time-limit for issuance
of notice u/s 148 had already expired, prior to insertion of second proviso
then the time limit of extended period of 16 years will not apply.
II.

BENAMI TRANSACTIONS (PROHIBITION) ACT, 1988 & PREVENTION
OF MONEY LAUNDERING ACT, 2002 VIS A VIS REOPENING UNDER
INCOME TAX ACT 1961:

2.1

The Hon. Court in case of Claggett Brachi Co. Ltd., London v. CIT,
Andhra Pradesh [(1989) 177 ITR 409 (SC)] [1989 Supp(2) SCC 182]; M/s
Phool Chand Bajrang Lal and Another v. ITO and Another [(1993) 203
ITR 456 (SC)] [(1993) 4 SCC 77] and Ess Kay Engineering Co.(P) Ltd. v.
CIT, Amritsar [(2001) 247 ITR 818 (SC)] [(2001) 10 SCC 189], Held that
subsequent facts which come to the knowledge of the assessing officer
can be taken into account to decide whether the assessment proceedings
should be reopened or not. Information which comes to the notice of
the assessing officer during proceedings for subsequent assessment years
can definitely form tangible material to invoke powers vested with the
assessing officer under section 147 of the Act.

2.2

In the innovative and highly imaginative world of money laundering
and tax evasion, perpetrators always come up with increasingly complex
transactions in order to dispose of their ill-gotten gains. Merely plugging
the loopholes as they are discovered then, ensures that the authorities
remain two steps behind these perpetrators. In an effort to curb profits
from criminal activities as well as to plug leaks in collection of taxes,
the Legislature has undertaken many comprehensive steps in the recent
past to impose strong deterrents upon and to aid effective action upon
economic offenses. Various laws such as the PMLA (Prevention of Money
Laundering Act), and the Benami Property (Prohibition) Act, 1998 have
seen comprehensive enactments/amendments to better address challenges
thrown up by technology, globalization & to provide strong teeth to the
Law enforcement machinery.
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The Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Amendment Act, 2016 has amended
the Original Act and has enlarged it from an Act having 9 sections to an
Act having 72 sections. The Amending Act has even renamed the Original
Act as “The Prohibition of Benami Property Transactions Act, 1988”. The
Amending Act has come into force on 1.11.2016.
2.3

Therefore once a transaction is caught within net of Benami law or
PMLA law this will be a good information on basis of which reopening
can be initiated in case of an assessee. However one should note that
proceedings under different laws are based on different purpose and
objective, therefore burden of proof, rule of evidence etc are different.
The Assessing Officer will have to form his own reason to believe before
initiating action under section 147/148 of the Act.

2.4

The Supreme Court in P. Leelavathi v. V. Shankarnarayana Rao (CA 1099
of 2008 dt 9th April 2019 (MANU/SC/0497 /2019/ 2019 SCC OnLine SC
489), once again laid down the test as follows :

2.5

•

Mere financial assistance by a person to another to buy Property
By the latter would not Ipso-Facto hold it a Benami Transaction

•

The Burden to Prove A Transaction as benami is upon the person
who asserts it so

•

While considering whether a particular transaction is Benami in
nature the following six circumstances can be taken as a guide:
1.

The source from which the purchase money came.

2.

The nature and the possession of the properties after
purchase

3.

Motive, if any for giving the transaction a benami colour

4.

The position of the parties and the relationship if any
between the claimant and the alleged Benamidar

5.

The custody of the title deeds after the sale and

6.

The conduct of the parties concerned in dealing with the
property after the sale.

Similarly in K. Renuga v. K. Vasakh, ACIT (2018) 259 Taxman 492
(PBPTA-AT) it was observed that notice and attachment of property
involved in benami transaction Advance salary, existence of ‘benami’
transaction has to be proved by authorities i.e. person who allege
transaction. The Authority had purely gone on premise that cash
was transferred from one person to another, with an object to defeat,
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demonetization, which was insufficient to establish a ‘benami’ transaction.
Order of attachment was directed to be released forth with.
2.6

In P. Ezhilpandian v. K. Visakh, Dy. CIT (2018) 259 Taxman 583 (PBPTAAT)
Loan repaid in cash – Held that the existence of the ‘benami’ transaction
has to be proved by the authorities, i.e., the person who alleges the
transaction. The authorities have failed to discharge the burden of proof.
The authority has purely gone on the premise that cash is transferred from
one person to another, with an object to defeat, demonetization. This is
insufficient to establish a ‘benami’ transaction.
Thus according to me Assessing Officer will have to satisfy the
precondition of reopening before initiating the proceeding under the
Income-tax Act 1961 on basis of information received from different
authorities i.e. Benami authorities /PMLA.

III.

REASSESSMENT VIS A VIS DEMONETIZATION : (TAXATION LAWS
(SECOND AMENDMENT) ACT, 2016 (2016) 389 ITR 48 (ST)

3.1

The consequences of failure to come clean with unaccounted cash by way
of a declaration under Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana scheme and
its subsequent detection are severe and amendments to this effect have
been made to the provisions of the Income tax Act. Section 115BBE which
was introduced vide Finance Act, 2012 w.e.f 1st April, 2013 provides that
incomes referred to in sections 68, 69, 69A, 69B, 69C and 69D would
be taxable at the rate of 30% without deduction of any expenditure or
allowance. This section has been amended to provide that such incomes
whether suo motu reflected in the return by the assessee or whether
an addition to this effect being made by the Assessing Officer would
be taxable at the rate of 60% without deduction of any expenditure or
allowance in addition to surcharge calculated at the rate of 25% of such
tax i.e. 15% of the unaccounted cash. This makes the effective tax rate
75%.

3.2

This amendment is to take effect from 1st April, 2017 and would apply
for AY 2017-18 i.e. FY 2016-17 and not merely after the demonitisation of
HDNs. The amendment does not seem to restrict its application to deposit
of unaccounted incomes and cash in the wake of demonitisation of HDNs.
It covers in its sweep all additions that the AO may make on account of
failure of assessee to explain source and genuineness of loans, identities of
donors/ lenders, unexplained expenditure/ investments, amounts borrowed
or repaid on hundi..
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3.3

Amendments have also been proposed to the penalty provisions for
additions under sections 68, 69, 69A, 69B, 69C and 69D. In addition to
the above mentioned 75%, if the AO makes any addition of the nature
referred to in sections 68, 69, 69A, 69B, 69C and 69D, in addition to being
taxed at the rate of 75%, penalty at the rate of 10% of the tax payable
under section 115BBE (i.e. at the rate of 6% of the unaccounted cash/
addition made) is payable under the newly proposed section 271AAC
which makes the Penal Tax rate in excess of 80%.

3.4

By virtue of sub-section (2) of section 271AAC, levy of penalty in cases
of addition under sections 68, 69, 69A, 69B, 69C and 69D are taken
out of the purview of the newly introduced penal provisions in section
270A vide the Finance Act and dealt with exclusively by this proposed
section 271AAC. As per section 273B of the IT Act, if the assessee shows
reasonable cause for failures referred to in the sections mentioned in
section 273B, no penalty can be levied. However, no leeway has been
made in the said section 273B for penalty leviable under section 271AAC..

3.5

Information on huge cash deposit will be sufficient /good information for
Assessing Officer to initiate enquiry. However before the Assessing officer
issues a notice for reopening an assessment he has to form a reason
believe about escapement of income. An assessment cannot be reopened
on mere cash deposit in bank account

3.6

In the case of CIT v. Indo Arab Air Services (2016) 130 DTR 78/ 283 CTR
92 (Delhi)(HC) it was held that mere information that huge cash deposits
were made in the bank accounts could not give the Assessing Officer
prima facie belief that income has escaped assessment. The Assessing
Officer is required to form prima facie opinion based on tangible material
which provides the nexus or the link having reason to believe that income
has escaped assessment. The Assessing Officer was also required to
examine whether the cash deposits were disclosed in the return of income
to form an opinion that income has escaped assessment.

3.7

In this context a reference also can be made to Circular no 40 of 2016 dt
9/12/2016 (2016) 389 ITR 42 (st.) wherein it has been clarified as under :
“2.

It is hereby clarified that reopening of cases under section 147 of
the Act is feasible only when the Assessing Officer “has reason to
believe that any income chargeable to tax has escaped assessment
for any assessment year” and not merely on the basis of any reason
to suspect. Mere increase in turnover, because of use of digital
means of payment or otherwise, in a particular year cannot be a
sole reason to believe that income has escaped assessment in earlier
years. Hence, Assessing Officers are advised not to reopen past
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assessments in cases merely on the ground that the current year’s
turnover has increased.”
IV.

REASSESSMENT VIS A VIS PENALTY PROCEEDING:

4.1

Once reassessment is completed and escaped income is assessed, there is
no bar for the Assessing officer to initiate penalty proceeding under the
Act. The new section 270A of the Act provides for levy of penalty in cases
of under reporting and misreporting of income.
Underreporting of income is said to have been committed where assessed
income is higher than returned or earlier assessed income or maximum
amount not chargeable to tax if return of income was not filed or would
not have been filed. It is more particularly defined as follows;
(a)

the assessed income is greater than the income determined u/s 143
(1)(a);

(b)

the assessed income is greater than the maximum amount not
chargeable to tax, where no return of income has been furnished or
where return has been furnished for the first time u/s 148;

(c)

the income reassessed is greater than the income assessed or
reassessed immediately before such reassessment;

(d)

the assessed or reassessed deemed total income under MAT
Provisions, is greater than the deemed total income determined u/s
143(1)(a);

(e)

the assessed deemed total income under MAT Provisions, is greater
than the maximum amount not chargeable to tax, where no return
of income has been furnished or where return has been furnished
for the first time under section 148;

(f)

the reassessed deemed total income under MAT Provisions, is greater
than the deemed total income assessed or reassessed immediately
before such reassessment;

(g)

the income assessed or reassessed has the effect of reducing the loss
or converting such loss into income.

Misreporting of Income:
Misreporting of Income is defined to include underreporting of income due
to any of the following:
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4.2

a)

misrepresentation or suppression of facts;

b)

failure to record investments in the books of account;

c)

claim of expenditure not substantiated by any evidence;

d)

recording of any false entry in the books of account;

e)

failure to record any receipt in books of account having a bearing
on total income; and

f)

failure to report any international transaction or any transaction
deemed to be an international transaction or any specified
domestic transaction, to which the provisions of Chapter X apply.

In cases of additions based on estimate, no under-reporting shall be
considered to have taken place if the assessee had estimated a lower
addition/disallowance on the same issue and included this lower estimate
in the computation of income and disclosed the relevant material facts.
Further, in cases of additions based on estimate, there will be no underreporting where the accounts are correct and complete even where the
method employed is such that the income cannot properly be deduced
therefrom.

Quantum of Penalty:
4.3

The section 270 A(7) provides for levy of penalty to the extent of 50% of
Tax Payable on Underreported Income whereas section 270A(8) provides
that in case of Misreporting the amount of penalty will be 200% of Tax
Payable on such Misreported Income.Thus, the scheme is that the penalty
is imposed on ‘under-reporting’ of income. The normal rate of penalty
would be 50%. If, however, the under-reporting is in consequence of any
misreporting, then the rate would be 200%.

Immunity from imposition of penalty & prosecution as per section 270AA of the Act.
4.4

Where proceedings for penalty has been initiated for underreporting of
income not consequent to misreporting thereof, then assessee shall be
granted immunity from imposition of penalty and prosecution if assessee
has accepted the assessment or reassessment order and paid the tax
alongwith with interest payable as per the assessment or reassessment
order under section 143(3) or under section 147 as the case may be,
within a specified period and appeal against such assessment order has
not been filed.
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V.

REASSESSMENT VIS A VIS OFFENCES AND PROSECUTIONS:

5.1

The section 276 CC of the Act reads as under :
276CC. Failure to furnish returns of income.—If a person wilfully fails
to furnish in due time the return of fringe benefits which he is required to
furnish under sub-section (1) of section 115WD or by notice given under
sub-section (2) of the said section or section 115WH or the return of income
which he is required to furnish under sub-section (1) of section 139 or by
notice given under clause (i) of sub-section (1) of section 142 or section 148
or section 153A, he shall be punishable,—

5.2

On perusal of the section 276CC of the Act it is clear that prosecution can
be launched against an assessee who fails to furnish the return of income
pursuant to notice under section 148 of the Act.
Similarly under section 276C of the Act (Wilful attempt to evade tax, etc.)
prosecution shall be launched against a person where he willfully attempts
in any manner whatsoever to evade any tax, penalty, interest chargeable/
imposable under the Act.

5.3

Similarly as per section 277 (False statement in verification, etc.) where a
person makes a statement in any verification under this Act or under any
rule made thereunder, or delivers an account or statement which is false,
and which he either knows or believes to be false, or does not believe to
be true, he shall be punishable accordingly.
Thus where ever the offence are committed or noticed even during
an reassessment proceeding department shall be entitled to invoke the
provisions of prosecution.

5.4

In V. Sadasiva Chetty (HUF) v. ITO (2003) 264 ITR 527 (Mad.)(HC) it
was held that because of the pendency of reassessment, the prosecution
cannot be whittled down and original assessment alone is to be considered
for prosecution.

VI.

SECTION 153 – TIME LIMIT FOR COMPLETION OF ASSESSMENT,
REASSESSMENT AND RECOMPUTATION.
The order under section 147 has to be passed within one year from the
end of the financial year in which the notice under section 148 has been
served. – Section 153(2)
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•

If during the reassessment a reference is made to TPO then time
limit will be two years from the end of the F.Y. in which the
notice under section 148 has been served.

Finance Act 2016 – Limits in both the above cases has been reduced by 3
months – Reduced to 9 months and 21 months respectively.

mm
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Chapter XXVII

INCOME-TAX ACT, 1961
[43 OF 1961]
[As Amended by Finance Act, 2020 and Taxation
& Other Laws (Relaxation of Certain Provisions)
Ordinance, 2020]
An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to income-tax and super-tax
BE it enacted by Parliament in the Twelfth Year of the Republic of India as
follows :—
SECTION – 143(2) – NOTICE FOR ASSESSMENT
(2)

Where a return has been furnished under section 139, or in response to
a notice under sub-section (1) of section 142, the Assessing Officer or
the prescribed income-tax authority, as the case may be, if, considers it
necessary or expedient to ensure that the assessee has not understated
the income or has not computed excessive loss or has not under-paid the
tax in any manner, shall serve on the assessee a notice requiring him, on
a date to be specified therein, either to attend the office of the Assessing
Officer or to produce, or cause to be produced before the Assessing Officer
any evidence on which the assessee may rely in support of the return:
Provided that no notice under this sub-section shall be served on the
assessee after the expiry of six months from the end of the financial year
in which the return is furnished.

INCOME ESCAPING ASSESSMENT.
147.
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If the Assessing Officer has reason to believe that any income chargeable
to tax has escaped assessment for any assessment year, he may, subject to
the provisions of sections 148 to 153, assess or reassess such income and
also any other income chargeable to tax which has escaped assessment
and which comes to his notice subsequently in the course of the
proceedings under this section, or recompute the loss or the depreciation
allowance or any other allowance, as the case may be, for the assessment
year concerned (hereafter in this section and in sections 148 to 153
referred to as the relevant assessment year) :
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Provided that where an assessment under sub-section (3) of section 143
or this section has been made for the relevant assessment year, no action
shall be taken under this section after the expiry of four years from the
end of the relevant assessment year, unless any income chargeable to
tax has escaped assessment for such assessment year by reason of the
failure on the part of the assessee to make a return under section 139
or in response to a notice issued under sub-section (1) of section 142 or
section 148 or to disclose fully and truly all material facts necessary for
his assessment, for that assessment year:
Provided further that nothing contained in the first proviso shall apply
in a case where any income in relation to any asset (including financial
interest in any entity) located outside India, chargeable to tax, has escaped
assessment for any assessment year:
Provided also that the Assessing Officer may assess or reassess such
income, other than the income involving matters which are the subject
matters of any appeal, reference or revision, which is chargeable to tax
and has escaped assessment.
Explanation 1.—Production before the Assessing Officer of account books
or other evidence from which material evidence could with due diligence
have been discovered by the Assessing Officer will not necessarily amount
to disclosure within the meaning of the foregoing proviso.
Explanation 2.—For the purposes of this section, the following shall
also be deemed to be cases where income chargeable to tax has escaped
assessment, namely :—
(a)

where no return of income has been furnished by the assessee
although his total income or the total income of any other person
in respect of which he is assessable under this Act during the
previous year exceeded the maximum amount which is not
chargeable to income-tax ;

(b)

where a return of income has been furnished by the assessee but
no assessment has been made and it is noticed by the Assessing
Officer that the assessee has understated the income or has
claimed excessive loss, deduction, allowance or relief in the return;

(ba)

where the assessee has failed to furnish a report in respect of any
international transaction which he was so required under section
92E;
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(c)

where an assessment has been made, but—
(i)

income chargeable to tax has been underassessed ; or

(ii)

such income has been assessed at too low a rate ; or

(iii)

such income has been made the subject of excessive relief
under this Act ; or

(iv)

excessive loss or depreciation allowance or any other
allowance under this Act has been computed;

(ca)

where a return of income has not been furnished by the assessee
or a return of income has been furnished by him and on the basis
of information or document received from the prescribed incometax authority, under sub-section (2) of section 133C, it is noticed
by the Assessing Officer that the income of the assessee exceeds
the maximum amount not chargeable to tax, or as the case may be,
the assessee has understated the income or has claimed excessive
loss, deduction, allowance or relief in the return;

(d)

where a person is found to have any asset (including financial
interest in any entity) located outside India.

Explanation 3.—For the purpose of assessment or reassessment under this
section, the Assessing Officer may assess or reassess the income in respect
of any issue, which has escaped assessment, and such issue comes to his
notice subsequently in the course of the proceedings under this section,
notwithstanding that the reasons for such issue have not been included in
the reasons recorded under sub-section (2) of section 148.
Explanation 4.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified that the
provisions of this section, as amended by the Finance Act, 2012, shall also
be applicable for any assessment year beginning on or before the 1st day
of April, 2012.
ISSUE OF NOTICE WHERE INCOME HAS ESCAPED ASSESSMENT.
148.
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(1)

Before making the assessment, reassessment or recomputation
under section 147, the Assessing Officer shall serve on the
assessee a notice requiring him to furnish within such period,
as may be specified in the notice, a return of his income or the
income of any other person in respect of which he is assessable
under this Act during the previous year corresponding to the
relevant assessment year, in the prescribed form and verified in
the prescribed manner and setting forth such other particulars as
may be prescribed; and the provisions of this Act shall, so far as
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may be, apply accordingly as if such return were a return required
to be furnished under section 139 :
Provided that in a case—
(a)

where a return has been furnished during the period
commencing on the 1st day of October, 1991 and ending
on the 30th day of September, 2005 in response to a notice
served under this section, and

(b)

subsequently a notice has been served under sub-section (2)
of section 143 after the expiry of twelve months specified
in the proviso to sub-section (2) of section 143, as it stood
immediately before the amendment of said sub-section by
the Finance Act, 2002 (20 of 2002) but before the expiry of
the time limit for making the assessment, re-assessment or
recomputation as specified in sub-section (2) of section 153,
every such notice referred to in this clause shall be deemed
to be a valid notice:

Provided further that in a case—
(a)

where a return has been furnished during the period
commencing on the 1st day of October, 1991 and ending
on the 30th day of September, 2005, in response to a notice
served under this section, and

(b)

subsequently a notice has been served under clause (ii) of
sub-section (2) of section 143 after the expiry of twelve
months specified in the proviso to clause (ii) of sub-section
(2) of section 143, but before the expiry of the time limit
for making the assessment, reassessment or recomputation
as specified in sub- section (2) of section 153, every such
notice referred to in this clause shall be deemed to be a
valid notice.

Explanation.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that
nothing contained in the first proviso or the second proviso shall
apply to any return which has been furnished on or after the 1st
day of October, 2005 in response to a notice served under this
section.
(2)

The Assessing Officer shall, before issuing any notice under this
section, record his reasons for doing so.
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TIME LIMIT FOR NOTICE.
149.

(1)

No notice under section 148 shall be issued for the relevant
assessment year,—
(a)

if four years have elapsed from the end of the relevant
assessment year, unless the case falls under clause (b) or
clause (c);

(b)

if four years, but not more than six years, have elapsed
from the end of the relevant assessment year unless the
income chargeable to tax which has escaped assessment
amounts to or is likely to amount to one lakh rupees or
more for that year;

(c)

if four years, but not more than sixteen years, have elapsed
from the end of the relevant assessment year unless the
income in relation to any asset (including financial interest
in any entity) located outside India, chargeable to tax, has
escaped assessment.

Explanation.—In determining income chargeable to tax which
has escaped assessment for the purposes of this sub-section, the
provisions of Explanation 2 of section 147 shall apply as they
apply for the purposes of that section.
(2)

The provisions of sub-section (1) as to the issue of notice shall be
subject to the provisions of section 151.

(3)

If the person on whom a notice under section 148 is to be served
is a person treated as the agent of a non- resident under section
163 and the assessment, reassessment or recomputation to be made
in pursuance of the notice is to be made on him as the agent of
such non-resident, the notice shall not be issued after the expiry
of a period of six years from the end of the relevant assessment
year.
Explanation.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified
that the provisions of sub-sections (1) and (3), as amended by the
Finance Act, 2012, shall also be applicable for any assessment year
beginning on or before the 1st day of April, 2012.

PROVISION FOR CASES WHERE ASSESSMENT IS IN PURSUANCE OF AN
ORDER ON APPEAL, ETC.
150.
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of making an assessment or reassessment or recomputation in
consequence of or to give effect to any finding or direction
contained in an order passed by any authority in any proceeding
under this Act by way of appeal, reference or revision or by a
Court in any proceeding under any other law.
(2)

The provisions of sub-section (1) shall not apply in any case where
any such assessment, reassessment or recomputation as is referred
to in that sub-section relates to an assessment year in respect of
which an assessment, reassessment or recomputation could not
have been made at the time the order which was the subjectmatter of the appeal, reference or revision, as the case may be, was
made by reason of any other provision limiting the time within
which any action for assessment, reassessment or recomputation
may be taken.

SANCTION FOR ISSUE OF NOTICE.
151.

(1)

No notice shall be issued under section 148 by an Assessing
Officer, after the expiry of a period of four years from the end
of the relevant assessment year, unless the Principal Chief
Commissioner or Chief Commissioner or Principal Commissioner
or Commissioner is satisfied, on the reasons recorded by the
Assessing Officer, that it is a fit case for the issue of such notice.

(2)

In a case other than a case falling under sub-section (1), no
notice shall be issued under section 148 by an Assessing Officer,
who is below the rank of Joint Commissioner, unless the Joint
Commissioner is satisfied, on the reasons recorded by such
Assessing Officer, that it is a fit case for the issue of such notice.

(3)

For the purposes of sub-section (1) and sub-section (2), the
Principal Chief Commissioner or the Chief Commissioner or
the Principal Commissioner or the Commissioner or the Joint
Commissioner, as the case may be, being satisfied on the reasons
recorded by the Assessing Officer about fitness of a case for the
issue of notice under section 148, need not issue such notice
himself.

OTHER PROVISIONS.
152.

(1)

In an assessment, reassessment or recomputation made under
section 147, the tax shall be chargeable at the rate or rates at
which it would have been charged had the income not escaped
assessment.
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(2)

Where an assessment is reopened under section 147, the assessee
may, if he has not impugned any part of the original assessment
order for that year either under sections 246 to 248 or under
section 264, claim that the proceedings under section 147 shall be
dropped on his showing that he had been assessed on an amount
or to a sum not lower than what he would be rightly liable for
even if the income alleged to have escaped assessment had been
taken into account, or the assessment or computation had been
properly made :

Provided that in so doing he shall not be entitled to reopen matters
concluded by an order under section 154, 155, 260, 262, or 263.
TIME LIMIT FOR COMPLETION OF ASSESSMENT, REASSESSMENT AND
RECOMPUTATION.
153.

(1)

No order of assessment shall be made under section 143 or section
144 at any time after the expiry of twenty-one months from
the end of the assessment year in which the income was first
assessable:
Provided that in respect of an order of assessment relating to the
assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 2018, the
provisions of this sub-section shall have effect, as if for the words
“twenty-one months”, the words “eighteen months” had been
substituted:
Provided further that in respect of an order of assessment relating
to the assessment year commencing on or after the 1st day of
April, 2019, the provisions of this sub-section shall have effect, as
if for the words “twenty-one months”, the words “twelve months”
had been substituted.

(2)

No order of assessment, reassessment or recomputation shall be
made under section 147 after the expiry of nine months from the
end of the financial year in which the notice under section 148
was served:
Provided that where the notice under section 148 is served on or
after the 1st day of April, 2019, the provisions of this sub-section
shall have effect, as if for the words “nine months”, the words
“twelve months” had been substituted.

(3)
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an order of fresh assessment in pursuance of an order under
section 254 or section 263 or section 264, setting aside or
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cancelling an assessment, may be made at any time before the
expiry of nine months from the end of the financial year in which
the order under section 254 is received by the Principal Chief
Commissioner or Chief Commissioner or Principal Commissioner
or Commissioner or, as the case may be, the order under section
263 or section 264 is passed by the Principal Commissioner or
Commissioner:
Provided that where the order under section 254 is received by the
Principal Chief Commissioner or Chief Commissioner or Principal
Commissioner or Commissioner or, as the case may be, the order
under section 263 or section 264 is passed by the Principal
Commissioner or Commissioner on or after the 1st day of April,
2019, the provisions of this sub-section shall have effect, as if for
the words “nine months”, the words “twelve months” had been
substituted.
(4)

Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-sections (1), (2) and
(3), where a reference under sub-section (1) of section 92CA is
made during the course of the proceeding for the assessment or
reassessment, the period available for completion of assessment or
reassessment, as the case may be, under the said sub- sections (1),
(2) and (3) shall be extended by twelve months.

(5)

Where effect to an order under section 250 or section 254 or
section 260 or section 262 or section 263 or section 264 is to be
given by the Assessing Officer, wholly or partly, otherwise than by
making a fresh assessment or reassessment, such effect shall be
given within a period of three months from the end of the month
in which order under section 250 or section 254 or section 260
or section 262 is received by the Principal Chief Commissioner or
Chief Commissioner or Principal Commissioner or Commissioner,
as the case may be, the order under section 263 or section 264 is
passed by the Principal Commissioner or Commissioner:
Provided that where it is not possible for the Assessing Officer to
give effect to such order within the aforesaid period, for reasons
beyond his control, the Principal Commissioner or Commissioner
on receipt of such request in writing from the Assessing Officer,
if satisfied, may allow an additional period of six months to give
effect to the order:
Provided further that where an order under section 250 or section
254 or section 260 or section 262 or section 263 or section 264
requires verification of any issue by way of submission of any
document by the assessee or any other person or where an
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opportunity of being heard is to be provided to the assessee, the
order giving effect to the said order under section 250 or section
254 or section 260 or section 262 or section 263 or section 264
shall be made within the time specified in sub-section (3).
(6)
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Nothing contained in sub-sections (1) and (2) shall apply to the
following classes of assessments, reassessments and recomputation
which may, subject to the provisions of sub-sections (3) and (5), be
completed—
(i)

where the assessment, reassessment or recomputation is
made on the assessee or any person in consequence of or to
give effect to any finding or direction contained in an order
under section 250, section 254, section 260, section 262,
section 263, or section 264 or in an order of any court in
a proceeding otherwise than by way of appeal or reference
under this Act, on or before the expiry of twelve months
from the end of the month in which such order is received
or passed by the Principal Commissioner or Commissioner,
as the case may be; or

(ii)

where, in the case of a firm, an assessment is made on a
partner of the firm in consequence of an assessment made
on the firm under section 147, on or before the expiry of
twelve months from the end of the month in which the
assessment order in the case of the firm is passed.

(7)

Where effect to any order, finding or direction referred to in
sub-section (5) or sub-section (6) is to be given by the Assessing
Officer, within the time specified in the said sub-sections, and
such order has been received or passed, as the case may be, by the
income-tax authority specified therein before the 1st day of June,
2016, the Assessing Officer shall give effect to such order, finding
or direction, or assess, reassess or recompute the income of the
assessee, on or before the 31st day of March, 2017.

(8)

Notwithstanding anything contained in the foregoing provisions of
this section, sub-section (2) of section 153A or sub-section (1) of
section 153B, the order of assessment or reassessment, relating to
any assessment year, which stands revived under sub-section (2) of
section 153A, shall be made within a period of one year from the
end of the month of such revival or within the period specified in
this section or sub-section (1) of section 153B, whichever is later.

(9)

The provisions of this section as they stood immediately before
the commencement of the Finance Act, 2016, shall apply to and in
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relation to any order of assessment, reassessment or recomputation
made before the 1st day of June, 2016:
Provided that where a notice under sub-section (1) of section 142 or
sub-section (2) of section 143 or section 148 has been issued prior to
the 1st day of June, 2016 and the assessment or reassessment has not
been completed by such date due to exclusion of time referred to in
Explanation 1, such assessment or reassessment shall be completed in
accordance with the provisions of this section as it stood immediately
before its substitution by the Finance Act, 2016 (28 of 2016).
Explanation 1.—For the purposes of this section, in computing the period
of limitation—
(i)

the time taken in reopening the whole or any part of the
proceeding or in giving an opportunity to the assessee to be reheard under the proviso to section 129; or

(ii)

the period during which the assessment proceeding is stayed by
an order or injunction of any court; or

(iii)

the period commencing from the date on which the Assessing
Officer intimates the Central Government or the prescribed
authority, the contravention of the provisions of clause (21) or
clause (22B) or clause (23A) or clause (23B) or sub-clause (iv) or
sub-clause (v) or sub-clause (vi) or sub-clause (via) of clause (23C)
of section 10, under clause (i) of the proviso to sub-section (3) of
section 143 and ending with the date on which the copy of the
order withdrawing the approval or rescinding the notification, as
the case may be, under those clauses is received by the Assessing
Officer; or

(iv)

the period commencing from the date on which the Assessing
Officer directs the assessee to get his accounts audited under subsection (2A) of section 142 and—

(v)

(a)

ending with the last date on which the assessee is required
to furnish a report of such audit under that sub-section; or

(b)

where such direction is challenged before a court, ending
with the date on which the order setting aside such
direction is received by the Principal Commissioner or
Commissioner; or

the period commencing from the date on which the Assessing
Officer makes a reference to the Valuation Officer under subsection (1) of section 142A and ending with the date on which the
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report of the Valuation Officer is received by the Assessing Officer;
or
(vi)		the period (not exceeding sixty days) commencing from the date
on which the Assessing Officer received the declaration under subsection (1) of section 158A and ending with the date on which the
order under sub-section (3) of that section is made by him; or
(vii)

in a case where an application made before the Income-tax
Settlement Commission is rejected by it or is not allowed to be
proceeded with by it, the period commencing from the date on
which an application is made before the Settlement Commission
under section 245C and ending with the date on which the order
under sub-section (1) of section 245D is received by the Principal
Commissioner or Commissioner under sub-section (2) of that
section; or

(viii)		the period commencing from the date on which an application is
made before the Authority for Advance Rulings under sub-section
(1) of section 245Q and ending with the date on which the order
rejecting the application is received by the Principal Commissioner
or Commissioner under sub-section (3) of section 245R; or
(ix)		the period commencing from the date on which an application
is made before the Authority for Advance Rulings under subsection (1) of section 245Q and ending with the date on which
the advance ruling pronounced by it is received by the Principal
Commissioner or Commissioner under sub-section (7) of section
245R; or
(x)

the period commencing from the date on which a reference or
first of the references for exchange of information is made by an
authority competent under an agreement referred to in section 90
or section 90A and ending with the date on which the information
requested is last received by the Principal Commissioner or
Commissioner or a period of one year, whichever is less; or

(xi)

the period commencing from the date on which a reference for
declaration of an arrangement to be an impermissible avoidance
arrangement is received by the Principal Commissioner or
Commissioner under sub-section (1) of section 144BA and ending
on the date on which a direction under sub-section (3) or subsection (6) or an order under sub-section (5) of the said section is
received by the Assessing Officer,

shall be excluded:
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Provided that where immediately after the exclusion of the aforesaid
period, the period of limitation referred to in sub-sections (1), (2), (3) and
sub-section (8) available to the Assessing Officer for making an order of
assessment, reassessment or recomputation, as the case may be, is less
than sixty days, such remaining period shall be extended to sixty days
and the aforesaid period of limitation shall be deemed to be extended
accordingly:
Provided further that where the period available to the Transfer Pricing
Officer is extended to sixty days in accordance with the proviso to subsection (3A) of section 92CA and the period of limitation available to
the Assessing Officer for making an order of assessment, reassessment
or recomputation, as the case may be, is less than sixty days, such
remaining period shall be extended to sixty days and the aforesaid period
of limitation shall be deemed to be extended accordingly:
Provided also that where a proceeding before the Settlement Commission
abates under section 245HA, the period of limitation available under
this section to the Assessing Officer for making an order of assessment,
reassessment or recomputation, as the case may be, shall, after the
exclusion of the period under sub-section (4) of section 245HA, be not
less than one year; and where such period of limitation is less than one
year, it shall be deemed to have been extended to one year; and for the
purposes of determining the period of limitation under sections 149, 154,
155 and 158BE and for the purposes of payment of interest under section
244A, this proviso shall also apply accordingly.
Explanation 2.—For the purposes of this section, where, by an order
referred to in clause (i) of sub-section (6),—
(a)

any income is excluded from the total income of the assessee
for an assessment year, then, an assessment of such income for
another assessment year shall, for the purposes of section 150 and
this section, be deemed to be one made in consequence of or to
give effect to any finding or direction contained in the said order;
or

(b)

any income is excluded from the total income of one person and
held to be the income of another person, then, an assessment
of such income on such other person shall, for the purposes
of section 150 and this section, be deemed to be one made
in consequence of or to give effect to any finding or direction
contained in the said order, if such other person was given an
opportunity of being heard before the said order was passed.
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SERVICE OF NOTICE GENERALLY.
282.

(1)

The service of a notice or summon or requisition or order or any
other communication under this Act (hereafter in this section
referred to as “communication”) may be made by delivering or
transmitting a copy thereof, to the person therein named,—
(a)

by post or by such courier services as may be approved by
the Board; or

(b)		in such manner as provided under the Code of Civil
Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908) for the purposes of service of
summons; or
(c)

in the form of any electronic record as provided in Chapter
IV of the Information Technology Act, 2000 (21 of 2000); or

(d)		by any other means of transmission of documents as
provided by rules made by the Board in this behalf.
(2)

The Board may make rules providing for the addresses (including
the address for electronic mail or electronic mail message) to
which the communication referred to in sub-section (1) may be
delivered or transmitted to the person therein named.

Explanation.—For the purposes of this section, the expressions “electronic
mail” and “electronic mail message” shall have the meanings as assigned
to them in Explanation to section 66A of the Information Technology Act,
2000 (21 of 2000).
RETURN OF INCOME, ETC., NOT TO BE INVALID ON CERTAIN GROUNDS
292B. No return of income, assessment, notice, summons or other proceeding,
furnished or made or issued or taken or purported to have been furnished
or made or issued or taken in pursuance of any of the provisions of this
Act shall be invalid or shall be deemed to be invalid merely by reason
of any mistake, defect or omission in such return of income, assessment,
notice, summons or other proceeding if such return of income, assessment,
notice, summons or other proceeding is in substance and effect in
conformity with or according to the intent and purpose of this Act.
NOTICE DEEMED TO BE VALID IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES
292BB. Where an assessee has appeared in any proceeding or co-operated in any
inquiry relating to an assessment or reassessment, it shall be deemed that
any notice under any provision of this Act, which is required to be served
upon him, has been duly served upon him in time in accordance with the
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provisions of this Act and such assessee shall be precluded from taking
any objection in any proceeding or inquiry under this Act that the notice
was—
(a)

not served upon him; or

(b)

not served upon him in time; or

(c)

served upon him in an improper manner:

Provided that nothing contained in this section shall apply where
the assessee has raised such objection before the completion of such
assessment or reassessment.
(Source: Downloaded from the website of the Income tax department on 6th
November, 2020)

mm
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About All India Federation of Tax Practitioners
(AIFTP)
Inspired by the ideology to have a common platform for all those who practice
taxation laws, irrespective of their individual affiliations and to enable them
to share the benefits of their learning and sharing of knowledge, eminent
professionals from the fields of Direct and Indirect Taxes conceived the
idea of establishing an All India body for the tax practitioners. It was at the
opening ceremony of the National Conference held on 11-11-1976 organised
by The Chamber of Income Tax Consultants Mumbai under Presidentship of
Shri B. C. Joshi, that the doyens of the Professionals christened the Association
in the presence of former Chief Justice of India, Hon’ble Justice J. C. Shah,
distinguished Jurist Padma Vibhushan Dr. N. A. Palkhivala Senior Advocate and
Shri Ram Rao Adik, Senior Advocate, Advocate General of Maharashtra. Shri N.
C. Mehta, Chartered Accountant, Mumbai, was elected as Founder President of
the All India Federation of Tax Practitioners (AIFTP) of and Shri P. C. Joshi was
elected as Secretary General. The AIFTP has completed 44 glorious years of its
existence.
The main object of AIFTP is to spread education in the matters relating to tax
laws, other laws and Accountancy.
The AIFTP has a well-equipped registered Head Office at 215, Rewa Chambers,
31, New Marine Lines, Mumbai- 400 020. The total strength of National Executive
Committee Members is 75 headed by a National President, with a Deputy
President, five Vice-Presidents and five Joint Secretaries. Present the National
President Mrs Nikita Badheka, Advocate from Mumbai and Mr M. Srinivasa
Rao, Tax Practitioner from Eluru (AP) is the Deputy President. Our eminent Past
National Presidents are Late Shri N. C. Mehta, Chartered Accountant, Mumbai
(1978-83), Late Shri B. C. Joshi, Advocate, Mumbai (1984-90), Late Shri L. M.
Mahurkar, Tax Practitioner, Nagpur (1991-93), Shri P. C. Joshi, Advocate, Mumbai
(1994-96), Late Shri Sukumar Bhattacharya, Advocate, Kolkata (1997-99), Late
Dr. N. M. Ranka, Senior Advocate, Jaipur (2000-02), Dr. K. Shivaram, Senior
Advocate, Mumbai (2003-05), Late Shri V. Ramachandran, Senior Advocate,
Chennai (2006-07), Shri Bharat Ji Agrawal, Sr. Advocate, Allahabad (2008-09), Shri
M. L. Patodi, Advocate, Kota (2010-11), Late Shri S. K. Poddar, Advocate, Ranchi
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(2012-13) Shri J. D. Nankani, Advocate, Mumbai (2014-15), Dr. M. V. K. Moorthy,
Advocate, Hyderabad (2016), Mrs Prem Lata Bansal, Senior Advocate, Delhi (2017)
Shri Ganesh Purohit, Senior Advocate, Jabalpur (2018), Dr. Ashok Saraf, Senior
Advocate, Guwahati (2019) and Mrs. Nikita Badheka, Advocate, Mumbai has been
elected as National President for the year 2020.
The membership of the AIFTP includes Senior Advocates, Advocates, Solicitors,
Chartered Accountants and Tax Practitioners, Practicing Direct or Indirect Taxes,
from all States in the Country. Its members enjoy a strong bond of fellowship
leading to fraternal brotherhood amongst professionals. The AIFTP is the symbol
and spirit of National Integration. As of today, the AIFTP is the only voluntary
professional organisation of our country which has 138 Professional Associations
as its affiliated members and more than 8789 individuals as life members from
27 States and 4 Union Territories.
For conducting regular educational activities, the AIFTP has various SubCommittees such as Journal Committee, Law & Representation Committee (Direct
& Indirect Taxes), ITAT Bar Associations’ Co-ordination Committee, Membership
Development & Public Relations and Times Committee.
The AIFTP publishes a monthly Journal covering the latest reported & unreported
decisions of the Supreme Court, High Courts and Income Tax Appellate Tribunals
including the articles, opinions and latest developments on direct and indirect
taxes by experts in the field. The unique feature is that every quarter, it publishes
the gist of Important Case Laws published in 33 Tax Magazines, www.itatonline.
org from across the country. Yearly digest of case laws from 2012 onwards are
also available in the website www.aiftponline.org and www.itatonline.org which
can be down loaded by the members and tax professionals.
AIFTP publishes a monthly newsletter called AIFTP TIMES which is sent to all
the members free of charge. Newsletter contains important notifications, circulars
and other topical information apart from various activities of the AIFTP.
AIFTP website i.e. www.aiftponline.org, is an informative source for the members.
The website is regularly updated by a team of dedicated professionals. The Journal
and Times are available on the website.
AIFTP has been making representations for better tax law and tax administration.
AIFTP and Associate members have filed more than 35 Public interest petitions
before various Courts for better administration of tax laws and to up hold the
independency of judicial forums. AIFTP regularly sends Pre- and Post-Budget
Memorandums. Many of the suggestions and the recommendations are accepted. It
regularly publishes books in simple language and question-answer format at a low
cost. It has published more than 43 publications till date. Its first e-publication
on the subject of Direct Tax Vivad se Vishwas Scheme 2020 and the same was
released on 22-04-2020.
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AIFTP in association with Income Tax Appellate Tribunal Bar Association,
Mumbai has published a publication named “Digest of Case Laws — Direct Taxes
(including allied laws) (2003-2011)”, to Commemorate the 150th Year anniversary
of the Bombay High Court. In the year 2015, “Interpretation of Taxing Statutes –
Frequently asked questions”, which was dedicated to Honourable Mr. Justice S.
H. Kapadia, former Chief Justice of India, (2017) Income tax Appellate Tribunal
– A Fine Balance, Law Practice, procedure and conventions – Frequently asked
questions – Dedicated to Padma Vibhushan Late Dr. N. A. Palkhivala, Senior
Advocate AIFTP has published a publication titled (2018) “311 - Frequently asked
questions on Survey – Direct taxes – Dedicated to Honourable Justice late Dr. B. P.
Saraf, Former Chief Justice of Jammu and Kashmir High Court. (2020) “151 Land
mark judgements of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India - 151 years of Mahatma
Gandhi” on the auspicious occasion of 151st birth anniversary of Father of the
Nation Mahatma Gandhi. This publication dedicated to Honourable Justice late
Dr. B. P. Saraf, former Chief Justice of Jammu and Kashmir High Court.
AIFTP jointly with the Association Members, organise National Seminars,
Conferences and Conventions in various parts of the Country to update its
members on Direct and Indirect Taxation. A unique feature of the AIFTP is
that its faculties, chairmen, trustees, office bearers and members of the National
Executive and Zonal Committees pay a registration fee and bear their own travel
and stay expenses. From April 2020 to September 2020 during the period of
Covid-19 Pandemic, the AIFTP has conducted more than 110 Webinars on various
subjects and all webinars were without any charges. AIFTP as an association
with the help of their members have contributed an amount of Rs. 11 lakhs to
the Prime Minister Cares Fund. In the year, 1999 the AIFTP had published a
publication titled “NRI - A Legal companion” which was dedicated to the War
Heroes of Kargil and the entire surplus of the said publication was handed over
to the Defence fund.
For the development of the Tax Bar, the “Nani Palkhivala Memorial National
Tax Moot Court Competition” and “Research in Tax Laws” was started under the
banner of “Palkhivala Foundation” at Mumbai, wherein every year students from
more than 25 leading law colleges of India participate in the competition and
more than 100 Law Colleges are participating in the Research Competition.
AIFTP has adopted the Code of Ethics to its members which is part of the
constitution of the AIFTP.
As per an appeal made by the AIFTP, the Government of India has released
Commemorative Postage Stamp in Memory of Padma Vibhushan Late Dr. N.
A. Palkhivala, Senior Advocate on 16th January, 2004. The then Hon’ble Prime
Minister of India, Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee released the Commemorative Postage
Stamp at Mumbai.
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Since 2004 AIFTP conducts regular International Study tours, in the first study
tour a seminar was held at Law Society of England and Wales on 24-04-2004,
wherein a publication titled “India-A Global Business Destination” was released
at England. In the first International Tax Conference which was held on 19th to
21st November 2009 at Mumbai wherein heads of Professional Organisations from
16 Countries attended the International Tax Conference.
AIFTP is considered a National Integration of Tax Professionals of India. AIFTP
have many eminent professionals as members, some have been elevated as
Judges of the Supreme Court, High Courts, and Tribunals. Most of the leading
Senior Advocates, Advocates who practice on Direct or Indirect Taxes, many past
Presidents of Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, Chairman and member
of Bar Councils of various States, leading Lawyers, Chartered Accountants and Tax
Practitioners of our country are esteemed members. AIFTP is recognised globally
as one of the vibrant Associations of Tax Practitioners of India.
On 11-11-2016, on the occasion of completion of 40 years of the AIFTP a
publication and a short film titled “40 Years of Milestones and Beyond” was
released by the AIFTP which contains the history of the AIFTP. The same is
available in our website.
With active support of the members of the AIFTP the flag of the AIFTP will fly
high for the times to come.
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About the Publication
Reassessment – Law, Procedure and Practice – A Practical guide
This publication is dedicated in the fond memory of Honourable Justice Late Dr. B. P.
Saraf Former Chief Justice of Jammu and Kashmir High Court.
This publication was designed taking feedback from the readers of the detailed article
on “A Comprehensive Guide to the law of Reopening of assessments” published in
the years 2012 and 2018 on AIFTP journal/ www.itatonline.org. It had received a
great response that a updated article was again published in July 2020 in www.
itatonline.org. Considering overwhelming response the publication committee of the
AIFTP proposed a comprehensive publication for the benefit of tax professionals. This
publication has 26 chapters.
This Print edition has taken shape after an extensive research on the subject
undertaken by Ajay R. Singh, Advocate under guidance of Dr. K. Shivaram Senior
Advocate.
It is a unique publication in simple language simplifying and explaining step wise
various issues relating to reassessment, right from issuance of notice by the Assessing
officer. The author has explained step wise procedure to be followed on receipt of
such notice, remedies available and care to be taken while drafting reply to the
notices. This publication covers the widest possible expanse of the subject in all its
finer aspects.
The list of legal principle culled out from various decisions and independent chapter
on each issue are immense value addition to this publication. The exhaustive contents
of the book are aimed at providing research based comprehensive and issue wise write
up on the subject of reassessment. The subject wise and section wise index will aid
in swift search of case laws on the issue.
All important concepts and propositions affirmed by various Courts and Tribunals has
been analysed and discussed threadbare. All important Case laws on each issue are
selected having precedent value which are very much relevant to the tax practitioners
and tax payers across the country.
In writing this book, the author Shri Ajay R. Singh, Advocate have been aided by the
untiring efforts of Dr. K. Shivaram Senior Advocate who have spared his valuable time
to edit and complete the publication within a short period. We also thank Mr. Akshay
Pawar (Law Student) for his diligent work in bringing out this publication on time.
We are hopeful that this publication will be a useful reference and guide to Lawyers,
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